May 27

Good afternoon Africa Regional Council,
I hope everyone is well and staying healthy. Please see below for our May 27 regional update.
I would like to take this opportunity as well to introduce Marguerite Read, OSAC's new East and
Southern Africa analyst. Although we are all saddened by Kristen's departure to greener
pastures, please be assured that we have a fantastic and knowledgeable new analyst in
Marguerite. Please feel free to reach out and welcome her at ReadMK@state.gov (and start
sending your questions, concerns, and inquiries her way).
As always, please also remember to include osacAF@state.gov on your correspondence.
Tanzania: The Tanzanian government has not released any data on COVID in Tanzania since
April 29, so there are no current data on the number of people diagnosed with COVID-19 in
Tanzania. The risk of contracting COVID-19 in Dar es Salaam is extremely high. Despite limited
official reports, all evidence points to exponential growth of the epidemic in Dar and other
locations in Tanzania. Many hospitals in Dar es Salaam have been overwhelmed in recent
weeks. Limited hospital capacity throughout Tanzania could result in life-threatening delays for
medical care, including for those with COVID-19.

Best,
Andrew and Marguerite
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There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S. Embassy Alert
page for more info; All flights suspended; State of emergency
extended to 5/25
Air France is offering limited repatriation flights from Cotonou to
Paris with priority for French and EU nationals. These flights may
have capacity for individuals who wish to return to the United
States, provided the passenger is also able to secure an immediate
onward flight from Paris to a destination in the United States.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29); 6-month State
of Emergency declared (as of 4/9); Masks must be worn in public (as
of 5/1); The Government of Botswana has announced the end of
extreme social distancing measures, officially starting on May 21.
The country is still divided into nine geographical zones, and
movement between zones requires an essential travel permit; The
best place to find the latest updates, lists, regulations, and maps is
at https://twitter.com/BWGovernment.
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Future repatriation options are unknown at this time.
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No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); No
inter-island travel; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Curfew from 20:00 to 05:00 (as of 4/25); Face masks
required in public
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A special commercial flight departed Burkina Faso on May 21.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
The special commercial flight that was being arranged by SatGuru
and operated by Ethiopian Airlines, scheduled to leave Bujumbura
on Saturday, 23 May was cancelled. SatGuru is arranging a tentative
special commercial flight operated by Rwandair, potentially leaving
Bujumbura on Saturday, 30 May, and traveling to Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia (ADD). This flight is not confirmed, and SatGuru is waiting
for the final confirmation from Government of Burundi for clearance
- see Embassy Health Alert for more info - All international
commercial flights departing from or arriving to Melchior Ndadaye
International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21); No new
visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
U.S. Embassy Praia is organizing a final repatriation flight to Boston
on Thursday, May 28, with pick-ups in Sal and Mindelo before
departing from Praia.
At this time, the Department of State and U.S. Embassy Yaounde are
not arranging additional charter flights from Cameroon to the
United States.
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
U.S. Embassy Kinshasa is aware of two upcoming flights departing
DRC that can accommodate U.S. citizens and lawful permanent
residents (LPRs). May 30: Goma, Kinshasa, and (tentatively)
Lubumbashi to Addis Ababa (organized by Satguru Travel), June 6:
Lubumbashi and Kinshasa to Addis Ababa with connections available
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia to Washington, D.C. Organized by Jeffery
Travel and Miles Travel.
Air Djibouti is offering a special commercial flight from Djibouti to
Paris Charles de Gaulle (CDG) on 6/6 - see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; Suspension of all commercial flights; Land and sea
borders closed until 9/1; Lockdown extended to 5/17 (as of 5/10)
The Department of State is currently not organizing an evacuation
of American citizens from Equatorial Guinea following the May 8
flight.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts
page for more info; Asmara International Airport closed; Land
borders also closed; No new visas issued; Public transport
suspended; Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home
order issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
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Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial nationwide
lockdown through 6/19; Police establish 24-hour vehicle
checkpoints in Manzini
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Regional
state governments have banned cross country public transportation
through their regions, check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
air passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of
emergency declared to last 5 months (as of 4/8)
The Embassy may organize a final departure flight that would depart
from Libreville to the United States in May or June. That flight, if
scheduled, will likely be the last departure flight the Embassy will
organize until commercial flights resume.
We do not expect additional repatriation flights from The Gambia to
the United States, and American citizens should be prepared to
remain abroad for an extended period of time.
If you are interested in a repatriation flight to the U.S., please fill out
the form on the Embassy's website.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in Conakry have
arranged a special chartered flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful
Permanent Residents only. The flight will depart Conakry on
Tuesday, June 2 at 15h00, transit Dublin, and arrive at Washington
Dulles Airport at 06h45 on Wednesday, June 3, 2020.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United
States may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See the
travel alert for more information. Flights in and out of GuineaBissau's international airport will halt starting March 18 for two
weeks.
Re: repatriation flights, Kenya Airways have confirmed that, subject
to sufficient demand, they will operate a specially arranged direct
flight from Nairobi to London on Thursday, June 4 - see Embassy
Alert for more info; All international flights will be suspended,
extended an additional 30 days (as of 5/11); Kenya Airways has
suspended all domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers
banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Face masks
must be worn in public; Road, rail and air movements are restricted
in and out of the Nairobi Metropolitan area; the neighbourhoods of
Eastleigh (Nairobi) and Old Town (Mombasa); and Mombasa, Kwale,
Kilifi and Mandera Counties until 6/6; Markets and restaurants will
also be closed in these areas for 15 days (as of 5/6); Borders with
Tanzania and Somalia closed; Country-wide curfew between 7pm
and 5am extended until 6/6
Borders with SA closed; Partially lifted restrictions on movement but
all persons are still required to remain at home unless providing or
acquiring goods or services, or attending funerals and religious
services; most businesses and offices are allowed to operate

provided health regulations and social distancing are observed; Face
masks required in public
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A repatriation flight left on May 8. Additional repatriation options
are unknown at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
incoming/outgoing flights suspended; Domestic flights suspended
until further notice (as of 3/26); State of emergency extended until
at least 6/2; Nationwide nightly curfew from 8pm to 5am
Satguru Travel will operate a charter flight through Ethiopian
Airlines from Lilongwe to Addis Ababa tentatively scheduled for
Saturday, May 30 - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers
from affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day selfquarantine for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of 4/18)
A special commercial flight departed Mali on May 21. Additional
repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
The are no evacuation flights from Mauritania scheduled at this
time, but Air France will conduct one-way flights to Paris for each of
the next three Thursdays. From Paris, there will be connecting
flights to various airports in the United States.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Air
Mauritius suspended its commercial flights (as of 3/28); Curfew
from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23); "Period of confinement" extended
until 6/1, with an easing of restrictions beginning on 5/15
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension
of visa processing and cancelling of previously issued visas;
Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; State of
emergency extended until 5/30; Suspension of international
commercial passenger flights to and from until 5/31
Air Namibia has informed the U.S. Embassy in Windhoek that the
flight from Windhoek to Frankfurt and then onward to London that
was originally scheduled for May 27 has been delayed until June 2.
Passengers who had already purchased tickets for the May 27 flight,
will be automatically rebooked for the June 2 flight. The Embassy
has been informed that only a few seats are still available - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Starting on 5/4, enter stage two
of a four-stage plan: People will be permitted to travel domestically
while wearing face masks at all times, returning Namibians will be
allowed to re-enter the country, subject to screening on entry and
quarantine for 14 days, but borders will remain closed for nonNamibians, businesses can reopen, shopping malls, shops and
restaurants will continue operating on a take-away basis; The
government announced a phased reopening of schools beginning on
6/3.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
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There are currently no scheduled evacuation flights from Lagos or
Abuja.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Possible flight departing Kigali with connections to Dulles
International Airport in Washington, D.C. on Saturday, May 30 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Rwandan National Police
announced that you may now request permission for essential
movements online (as of 4/25); Schools closed until September (as
of 4/30); Partial reopening of businesses, starting on 5/18 - see
Embassy Alerts for full list of measures; Contact tracing (the Rwanda
Development Board announced that all hospitality establishments,
including restaurants, coffee shops, and hotels, must register
customers who visit the premises to facilitate the tracking of COVID19 cases) as of 5/11)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights
are prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships
are prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized by the Department of State and
U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United States. Most commercial
options remain unavailable from Senegal.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Health Alert for more info;
Gradual deconfinement measures began on 5/4 - restrictions on the
movement of people are no longer in effect; Shops are permitted to
remain open until 20:00; The majority of non-essential services and
businesses are permitted to reopen.
The U.S. Embassy is exploring the option of a repatriation flight to
the United States to depart in early June. U.S. citizens and LPRs who
would like to return to the United States should use the online
request form to register their interest.
The U.S. Embassy has collaborated with Ethiopian Airlines (ET) to
establish a second charter flight from Mogadishu (MGQ) to Addis
Ababa (ADD) with onward connections to Dulles, Virginia (IAD) on
5/28 - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for
Addis Ababa are still available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently,
ET is the only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Dusk to dawn curfew in Mogadishu
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South African Airways (SAA) has notified the U.S. Mission of a
special repatriation flight on May 29, 2020, from Cape Town to
Washington, D.C. (Washington-Dulles International Airport). In
addition, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, in coordination with the Dutch
Embassy in South Africa, is coordinating two special repatriation
flights departing on May 29 and 30. U.S. citizens and legal
permanent residents are eligible for this flight solely for the purpose
of transiting through Amsterdam. As of 5/20, Qatar Airways had
limited availability for a flight on 5/28 departing Johannesburg and
arriving in Doha - see Embassy Alerts for more info; On May 24,
2020, the government of South Africa announced the lockdown
alert level for South Africa will be lowered to level 3 with effect on
June 1, 2020 - see Embassy Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo
International Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed
until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown (as
of 4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways canceling all
regional flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis restricted from
operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27); People can only leave
residences for essential work or shopping for essential goods;
Nightly curfew implemented from 20:00 to 05:00 local time (as of
5/1); Face masks required in public; Schools to reopen on 6/1
The U.S. Embassy in Juba has confirmed availability of seats on a
commercial flight with Ethiopian Airlines from Juba to Addis Ababa
on 5/28 - see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of all
commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of
3/24); Ban on travelers from affected countries; Easing of COVID-19
coronavirus lockdown measures, including reopening of restaurants,
bars, and shops with social distancing restrictions; curfew amended
to 22:00 to 06:00 (as of 5/7)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested American
citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
All commercial flights cancelled until 5/31; All public and private
transport suspended between states; 24-hour lockdown in
Khartoum extended until 6/2 (as of 5/18)
Re: repatriation flights, the U.S. Embassy has confirmed availability
of seats on two charter flights leaving Tanzania in June subject to
reaching a minimum number of passengers. Option 1: 6/6 via
Zurich/Frankfurt to New York, Washington, Chicago, Houston, or Los
Angeles. Booking must be made by 5/27 at 4pm East Africa Time.
Option 2: 6/10 or 6/12 via Doha to Chicago or Dallas - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; International passenger travel will resume
as of 5/18; Universities to reopen 6/1
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation
office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la
Republique or N2) two blocks east of the French Embassy if you
wish to return to the United States prior to a possible suspension of
commercial flights between Togo and the United States.
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The U.S. Embassy is working with Satguru Travel to arrange a flight
out of Entebbe International Airport on 5/28 - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am);
Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowed
to enter with minimal crew; Ban on private vehicles lifted as of 5/26
with restrictions; From 3/31, a curfew is in place from 7pm to
6:30am; Lockdown measures will be eased further over next few
weeks (as of 5/18); Face masks required in public; Public transport
to resume 6/4 and shops, hotels, and restaurants to reopen by 5/26
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return
to the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy
Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until
further notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital
Lusaka will remain open until further notice; Face masks mandatory
in public (as of 4/24); All tourist visas suspended until further notice;
Anyone entering Zambia, including returning residents, will undergo
COVID-19 testing by nasal swab on arrival and mandatory
quarantine for a period of no less than 14 days at a government
designated facility at their own cost
Ethiopian Airlines reports it has resumed flights from Harare to the
United States. The most recent flight was scheduled for today,
Wednesday, May 27. Flights to Dulles, VA, and/or Chicago, IL, are
scheduled thereafter on Wednesdays, Saturdays, Sundays, and
Mondays - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Face masks are
required in public and informal sectors will remain closed while
companies will operate from 08:00 to 15:00; Nationwide lockdown
eased slightly but were extended indefinitely as of 5/17

May 20
Good afternoon Africa Regional Council,
Hope everyone is well. Please see below for our May 20 regional updates. As a reminder, we have
updated our readout frequency to once a week on Wednesdays. If you have any questions, concerns,
or suggestions, please do not hesitate to reach out to the OSAC Africa team at osacAF@state.gov.
Best,
Kristen and Andrew

Benin: Benin revised how it is determining "confirmed" cases by no longer counting positive
antibody tests (with no PCR test). This lowered their count of confirmed cases from 339 to 130.
The Beninese government reports that this brings them into line with WHO standards.

Additionally, on May 17, the country staged local electionsstaged local elections with the
absence of a number of opposition parties who boycotted the elections due to the COVID-19
pandemic and political situation.
Cote d'Ivoire: USAID NGO contacts report that towns along the Burkina Faso and Mali border
are experiencing high rates of new unemployment. In his May 7 address, President Ouattara
said the government has disbursed 40 billion CFA (US$66 million) to support small and medium
enterprises, 30 billion CFA (US$49.5 million) to support large businesses, and 20 billion CFA
(US$33 million) to support the informal sector.
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S.
Embassy Alert page for more info; All flights suspended;
State of emergency extended to 5/25
Air France is offering limited repatriation flights from
Cotonou to Paris with priority for French and EU
nationals. These flights may have capacity for
individuals who wish to return to the United States,
provided the passenger is also able to secure an
immediate onward flight from Paris to a destination in
the United States.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers
(as of 3/29); 6-month State of Emergency declared (as
of 4/9); The Government of Botswana announced that
those in need of movement permits during the state of
emergency may apply online at https://www.gov.bw/.
Those who wish to leave their homes for all purposes
must get a travel permit from the Government of
Botswana; Masks must be worn in public (as of 5/1);
Lockdown restrictions starting to ease on 5/8; The
Government of Botswana has moved to Phase 3 in its
gradual re-opening of the economy. Phase 3
provisionally lasts from May 15 through May 22, during
which a whole range of shops and industries may reopen; The best place to find the latest updates, lists,
regulations, and maps is at
https://twitter.com/BWGovernment.
The Embassy of the United States in Ouagadougou has
confirmed a special commercial flight from
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso to Washington Dulles
International Airport on Thursday, May 21.
Tentative special commercial flight to be arranged by
SatGuru and operated by Ethiopian Airlines, leaving
Bujumbura on or around 5/15 to Addis Ababa - see
Embassy Health Alert for more info - All international

commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended
for 7 days (as of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
The Embassy’s final repatriation operation will now take
place after May 14.
At this time, the Department of State and U.S. Embassy
Yaounde are not arranging additional charter flights
from Cameroon to the United States.
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Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of
3/23); No inter-island travel; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries; Curfew from 20:00 to
05:00 (as of 4/25); Face masks required in public
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
U.S. Embassy Kinshasa is aware of two upcoming flights
departing DRC that can accommodate U.S. citizens and
lawful permanent residents (LPRs). May 26: Goma and
Kinshasa to Addis Ababa (organized by Jeffery Travel
and Miles Travel), May 30: Goma, Kinshasa, and
(tentatively) Lubumbashi to Addis Ababa (organized by
Satguru Travel)
Air Djibouti is offering a special commercial flight from
Djibouti to Paris Charles de Gaulle (CDG) on 5/6 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Suspension of all
commercial flights; Land and sea borders closed until
9/1; Lockdown extended to 5/17 (as of 5/10)
The Department of State is currently not organizing an
evacuation of American citizens from Equatorial Guinea
following the May 8 flight.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy,
see Alerts page for more info; Asmara International
Airport closed; Land borders also closed; No new visas
issued; Public transport suspended; Private vehicle use
is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order issued for all
but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial
nationwide lockdown through 5/7; Police establish 24hour vehicle checkpoints in Manzini
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Regional state governments have banned cross country
public transportation through their regions, check
Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to
be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of
emergency declared to last 5 months (as of 4/8)
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The Embassy may organize a final departure flight that
would depart from Libreville to the United States in May
or June. That flight, if scheduled, will likely be the last
departure flight the Embassy will organize until
commercial flights resume.
We do not expect additional repatriation flights from
The Gambia to the United States, and American citizens
should be prepared to remain abroad for an extended
period of time.
If you are interested in a repatriation flight to the U.S.,
please fill out the form on the Embassy's website.
The U.S. government does not anticipate arranging
additional repatriation flights from Guinea to the United
States at this time. There may be some Air France
commercial operations, tickets available on their
website.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the
United States may be able to be repatriated from Dakar,
Senegal. See the travel alert for more information.
Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international
airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
All international flights will be suspended, extended an
additional 30 days (as of 4/6); Kenya Airways has
suspended all domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident
travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for
arrivals; Face masks must be worn in public; Road, rail
and air movements are restricted in and out of the
Nairobi Metropolitan area; the neighbourhoods of
Eastleigh (Nairobi) and Old Town (Mombasa); and
Mombasa, Kwale, Kilifi and Mandera Counties until 6/6;
Markets and restaurants will also be closed in these
areas for 15 days (as of 5/6); Borders with Tanzania and
Somalia closed; Country-wide curfew between 7pm and
5am extended until 6/6
Borders with SA closed; Partially lifted restrictions on
movement but all persons are still required to remain at
home unless providing or acquiring goods or services, or
attending funerals and religious services; most
businesses and offices are allowed to operate provided
health regulations and social distancing are observed;
Face masks required in public
A repatriation flight left on May 8. Additional
repatriation options are unknown at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended;
Domestic flights suspended until further notice (as of

3/26); State of emergency extended until at least 5/17;
Nationwide nightly curfew from 8pm to 5am
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Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on
travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening
and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; 3 week
lockdown (as of 4/18)
The Embassy has confirmed the planned May 21 flight to
the United States.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this
time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; Air Mauritius suspended its commercial
flights (as of 3/28); Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of
3/23); "Period of confinement" extended until 6/1, with
an easing of restrictions beginning on 5/15
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of
previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day selfquarantine for all travelers; State of emergency
extended until 5/30; Suspension of international
commercial passenger flights to and from until 5/31
Air Namibia has informed the U.S. Embassy in Windhoek
that it is planning two special commercial flights out of
Windhoek for any foreign citizens seeking to depart. One
flight, SW9303, will depart Windhoek on 5/22 and will
make stops in the following locations: Luanda, Angola, at
9:30 am local time; Kinshasa, DRC, at 11:30 local time;
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, at 18:10 local time, and Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, at 21:40 local time. From any of these
destinations, passengers would be expected to arrange
for their own onward travel via commercial flights - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Starting on 5/4,
enter stage two of a four-stage plan: People will be
permitted to travel domestically while wearing face
masks at all times, returning Namibians will be allowed
to re-enter the country, subject to screening on entry
and quarantine for 14 days, but borders will remain
closed for non-Namibians, businesses can reopen,
shopping malls, shops and restaurants will continue
operating on a take-away basis; The government
announced a phased reopening of schools beginning on
6/3.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
There are currently no scheduled evacuation flights
from Lagos or Abuja.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
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Seats are still available on a flight departing Kigali with
connections to Dulles on 5/23 - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Rwandan National Police announced that
you may now request permission for essential
movements online (as of 4/25); Schools closed until
September (as of 4/30); Partial reopening of businesses,
starting on 5/4 - see Embassy Alerts for full list of
measures; Contact tracing (the Rwanda Development
Board announced that all hospitality establishments,
including restaurants, coffee shops, and hotels, must
register customers who visit the premises to facilitate
the tracking of COVID-19 cases) as of 5/11); Interprovince travel allowed starting on 6/1
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Nonresident foreign nationals are prohibited from entering
the country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing
at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited
from docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that
there will be additional charter flights organized by the
Department of State and U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the
United States. Most commercial options remain
unavailable from Senegal.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Health Alert for
more info; Gradual deconfinement measures will begin
on 5/4 - restrictions on the movement of people are no
longer in effect; Shops are permitted to remain open
until 20:00; The majority of non-essential services and
businesses are permitted to reopen.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
The U.S. Embassy has collaborated with Ethiopian
Airlines (ET) to establish a second charter flight from
Mogadishu (MGQ) to Addis Ababa (ADD) with onward
connections to Dulles, Virginia (IAD) on 5/28 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers
from affected countries; Flights departing from
Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available
on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only
carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Dusk to dawn curfew in Mogadishu
The U.S. Mission was notified of a special commercial
repatriation flight to the U.S. operated by Ethiopian
Airlines on 5/22, and Qatar Airways has limited
availability for flights on 5/26 and 5/28 departing
Johannesburg and arriving in Doha - see Embassy Alert
for more info; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed
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for passenger travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16
(3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown (as
of 4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways
canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and
taxis restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00
(as of 3/27); People can only leave residences for
essential work or shopping for essential goods; South
African Airways ceased all operations on 5/8; Nightly
curfew implemented from 20:00 to 05:00 local time (as
of 5/1); Face masks required in public; Schools to
reopen on 6/1
The U.S. Embassy in Juba has confirmed availability of
seats on a commercial flight with Ethiopian Airlines
from Juba to Addis Ababa on 5/14 - see Embassy Alert
for more info; Suspension of all commercial flights
indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24);
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Easing of
COVID-19 coronavirus lockdown measures, including
reopening of restaurants, bars, and shops with social
distancing restrictions; curfew amended to 22:00 to
06:00 (as of 5/7)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested
American citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; All commercial flights
cancelled until 5/31; All public and private transport
suspended between states; 24-hour lockdown in
Khartoum extended for 15 days (as of 5/18)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; International passenger travel will resume as
of 5/18
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and
reservation office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach
road (Boulevard de la Republique or N2) two blocks east
of the French Embassy if you wish to return to the
United States prior to a possible suspension of
commercial flights between Togo and the United States.
A UK Charter flight will be departing Entebbe for
London on 5/21 - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am);
Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will
be allowed to enter with minimal crew; Ban on public
transportation extended until 5/5, including private
vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is in place from 7pm to
6:30am; Lockdown extended another two weeks, but
partial easing beginning (as of 5/4); Face masks
required in public; Public transport to resume 6/4 and
shops, hotels, and restaurants to reopen by 5/26
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Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier
flying international routes in and out of Zambia - those
seeking to return to the U.S. should work with Ethiopian
Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for
more info; International airports in Ndola, Livingstone,
and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until
further notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in
the capital Lusaka will remain open until further notice;
Face masks mandatory in public (as of 4/24); All tourist
visas suspended until further notice; Anyone entering
Zambia, including returning residents, will undergo
COVID-19 testing by nasal swab on arrival and
mandatory quarantine for a period of no less than 14
days at a government designated facility at their own
cost
Ethiopian Airlines flight to Addis Ababa running once a
week - see Embassy Alerts for more info; All commercial
passenger international and domestic flights are
suspended (as of 3/30); Face masks are required in
public and informal sectors will remain closed while
companies will operate from 08:00 to 15:00; Nationwide
lockdown extended indefinitely (as of 5/17)

May 13
Good afternoon Africa Regional Council,
I hope everyone had a great weekend and is well. As a reminder, we have updated our update
frequency to once a week on Wednesdays.
Please see below for our May 13 regional updates. If you have any questions, concerns, or
suggestions, please do not hesitate to reach out to the OSAC Africa team at OSACAF@state.gov.
Best,
Andrew and Kristen
On May 13, protests erupted in Guinea over roadblocks related to COVID-19-related restrictions. At
least six protesters were killed during the demonstrations in Coyah and Dubreka (two towns
outside of Conakry). According to AFP, mistreatment and extortion by police at the entry and exit
points of Conakry sparked the protest. These clashes come after months of protests by opposition
leaders against constitutional changes made by President Alpha Conde that the opposition alleges
may allow him to run for a third term as president.

On May 11, the Rwanda Development Board announced that all hospitality establishments,
including restaurants, coffee shops, and hotels, must register customers who visit the premises to
facilitate the tracking of COVID-19 cases. These establishments must collect the full names,
telephone numbers, time of visit, and district of residence from all customers.
Across the Sahel, al Qaeda affiliated JNIM conducted at least six attacks in three countries (Burkina
Faso, Mali, and Niger) within one week. These attacks killed at least 13 soldiers and illustrate the
group's promise to increase operational tempo during the month of Ramadan.
In Senegal, President Macky Sall reduced COVID-19-related restrictions, one day after a spike in
COVID-19 cases in the country. Cases increased 30% on May 12. These loosened restrictions
include shorter curfew hours and a repeal of religious-related restrictions for Ramadan.
As an update to the supply jet that crashed in Somalia last week, reports have confirmed
that Ethiopian security forces admitted to mistakenly shooting down the incoming aircraft.
In South Africa, Cape Town and the surrounding Western Cape province have become the
country’s coronavirus hotspot, accounting for more than half of the nation’s 11,350 confirmed
cases.
On May 12, South Sudan reopened airports, resumes domestic and international commercial
flights despite growth in COVID-19 coronavirus cases. All arriving international travelers must
provide medical certificates confirming that they tested negative for the virus, and undergo a twoweek self-isolation period.
In Tanzania, no new COVID-19 coronavirus data has been released since April 29, with official
numbers remaining at 480 but many questions have arisen regarding the legitimacy of local testing.
On May 3, President Magufuli alleged a plot to overstate the number of COVID-19 cases in the
country by manipulating laboratory equipment and tests.
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Benin

Botswana

Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S. Embassy Alert page
for more info; All flights suspended; State of emergency extended to
5/25
Air France is offering limited repatriation flights from Cotonou to Paris
with priority for French and EU nationals. These flights may have
capacity for individuals who wish to return to the United States,
provided the passenger is also able to secure an immediate onward
flight from Paris to a destination in the United States.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29); 6-month State of
Emergency declared (as of 4/9); The Government of Botswana
announced that those in need of movement permits during the state
of emergency may apply online at https://www.gov.bw/. Those who
wish to leave their homes for all purposes must get a travel permit
from the Government of Botswana; Masks must be worn in public (as
of 5/1); Lockdown restrictions starting to ease on 5/8
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Burundi
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CAR
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298
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The Embassy of the United States in Ouagadougou has tentatively
scheduled a special commercial flight from Ouagadougou, Burkina
51
Faso to Washington Dulles International Airport on Wednesday, May
20.
Tentative special commercial flight to be arranged by SatGuru and
operated by Ethiopian Airlines, leaving Bujumbura on or around 5/15
to Addis Ababa - see Embassy Health Alert for more info - All
1 international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as
of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
The Embassy’s final repatriation operation will now take place after
2
May 14.
U.S. Embassy Yaounde has arranged a charter flight for U.S. citizens
125 and possibly Legal Permanent Residents. The flight departs Yaounde
NSI Airport this Wednesday, May 13 at 1 p.m.
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Future repatriation options are unknown at this time.
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No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); No
inter-island travel; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Curfew from 20:00 to 05:00 (as of 4/25); Face masks
required in public
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy Abidjan have arranged
a repatriation flight for U.S. citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents
(LPRs) departing Abidjan on Wednesday, May 13, 2020.
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Comoros
Cote d'Ivoire
DRC
Djibouti
Eq. Guinea

Eritrea
Eswatini

Ethiopia

Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights; Land and sea borders closed
until 9/1; Lockdown extended to 5/17 (as of 5/10)
The repatriation flight will take place on Friday, May 8. Logistical
information will be provided as soon as we receive the information.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed; Land borders also
closed; No new visas issued; Public transport suspended; Private
vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order issued for all but
necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial nationwide
lockdown through 5/7; Police establish 24-hour vehicle checkpoints in
Manzini
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Regional
state governments have banned cross country public transportation
through their regions, check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air
passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of
emergency declared to last 5 months (as of 4/8)
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Gabon
The Gambia
Ghana
Guinea

Guinea-Bissau

Kenya

Lesotho
Liberia

Madagascar
Malawi

The Embassy may organize a final departure flight that would depart
from Libreville to the United States in May or June. That flight, if
scheduled, will likely be the last departure flight the Embassy will
organize until commercial flights resume.
We do not expect additional repatriation flights from The Gambia to
the United States, and American citizens should be prepared to
remain abroad for an extended period of time.
At this time, we do not anticipate that there will be additional charter
flights organized from Ghana to the United States.
The Ethiopian Airlines website is currently showing a flight departing
Guinea on May 17 connecting to Newark Airport, and one on May 18,
connecting to Dulles Airport in Washington, DC.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel
alert for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Kenya Airways direct flight to London on 5/14; The Embassy of the
Republic of Korea has offered seats to U.S. citizens on a chartered
flight with Ethiopian Airlines on 5/20 - see Embassy Alert for more
info; All international flights will be suspended, extended an
additional 30 days (as of 4/6); Kenya Airways has suspended all
domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30
days; Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Cessation of movement into
and out of the Nairobi Metropolitan Area as well as Kilifi, Kwale, and
Mombasa counties will be extended for an additional 21 days, and
the nationwide dusk-to-dawn curfew will also be extended for 21
days; Face masks must be worn in public; GoK announced the
cessation of movement into and out of the Eastleigh neighborhood in
Nairobi and Old Town in Mombasa starting 5/6 at 7 pm for 15 days.
Markets and restaurants will also be closed in these areas for 15 days
(as of 5/6)
Borders with SA closed; Partially lifted restrictions on movement but
all persons are still required to remain at home unless providing or
acquiring goods or services, or attending funerals and religious
services; most businesses and offices are allowed to operate provided
health regulations and social distancing are observed; Face masks
required in public
A repatriation flight left on May 8. Additional repatriation options are
unknown at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
incoming/outgoing flights suspended; Domestic flights suspended
until further notice (as of 3/26); State of emergency extended until at
least 5/17; Nationwide nightly curfew from 8pm to 5am
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers
from affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day selfquarantine for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of 4/18)
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The Embassy of the United States in Mali has tentatively scheduled a
special commercial flight from Bamako, Mali to Washington Dulles
International Airport on Wednesday, May 20.

The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Air
Mauritius suspended its commercial flights (as of 3/28); Curfew from
10
20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23); "Period of confinement" extended until
6/1, with an easing of restrictions beginning on 5/15
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension
of visa processing and cancelling of previously issued visas;
0 Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; State of
emergency extended until 5/30; Suspension of international
commercial passenger flights to and from until 5/31
The U.S. Embassy in Windhoek is aware that Qatar Airways is
considering offering a special commercial flight out of Windhoek if
there are enough individuals to make the flight viable - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Starting on 5/4, enter stage two of a fourstage plan: People will be permitted to travel domestically while
0
wearing face masks at all times, returning Namibians will be allowed
to re-enter the country, subject to screening on entry and quarantine
for 14 days, but borders will remain closed for non-Namibians,
businesses can reopen, shopping malls, shops and restaurants will
continue operating on a take-away basis.
A repatriation flight left on April 29. Additional repatriation options
47
are unknown.
Please check the U.S. Embassy and U.S. Consulate in Nigeria's website
158
for additional information regarding repatriation flights.
A repatriation flight left on April 24. Additional repatriation options
11
are unknown.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Rwandan National Police announced that you may now request
permission for essential movements online (as of 4/25); Schools
closed until September (as of 4/30); Partial reopening of businesses,
0 starting on 5/4 - see Embassy Alerts for full list of measures; Contact
tracing (the Rwanda Development Board announced that all
hospitality establishments, including restaurants, coffee shops, and
hotels, must register customers who visit the premises to facilitate
the tracking of COVID-19 cases) as of 5/11)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights
5 are prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
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At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized by the Department of State and
U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United States. Most commercial
options remain unavailable from Senegal.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Health Alert for more info;
Gradual deconfinement measures will begin on 5/4 - restrictions on
the movement of people are no longer in effect; Shops are permitted
to remain open until 20:00; The majority of non-essential services and
businesses are permitted to reopen.

Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
The U.S. Embassy has collaborated with Ethiopian Airlines to establish
a charter flight from Mogadishu to Dulles on 5/14 with a stop in Addis
Ababa; Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from affected
1219
51
countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis
Ababa are still available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the
only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Dusk to dawn curfew in Mogadishu
It was announced that South African Airways will be required to cease
all operations on 5/8 - see Embassy Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo
International Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed
until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown (as of
4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways canceling all regional
11,350 194
flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis restricted from operating
between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27); People can only leave residences
for essential work or shopping for essential goods; Nightly curfew
implemented from 20:00 to 05:00 local time (as of 5/1); Face masks
required in public
The U.S. Embassy in Juba has confirmed availability of seats on a
commercial flight with Ethiopian Airlines from Juba to Addis Ababa on
5/14 - see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of all commercial
flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on
156
0
travelers from affected countries; Easing of COVID-19 coronavirus
lockdown measures, including reopening of restaurants, bars, and
shops with social distancing restrictions; curfew amended to 22:00 to
06:00 (as of 5/7)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested American
citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page for more info. All
852
41 commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states; 24-hour
lockdown in Khartoum extended to 5/19 (as of 5/9)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; 14-day
480
16 quarantine for all travelers in government quarantine facilities, at
traveler's expense
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Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation
office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la
Republique or N2) two blocks east of the French Embassy if you wish
to return to the United States prior to a possible suspension of
commercial flights between Togo and the United States.
A UK Charter flight will be departing Entebbe for London on 5/21 see Embassy Alerts page more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at
12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will
be allowed to enter with minimal crew; Ban on public transportation
extended until 5/5, including private vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is
in place from 7pm to 6:30am; Lockdown extended another two
weeks, but partial easing beginning (as of 5/4); Face masks required
in public
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy
Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will
remain open until further notice; Face masks mandatory in public (as
of 4/24); All tourist visas suspended until further notice; Anyone
entering Zambia, including returning residents, will undergo COVID19 testing by nasal swab on arrival and mandatory quarantine for a
period of no less than 14 days at a government designated facility at
their own cost; Nakonde border with Tanzania closed
Ethiopian Airlines flight to Addis Ababa running once a week - see
Embassy Alerts for more info; All commercial passenger international
and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30); Face masks are
required and informal sectors will remain closed while companies will
operate from 08:00 to 15:00; Nationwide lockdown extended until
5/17 (as of 5/1)

45523 1051

May 8
Good afternoon ARC,
Please find today's readout for May 8 below. Please note that starting next week, these
readouts will be sent out once a week, on Wednesdays, unless a drastic change warrants more
frequent updates.
OSAC AF is here to assist in any way we can, so don't hesitate to reach out to us at
osacAF@state.gov.

Hope everyone has a great weekend.
Best,
Kristen and Andrew

Country
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S.
Embassy Alert page for more info; All flights suspended;
State of emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide
lockdown until 4/11.
Air France is offering limited repatriation flights from
Cotonou to Paris with priority for French and EU
nationals. These flights may have capacity for individuals
who wish to return to the United States, provided the
passenger is also able to secure an immediate onward
flight from Paris to a destination in the United States.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers
(as of 3/29); 6-month State of Emergency declared (as of
4/9); The Government of Botswana announced that
those in need of movement permits during the state of
emergency may apply online at https://www.gov.bw/.
Those who wish to leave their homes for all purposes
must get a travel permit from the Government of
Botswana; Masks must be worn in public (as of 5/1);
Movement restrictions will start to ease starting on 5/8
The Embassy of the United States in Ouagadougou has
tentatively scheduled a special commercial flight from
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso to Washington Dulles
International Airport on Wednesday, May 20.
Tentative special commercial flight to be arranged by
SatGuru and operated by Ethiopian Airlines, leaving
Bujumbura on or around 5/15 to Addis Ababa - see
Embassy Health Alert for more info - All international
commercial flights departing from or arriving to Melchior
Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days
(as of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries
The Embassy’s final repatriation operation will now take
place after May 14.
U.S. Embassy Yaounde is not currently planning another
charter flight. U.S. citizens remaining in Cameroon should
be prepared to remain in place for the time being.
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Future repatriation options are unknown at this time.
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No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
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Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of
3/23); No inter-island travel; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries; Curfew from 20:00 to
05:00 (as of 4/25); Face masks required in public
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Future repatriation options are unknown at this time.
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Suspension of all commercial flights; Lockdown will
end on 5/8
The repatriation flight will take place on Friday, May
8. Logistical information will be provided as soon as we
receive the information.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy,
see Alerts page for more info; Asmara International
Airport closed; Land borders also closed; No new visas
issued; Public transport suspended; Private vehicle use is
prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order issued for all but
necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial
nationwide lockdown through 5/7; Police establish 24hour vehicle checkpoints in Manzini
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Regional state governments have banned cross country
public transportation through their regions, check
Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to
be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of
emergency declared to last 5 months (as of 4/8)
The Embassy may organize a final departure flight that
would depart from Libreville to the United States in May
or June. That flight, if scheduled, will likely be the last
departure flight the Embassy will organize until
commercial flights resume.
We do not expect additional repatriation flights from The
Gambia to the United States, and American citizens
should be prepared to remain abroad for an extended
period of time.
At this time, we do not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized from Ghana to the
United States.
The Ethiopian Airlines website is currently showing a
flight departing Guinea on May 17 connecting to Newark
Airport, and one on May 18, connecting to Dulles Airport
in Washington, DC.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the
United States may be able to be repatriated from Dakar,
Senegal. See the travel alert for more information. Flights

in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will
halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
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Kenya Airways direct flight to London on 5/14; Satguru
Travel will operate a charter flight through Ethiopian
Airlines from Nairobi to Addis Ababa on 5/8 - see
Embassy Alert for more info; All international flights will
be suspended, extended an additional 30 days (as of
4/6); Kenya Airways has suspended all domestic flights
(as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days;
Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Cessation of
movement into and out of the Nairobi Metropolitan Area
as well as Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties will be
extended for an additional 21 days, and the nationwide
dusk-to-dawn curfew will also be extended for 21 days;
Face masks must be worn in public; GoK announced the
cessation of movement into and out of the Eastleigh
neighborhood in Nairobi and Old Town in Mombasa
starting 5/6 at 7 pm for 15 days. Markets and restaurants
will also be closed in these areas for 15 days (as of 5/6)
Borders with SA closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers
from affected countries; Lockdown starting to ease on
5/6; Face masks required in public
The Department of State and U.S. Embassy Monrovia
have limited availability on a charter flight for U.S.
citizens to travel to Dulles International Airport near
Washington D.C. on Friday, May 8.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended; Domestic
flights suspended until further notice (as of 3/26); State
of emergency extended until at least 5/17; Nationwide
nightly curfew from 8pm to 5am
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on
travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening
and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; 3 week
lockdown (as of 4/18)
The Embassy of the United States in Mali has tentatively
scheduled a special commercial flight from Bamako, Mali
to Washington Dulles International Airport on
Wednesday, May 20.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this
time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Air Mauritius suspended its commercial flights (as
of 3/28); Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23);
"Period of confinement" extended until 6/1, with an
easing of restrictions beginning on 5/15
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of
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0
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previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day selfquarantine for all travelers; State of emergency extended
until 5/30
The U.S. Embassy in Windhoek is aware that Qatar
Airways is considering offering a special commercial
flight out of Windhoek if there are enough individuals to
make the flight viable - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Starting on 5/4, enter stage two of a four-stage plan:
People will be permitted to travel domestically while
wearing face masks at all times, returning Namibians will
be allowed to re-enter the country, subject to screening
on entry and quarantine for 14 days, but borders will
remain closed for non-Namibians, businesses can reopen,
shopping malls, shops and restaurants will continue
operating on a take-away basis.
A repatriation flight left on April 29. Additional
repatriation options are unknown.
Please check the U.S. Embassy and U.S. Consulate in
Nigeria's website for additional information regarding
repatriation flights.
A repatriation flight left on April 24. Additional
repatriation options are unknown.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Rwandan National Police announced that you may
now request permission for essential movements online
(as of 4/25); Schools closed until September (as of 4/30);
Partial reopening of businesses, starting on 5/4 - see
Embassy Alerts for full list of measures
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the
country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing at
the country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from
docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that
there will be additional charter flights organized by the
Department of State and U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the
United States. Most commercial options remain
unavailable from Senegal.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Health Alert for
more info; Gradual deconfinement measures will begin
on 5/4 - restrictions on the movement of people are no
longer in effect; Shops are permitted to remain open until
20:00; The majority of non-essential services and
businesses are permitted to reopen.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
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The U.S. Embassy has collaborated with Ethiopian
Airlines to establish a charter flight from Mogadishu to
Dulles on 5/14 with a stop in Addis Ababa; Flights from
Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa,
Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available on
Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier
flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Dusk to dawn curfew in Mogadishu
SAA commercial flight to Dulles on 5/9, re: other
repatriation flights, fill out interest form - see Embassy
Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo International Airport
closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16
(3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown (as
of 4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways
canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and
taxis restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as
of 3/27); People can only leave residences for essential
work or shopping for essential goods; Nightly curfew
implemented from 20:00 to 05:00 local time (as of 5/1);
Face masks required in public
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba
Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Easing of COVID-19 coronavirus
lockdown measures, including reopening restaurants and
shops with social distancing restrictions (as of 5/7)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested
American citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info. All commercial flights cancelled;
Domestic flights also suspended; All public and private
transport suspended between states; 24-hour lockdown
for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as of 4/18)
The U.S. Embassy has confirmed availability of seats on a
charter flight leaving Tanzania on 5/14 - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; 14-day quarantine for all
travelers in government quarantine facilities, at
traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and
reservation office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach
road (Boulevard de la Republique or N2) two blocks east
of the French Embassy if you wish to return to the United
States prior to a possible suspension of commercial
flights between Togo and the United States.
The U.S. Embassy is working with Satguru Travel to
arrange a flight out of Entebbe International Airport on
5/12 - see Embassy Alerts page more info; Ban on all
travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport
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closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowed to
enter with minimal crew; Ban on public transportation
extended until 5/5, including private vehicles; From
3/31, a curfew is in place from 7pm to 6:30am;
Lockdown extended another two weeks, but partial
easing beginning (as of 5/4); Face masks required in
public
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier
flying international routes in and out of Zambia - those
seeking to return to the U.S. should work with Ethiopian
Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for more
info; International airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and
Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the
capital Lusaka will remain open until further notice; Face
masks mandatory in public (as of 4/24); All tourist visas
suspended until further notice; Anyone entering Zambia,
including returning residents, will undergo COVID-19
testing by nasal swab on arrival and mandatory
quarantine for a period of no less than 14 days at a
government designated facility at their own cost
Ethiopian Airlines flight to Addis Ababa running once a
week - see Embassy Alerts for more info; All commercial
passenger international and domestic flights are
suspended (as of 3/30); Face masks are required and
informal sectors will remain closed while companies will
operate from 08:00 to 15:00; Nationwide lockdown
extended until 5/17 (as of 5/1)

May 6
Good afternoon ARC,
Please find today's readout for May 6 below. Please note that starting next week, these
readouts will be sent out once a week, on Wednesdays, unless a drastic change warrants more
frequent updates.
Burkina Faso: As COVID-19 restrictions have been rolled back on attending religious gatherings,
a number of mosques are reporting few attendees are wearing masks to prevent the spread of
the virus. There has been a spike in the number of religious gatherings due to Ramadan, held
April 23 - May 23.
Ethiopia: On May 1, officials announced that the August elections would be postponed
indefinitely. As the current ruling Prosperity Party's and PM Abiy's legal mandates are set to

expire in October, the opposition is proposing to establish an interim authority in the
meantime, potentially leading to an escalation of political and ethnic tensions.

Kenya: On May 6, the Government of Kenya announced the cessation of movement into and
out of the Eastleigh neighborhood in Nairobi and Old Town in Mombasa starting May 6th at 7
pm for 15 days. Markets and restaurants will also be closed in these areas for 15 days.
Nigeria: Eased restrictions initially announced on April 28 went into effect on May 4 for Abuja
and Lagos, even as the number of cases continue to increase. A number of African countries
have been hit by additional protests calling for the reopening of businesses and marketplaces,
although the number of cases have increased exponentially and WHO reports the peak may be
weeks away.
Sahel: On May 6, JNIM allegedly released a statement noting that it would increase attacks on
the Sahel during the time period of Ramadan (April 23 - May 23) to "change stereotype about
month being about feasts and entertainment." Ramadan has historically been a time of
increased armed group incidents.
Somalia: On May 4, an African Express aircraft carrying medical supplies crashed in the vicinity
of Bardaale, Bay Region (approximately 124 miles northwest of Mogadishu). Initial reports
stated all 6 passengers on board, including two Kenyan pilots, did not survive. The cause of the
crash is still being ascertained, although initial reports state it was shot down in an area under
the control of host nation security forces
OSAC AF is here to assist in any way we can, so don't hesitate to reach out to us at
osacAF@state.gov.
Best,
Andrew and Kristen
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1

Benin
Botswana

Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S. Embassy Alert page
for more info; All flights suspended; State of emergency declared
(3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Air France is offering limited repatriation flights from Cotonou to Paris
with priority for French and EU nationals. These flights may have
capacity for individuals who wish to return to the United States,
provided the passenger is also able to secure an immediate onward
flight from Paris to a destination in the United States.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29); 6-month State of
Emergency declared (as of 4/9); The Government of Botswana
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announced that those in need of movement permits during the state of
emergency may apply online at https://www.gov.bw/. Those who wish
to leave their homes for all purposes must get a travel permit from the
Government of Botswana; Masks must be worn in public (as of 5/1);
Movement restrictions will start to ease starting on 5/8
The Embassy of the United States in Ouagadougou has tentatively
48 scheduled a special commercial flight from Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
to Washington Dulles International Airport on Wednesday, May 20.
Tentative special commercial flight to be arranged by SatGuru and
operated by Ethiopian Airlines, leaving Bujumbura on or around 5/15
to Addis Ababa - see Embassy Health Alert for more info - All
1 international commercial flights departing from or arriving to Melchior
Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21);
No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries
The Embassy’s final repatriation operation will now take place after
2
May 14.
U.S. Embassy Yaounde is not currently planning another charter flight.
108 U.S. citizens remaining in Cameroon should be prepared to remain in
place for the time being.
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Future repatriation options are unknown at this time.
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No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); No
inter-island travel; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Curfew from 20:00 to 05:00 (as of 4/25); Face masks
required in public
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights; Lockdown extended to 5/8 (as of
4/30)
The repatriation flight will take place on Friday, May 8. Logistical
information will be provided as soon as we receive the information.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed; Land borders also
closed; No new visas issued; Public transport suspended; Private
vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order issued for all but
necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial nationwide lockdown
through 5/7; Police establish 24-hour vehicle checkpoints in Manzini
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Regional state
governments have banned cross country public transportation through
their regions, check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air
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Gabon
The Gambia

Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia

Madagascar
Malawi

passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of
emergency declared to last 5 months (as of 4/8)
The Embassy may organize a final departure flight that would depart
from Libreville to the United States in May or June. That flight, if
scheduled, will likely be the last departure flight the Embassy will
organize until commercial flights resume.
We do not expect additional repatriation flights from The Gambia to
the United States, and American citizens should be prepared to remain
abroad for an extended period of time.
At this time, we do not anticipate that there will be additional charter
flights organized from Ghana to the United States.
The U.S. government does not anticipate arranging additional
repatriation flights from Guinea to the United States at this time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert
for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Kenya Airways direct flight to London on 5/14; Satguru Travel will
operate a charter flight through Ethiopian Airlines from Nairobi to
Addis Ababa on 5/8 - see Embassy Alert for more info; All international
flights will be suspended, extended an additional 30 days (as of 4/6);
Kenya Airways has suspended all domestic flights (as of 4/1); Nonresident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for
arrivals; Cessation of movement into and out of the Nairobi
Metropolitan Area as well as Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties will
be extended for an additional 21 days, and the nationwide dusk-todawn curfew will also be extended for 21 days; Face masks must be
worn in public; GoK announced the cessation of movement into and
out of the Eastleigh neighborhood in Nairobi and Old Town in
Mombasa starting 5/6 at 7 pm for 15 days. Markets and restaurants
will also be closed in these areas for 15 days (as of 5/6)
Borders with SA closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Lockdown starting to ease on 5/6; Face masks required in
public
The Department of State and U.S. Embassy Monrovia have limited
availability on a charter flight for U.S. citizens to travel to Dulles
International Airport near Washington D.C. on Friday, May 8.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
incoming/outgoing flights suspended; Domestic flights suspended until
further notice (as of 3/26); State of emergency extended until at least
5/17; Nationwide nightly curfew from 8pm to 5am
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of 4/18)
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The Embassy of the United States in Mali has tentatively scheduled a
special commercial flight from Bamako, Mali to Washington Dulles
International Airport on Wednesday, May 20.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Air
Mauritius suspended its commercial flights (as of 3/28); Curfew from
20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23); "Period of confinement" extended until 6/1
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of
visa processing and cancelling of previously issued visas; Mandatory
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; State of emergency extended
until 5/30
Re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Starting on 5/4, enter stage two of a four-stage plan: People will be
permitted to travel domestically while wearing face masks at all times,
returning Namibians will be allowed to re-enter the country, subject to
screening on entry and quarantine for 14 days, but borders will remain
closed for non-Namibians, businesses can reopen, shopping malls,
shops and restaurants will continue operating on a take-away basis.
A repatriation flight left on April 29. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
Please check the U.S. Embassy and U.S. Consulate in Nigeria's website
for additional information regarding repatriation flights.
A repatriation flight left on April 24. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Rwandan National Police announced that you may now request
permission for essential movements online (as of 4/25); Schools closed
until September (as of 4/30); Partial reopening of businesses, starting
on 5/4 - see Embassy Alerts for full list of measures
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized by the Department of State and
U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United States. Most commercial
options remain unavailable from Senegal.
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0

Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Health Alert for more info;
Gradual deconfinement measures will begin on 5/4 - restrictions on the
movement of people are no longer in effect; Shops are permitted to
remain open until 20:00; The majority of non-essential services and
businesses are permitted to reopen.
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
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Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still
39
available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier
flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Dusk to
dawn curfew in Mogadishu
SAA commercial flight to Dulles on 5/9, re: other repatriation flights, fill
out interest form - see Embassy Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo
International Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed
until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown (as of
148 4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways canceling all regional
flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis restricted from operating
between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27); People can only leave residences
for essential work or shopping for essential goods; Nightly curfew
implemented from 20:00 to 05:00 local time (as of 5/1)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of
all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of
3/24); Ban on travelers from affected countries; Nationwide curfew
0
from 7pm-6am (as of 4/29). All bars, tea, and shisha stalls to close,
restaurants to only offer take away, bodabodas banned, public
transport to operate at half capacity
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested American
citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page for more info. All
41 commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states; 24-hour
lockdown for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as of 4/18)
Fill out interest survey form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts
66 page for more info; 14-day quarantine for all travelers in government
quarantine facilities, at traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation office
inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la Republique
9 or N2) two blocks east of the French Embassy if you wish to return to
the United States prior to a possible suspension of commercial flights
between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest - see
Embassy Alerts page more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00
am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be
0 allowed to enter with minimal crew; Ban on public transportation
extended until 5/5, including private vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is in
place from 7pm to 6:30am; Lockdown extended another two weeks,
but partial easing beginning (as of 5/4); Face masks required in public
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka
3
Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola, Livingstone,
and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further notice;
Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain

40

Zimbabwe
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4

open until further notice; Face masks mandatory in public (as of 4/24);
All tourist visas suspended until further notice; Anyone entering
Zambia, including returning residents, will undergo COVID-19 testing
by nasal swab on arrival and mandatory quarantine for a period of no
less than 14 days at a government designated facility at their own cost
Ethiopian Airlines flight to Addis Ababa running once a week - see
Embassy Alerts for more info; All commercial passenger international
and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30); Face masks are
required and informal sectors will remain closed while companies will
operate from 08:00 to 15:00; Nationwide lockdown extended until
5/17 (as of 5/1)

31249 858

May 4
Dear ARC members,
Happy Monday! Please find today's readout for May 4 below. Please note that starting next
week, these readouts will be sent out once a week, on Wednesdays, unless a drastic change
warrants more frequent updates.
In the meantime, we're still here to assist in any way we can, so don't hesitate to reach out to
us at osacAF@state.gov.
Stay safe,
Kristen and Andrew
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Angola
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23
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S.
Embassy Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all flights
suspended; State of emergency declared (3/25);
Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Air France is offering limited repatriation flights from
Cotonou to Paris with priority for French and EU
nationals. These flights may have capacity for individuals
who wish to return to the United States, provided the
passenger is also able to secure an immediate onward
flight from Paris to a destination in the United States.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers
(as of 3/29); 6-month State of Emergency declared (as of
4/9); The Government of Botswana announced that

those in need of movement permits during the state of
emergency may apply online at https://www.gov.bw/.
Those who wish to leave their homes for all purposes
must get a travel permit from the Government of
Botswana; Lockdown extended until 5/7; Masks must be
worn in public (as of 5/1)
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights.
There are no further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or
arriving to Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are
suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21); No new visas issued;
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
The Embassy’s final repatriation operation will now take
place after May 14.
U.S. Embassy Yaounde is not currently planning another
charter flight. U.S. citizens remaining in Cameroon should
be prepared to remain in place for the time being.
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Future repatriation options are unknown at this time.
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No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
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Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of
3/23); 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Curfew from 20:00 to 05:00 (as of 4/25)

Cote d'Ivoire
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Future repatriation options are unknown at this time.
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of
3/18); Lockdown extended to 5/8 (as of 4/30)
The U.S. Embassy is currently working with neighboring
posts and the U.S. Department of State to explore
commercial airline charter options to assist American
citizens who would like to leave Equatorial Guinea and
return to the United States during the first two weeks of
May.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy,
see Alerts page for more info; Asmara International
Airport closed for 14 days (as of 3/26); Flights
suspended for additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; No new
visas issued; Public transport suspended; Private vehicle
use is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order issued for
all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial
nationwide lockdown through 5/7; Police establish 24hour vehicle checkpoints in Manzini
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Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Lockdown for Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional
state governments have banned cross country public
transportation through their regions, check Embassy
Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be placed
in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of emergency
declared 4/8 to last 5 months
The Embassy may organize a final departure flight that
would depart from Libreville to the United States in May
or June. That flight, if scheduled, will likely be the last
departure flight the Embassy will organize until
commercial flights resume.
We do not expect additional repatriation flights from The
Gambia to the United States, and American citizens
should be prepared to remain abroad for an extended
period of time.
At this time, we do not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized from Ghana to the
United States.
The U.S. government does not anticipate arranging
additional repatriation flights from Guinea to the United
States at this time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the
United States may be able to be repatriated from Dakar,
Senegal. See the travel alert for more information. Flights
in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will
halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Satguru Travel will operate a charter flight through
Ethiopian Airlines from Nairobi to Addis Ababa on 5/8 see Embassy Alert for more info; All international flights
will be suspended, extended an additional 30 days (as of
4/6); Kenya Airways has suspended all domestic flights
(as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days;
Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls
on public to quarantine and stay at home; The cessation
of movement into and out of the Nairobi Metropolitan
Area as well as Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties will
be extended for an additional 21 days. Further, the
nationwide dusk-to-dawn curfew will also be extended
for 21 days; Face masks must be worn in public
Lockdown extended to 5/5 (as of 4/21); Borders with SA
closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to
April 21)
A charter flight left Monrovia on April 26. Additional
repatriation options are unknown at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days
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Mauritania

(as of 3/20); domestic flights suspended until further
notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown in three affected provinces
until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on
travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening
and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; 3 week
lockdown (as of 4/18)
The U.S. Embassy is exploring all options to address the
current travel disruptions and remains in close contact
with the airlines regarding commercial flight options. At
this time, there are no flights scheduled, and the U.S.
Embassy is not currently organizing any repatriation
flights.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this
time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; "Period of confinement" extended until 6/1; Air
Mauritius suspended its commercial flights as of 3/28;
Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this
includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to
depart with passengers for the time being; Curfew from
20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of
previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day selfquarantine for all travelers; State of emergency extended
until 5/30
Re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25);
Commercial flights cancelled (as of 3/26); Starting on
5/4, enter stage two of a four-stage plan: People will be
permitted to travel domestically while wearing face
masks at all times, returning Namibians will be allowed
to re-enter the country, subject to screening on entry and
quarantine for 14 days, but borders will remain closed
for non-Namibians, businesses can reopen, shopping
malls, shops and restaurants will continue operating on a
take-away basis.
A repatriation flight left on April 29. Additional
repatriation options are unknown.
Please check the U.S. Embassy and U.S. Consulate in
Nigeria's website for additional information regarding
repatriation flights.
A repatriation flight left on April 24. Additional
repatriation options are unknown.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Rwandan National Police announced that you may
now request permission for essential movements online
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(as of 4/25); Schools closed until September (as of 4/30);
Partial reopening of businesses, starting on 5/4 (as of
4/30) - see Embassy Alerts for full list of measures
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the
country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing at
the country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from
docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that
there will be additional charter flights organized by the
Department of State and U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the
United States. Most commercial options remain
unavailable from Senegal.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Health Alert for
more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week
nationwide lockdown (as of 4/9); Curfew from 7:00pm
until 6:00am (as of 4/17); Gradual deconfinement
measures will begin on 5/4 - restrictions on the
movement of people are no longer in effect. Shops are
permitted to remain open until 20:00. The majority of
non-essential services and businesses are permitted to
reopen.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines
- see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers
from affected countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa,
Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available on
Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier
flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Dusk to dawn curfew in Mogadishu
Potential commercial flight to the U.S. operated by SAA,
tentatively scheduled for 5/7, and potential flights via
Doha, re: repatriation flights, fill out interest form - see
Embassy Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo International
Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed
until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National
lockdown (as of 4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African
Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31;
Buses and taxis restricted from operating between 05:00
- 20:00 (as of 3/27); People can only leave residences for
essential work or shopping for essential goods; Nightly
curfew implemented from 20:00 to 05:00 local time (as
of 5/1)
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Ethiopian Airlines flight from Juba to Addis Ababa on 5/1
- see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of all
commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport
closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide curfew from 7pm-6am (as of
4/29). All bars, tea, and shisha stalls to close, restaurants
to only offer take away, bodabodas banned, public
transport to operate at half capacity
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested
American citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info. All commercial flights cancelled;
Domestic flights also suspended; All public and private
transport suspended between states; 24-hour lockdown
for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as of 4/18)
Fill out interest survey form re: repatriation flights - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; 14-day quarantine
for all travelers in government quarantine facilities, at
traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and
reservation office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach
road (Boulevard de la Republique or N2) two blocks east
of the French Embassy if you wish to return to the United
States prior to a possible suspension of commercial
flights between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight
interest - see Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown
extended until 5/5; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at
12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency
planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; Ban
on public transportation extended until 5/5, including
private vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is in place from
7pm to 6:30am; Lockdown extended another 2 weeks (as
of 5/4)
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier
flying international routes in and out of Zambia - those
seeking to return to the U.S. should work with Ethiopian
Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for more
info; International airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and
Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the
capital Lusaka will remain open until further notice; Face
masks mandatory in public (as of 4/24); All tourist visas
suspended until further notice
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts for more info;
All commercial passenger international and domestic
flights are suspended (as of 3/30); Nationwide lockdown
extended until 5/17 (as of 5/1); Face masks are required
and informal sectors will remain closed while companies
will operate from 08:00 to 15:00

TOTAL

28805

748

May 1
Good afternoon ARC,
I hope all is well and everyone is staying safe and healthy. Please see below for our May 1 Africa
regional update.
This past week, a number of repatriation flights left from several countries on the continent
with the majority of future repatriation opportunities uncertain. To determine the ever
changing, country-by-country COVID-19-related restrictions, please visit each country's
respective U.S. Embassy website.
As always, if you have any questions or concerns, please reach out to the OSAC Africa team
at osacAF@state.gov.
Best,
Andrew and Kristen

Country
Angola
Benin

Cases Deaths
27
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1

23

1
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Botswana
Burkina Faso

Burundi
Cabo Verde

Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S. Embassy Alert page
for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended; State of emergency
declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
At this time, it is unknown when the next commercial flight with
onward connections to the United States will be.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29); 6-month State of
Emergency declared (as of 4/9); The Government of Botswana
announced that those in need of movement permits during the state of
emergency may apply online at https://www.gov.bw/. Those who wish
to leave their homes for all purposes must get a travel permit from the
Government of Botswana; Lockdown extended until 5/7
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There are no
further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of
3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
Due to the new heightened restrictions on inter-island travel, planning
for a multi-island charter repatriation flight to Boston has been pushed
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Eq. Guinea

Eritrea
Eswatini

Ethiopia

Gabon
The Gambia
Ghana

back to the week of May 2. Seats on the flight, which is envisioned as
the last repatriation operation to be undertaken by the U.S.
government in Cabo Verde
U.S. Embassy Yaounde is not currently planning another charter flight.
U.S. citizens remaining in Cameroon should be prepared to remain in
place for the time being.
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Future repatriation options are
unknown at this time.
No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Curfew from 20:00 to
05:00 (as of 4/25)
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Lockdown
extended to 5/8 (as of 4/30)
The U.S. Embassy is currently working with neighboring posts and the
U.S. Department of State to explore commercial airline charter options
to assist American citizens who would like to leave Equatorial Guinea
and return to the United States during the first two weeks of May.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/26); Flights suspended for additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued;
Public transport suspended; Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day
stay-at-home order issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial nationwide lockdown
through 5/7; Police establish 24-hour vehicle checkpoints in Manzini
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Lockdown for
Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state governments have
banned cross country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be
placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of emergency declared
4/8 to last 5 months
The Embassy may organize a final departure flight that would depart
from Libreville to the United States in May or June. That flight, if
scheduled, will likely be the last departure flight the Embassy will
organize until commercial flights resume.
We do not expect additional repatriation flights from The Gambia to
the United States, and American citizens should be prepared to remain
abroad for an extended period of time.
At this time, we do not anticipate that there will be additional charter
flights organized from Ghana to the United States.
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The U.S. government does not anticipate arranging additional
repatriation flights from Guinea to the United States at this time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert
for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Satguru Travel will operate a charter flight through Ethiopian Airlines
from Nairobi to Addis Ababa on 5/8 - see Embassy Alert for more info;
All international flights will be suspended, extended an additional 30
days (as of 4/6); Kenya Airways has suspended all domestic flights (as
of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory
quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls on public to quarantine
and stay at home; The cessation of movement into and out of the
Nairobi Metropolitan Area as well as Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa
counties will be extended for an additional 21 days. Further, the
nationwide dusk-to-dawn curfew will also be extended for 21 days;
Face masks must be worn in public
Lockdown extended to 5/5 (as of 4/21); Borders with SA closed; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Nationwide lockdown
(as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
A charter flight left Monrovia on April 26. Additional repatriation
options are unknown at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); domestic
flights suspended until further notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown in three
affected provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of 4/18)
The U.S. Embassy is exploring all options to address the current travel
disruptions and remains in close contact with the airlines regarding
commercial flight options. At this time, there are no flights scheduled,
and the U.S. Embassy is not currently organizing any repatriation
flights.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; "Period
of confinement" extended until 5/4; Air Mauritius suspended its
commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of
3/19); this includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to
depart with passengers for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00
(as of 3/23)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of
visa processing and cancelling of previously issued visas; Mandatory
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; State of emergency extended
until 5/30
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Re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on
all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled (as of
3/26); Starting on 5/4, enter stage two of a four-stage plan: People will
be permitted to travel domestically while wearing face masks at all
times, returning Namibians will be allowed to re-enter the country,
subject to screening on entry and quarantine for 14 days, but borders
will remain closed for non-Namibians, businesses can reopen, shopping
malls, shops and restaurants will continue operating on a take-away
basis.
A repatriation flight left on April 29. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
U.S. Mission Nigeria does not have any evacuation flights scheduled at
this time. We will continue to monitor the situation in Nigeria closely
and determine the need for additional evacuation flights.
A repatriation flight left on April 24. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Closure of all borders,
except to returning Rwandan citizens and legal residents; Face masks
must be worn in public (as of 4/19); Rwandan National Police
announced that you may now request permission for essential
movements online (as of 4/25); Schools closed until September (as of
4/30); Partial reopening of businesses, starting on 5/4 (as of 4/30)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized by the Department of State and
U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United States. Most commercial
options remain unavailable from Senegal.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Health Alert for more info; Ban on
all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week nationwide lockdown (as of 4/9);
Curfew from 7:00pm until 6:00am (as of 4/17); Gradual deconfinement
measures will begin on 5/4

Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still
28
available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier
flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Dusk to
dawn curfew in Mogadishu
Re: repatriation flights, fill out interest form - see Embassy Alert for
103
more info; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for passenger
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travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster;
National lockdown (as of 4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African
Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis
restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27); People
can only leave residences for essential work or shopping for essential
goods; Nightly curfew implemented from 20:00 to 05:00 local time (as
of 5/1)
Ethiopian Airlines flight from Juba to Addis Ababa on 5/1 - see Embassy
Alert for more info; Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely
and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide curfew from 7pm-6am (as of 4/29). All bars, tea,
and shisha stalls to close, restaurants to only offer take away,
bodabodas banned, public transport to operate at half capacity
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested American
citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page for more info. All
commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states; 24-hour
lockdown for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as of 4/18)
Fill out interest survey form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info; 14-day quarantine for all travelers in government
quarantine facilities, at traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation office
inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la Republique
or N2) two blocks east of the French Embassy if you wish to return to
the United States prior to a possible suspension of commercial flights
between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest - see
Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown extended until 5/5; Ban on
all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and
emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; Ban on
public transportation extended until 5/5, including private vehicles;
From 3/31, a curfew is in place from 7pm to 6:30am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka
Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola, Livingstone,
and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further notice;
Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain
open until further notice; Face masks mandatory in public (as of 4/24);
All tourist visas suspended until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from
Harare - see Embassy Alerts for more info; All commercial passenger
international and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30);
Nationwide lockdown extended for two more weeks (as of 5/1); Face
masks are required and informal sectors will remain closed while
companies will operate from 08:00 to 15:00

TOTAL
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April 29
Good afternoon ARC members,
We hope everyone is having a good week so far! Please see below for several updates as well as
our COVID-19 readout for April 29.
Burkina Faso: Several cities have reported rising agitation over the elongated COVID-19-related
restrictions. In Burkina Faso, residents blocked the roads around several markets to demand
their reopening. Incidents like this may become more common as confirmed COVID-19 cases
increase and movement or business restrictions continue.
East Africa: The UN World Food Program (WFP) recently issued updated projections regarding
food insecurity in East Africa amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, estimating that as many as
43 million people could potentially face food insecurity. The WFP also predicted that the
following nine countries in the region would be the hardest hit: Burundi, Djibouti, Ethiopia,
Eritrea, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia, South Sudan and Uganda.
Sierra Leone: Prison riots broke out today at the Pademba Road Prison in Freetown. The riots
came at the same time the government announced an inmate tested positive for COVID-19. The
government reported that the riots followed an alleged attempted prison break and not the
COVID-19 case. Other open source reports have noted positive COVID-19 cases at prisons
around the region, which may increase potential unrest around those areas.
Somalia: Today around noon (local time) an IED detonated in Mogadishu's Hawlwadag district
in the vicinity of the Black Sea Junction in Mogadishu. Initial reports indicate at least four
civilians were wounded in the attack. Initial reports also indicate that the IED was concealed in
a bag and targeted passing vehicles. This is the second IED in the city that was concealed
showing a new trend in tactics for IEDs in Mogadishu.
South Africa: Beginning on 5/1, a nationwide, nightly curfew from 2000 to 0500 will be
implemented as the country moves from Level 5 to Level 4 lockdown restrictions.
Please direct any questions to us at osacAF@state.gov.
Best,
Kristen and Andrew
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There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S. Embassy
Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended; State
of emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until
4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines is currently selling tickets for a flight from
Cotonou to Addis Ababa on May 1, pending sufficient demand,
with onward connections to the United States. Plans for future
flights are unknown, and travelers are reminded that flight
schedules are subject to change at any time.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29); 6month State of Emergency declared (as of 4/9); The
Government of Botswana announced that those in need of
movement permits during the state of emergency may apply
online at https://www.gov.bw/. Those who wish to leave their
homes for all purposes must get a travel permit from the
Government of Botswana; Lockdown extended until 5/7
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There
are no further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving
to Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7
days (as of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries
Due to the new heightened restrictions on inter-island travel,
planning for a multi-island charter repatriation flight to Boston
has been pushed back to the week of May 2. Seats on the
flight, which is envisioned as the last repatriation operation to
be undertaken by the U.S. government in Cabo Verde
U.S. Embassy Yaounde is not currently planning another
charter flight. U.S. citizens remaining in Cameroon should be
prepared to remain in place for the time being.
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Future repatriation options
are unknown at this time.
No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23);
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries;
Curfew from 20:00 to 05:00 (as of 4/25)
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Additional repatriation
options are unknown.
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
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Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18);
Borders closed until 4/6; Lockdown until end of April (updated
4/17)
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The U.S. Embassy is currently working with neighboring posts
and the U.S. Department of State to explore commercial airline
charter options to assist American citizens who would like to
leave Equatorial Guinea and return to the United States during
the first two weeks of May.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see
Alerts page for more info; Asmara International Airport closed
for 14 days (as of 3/26); Flights suspended for additional 14
days (as of 4/8); 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; No new visas issued; Public transport suspended;
Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order
issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day
nationwide lockdown (as of 3/27)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Lockdown for Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state
governments have banned cross country public transportation
through their regions, check Embassy Alerts page for more
info; All air passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on
arrival; State of emergency declared 4/8 to last 5 months
The Embassy may organize a final departure flight that would
depart from Libreville to the United States in May or
June. That flight, if scheduled, will likely be the last departure
flight the Embassy will organize until commercial flights
resume.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in The Gambia
are arranging a special flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful
Permanent Residents departing from the Banjul International
Airport in Yundum on April 29
At this time, we do not anticipate that there will be additional
charter flights organized from Ghana to the United States.
The U.S. government does not anticipate arranging additional
repatriation flights from Guinea to the United States at this
time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United
States may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See
the travel alert for more information. Flights in and out of
Guinea-Bissau's international airport will halt starting March 18
for two weeks.
All international flights will be suspended, extended an
additional 30 days (as of 4/6); Kenya Airways has suspended all
domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for
30 days; Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry
calls on public to quarantine and stay at home; The cessation of
movement into and out of the Nairobi Metropolitan Area as
well as Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties will be extended

for an additional 21 days. Further, the nationwide dusk-todawn curfew will also be extended for 21 days; Face masks
must be worn in public
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Lockdown extended to 5/5 (as of 4/21); Borders with SA closed;
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
A charter flight left Monrovia on April 26. Additional
repatriation options are unknown at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of
3/20); domestic flights suspended until further notice (as of
3/26); Lockdown in three affected provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on
travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening and
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of
4/18)
The U.S. Embassy is exploring all options to address the current
travel disruptions and remains in close contact with the airlines
regarding commercial flight options. At this time, there are no
flights scheduled, and the U.S. Embassy is not currently
organizing any repatriation flights.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
"Period of confinement" extended until 5/4; Air Mauritius
suspended its commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers
for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes returning residents;
planes will be allowed to depart with passengers for the time
being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info;
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of previously
issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers;
State of emergency declared 3/31
Re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights
cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27);
Lockdown within the Khomas and Erongo regions including
Okahandja, Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas until 5/4
The Department of State is organizing one additional
repatriation flight for U.S. citizens to the United States. The
flight is currently scheduled to depart Niamey, Niger to
Washington, DC on Wednesday, April 29.
U.S. Mission Nigeria does not have any evacuation flights
scheduled at this time. We will continue to monitor the

situation in Nigeria closely and determine the need for
additional evacuation flights.
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A repatriation flight left on April 24. Additional repatriation
options are unknown.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide
lockdown extended until 4/30, incl. suspension of public
transportation; Closure of all borders, except to returning
Rwandan citizens and legal residents; Face masks must be
worn in public (as of 4/19); Rwandan National Police
announced that you may now request permission for essential
movements online (as of 4/25)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the
country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing at the
country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from docking at
the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there
will be additional charter flights organized by the Department
of State and U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United
States. Most commercial options remain unavailable from
Senegal.

Seychelles
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Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Health Alert for more info;
Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week nationwide lockdown
(as of 4/9); Curfew from 7:00pm until 6:00am (as of 4/17);
Gradual deconfinement measures will begin on 5/4
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
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Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland
for Addis Ababa are still available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET).
Currently, ET is the only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Dusk to dawn curfew in
Mogadishu
Re: repatriation flights, fill out interest form - see Embassy
Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for
passenger travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National
state of disaster; National lockdown (as of 4/9); Ban on all
travelers; South African Airways canceling all regional flights
through 5/31; Buses and taxis restricted from operating
between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27); People can only leave
residences for essential work or shopping for essential goods;
Nightly curfew implemented from 20:00 to 05:00 local time (as
of 5/1)
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Ethiopian Airlines flight from Juba to Addis Ababa on 5/1 - see
Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of all commercial
flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban
on travelers from affected countries; Nationwide curfew from
7pm-6am (as of 4/29). All bars, tea, and shisha stalls to close,
restaurants to only offer take away, bodabodas banned, public
transport to operate at half capacity
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested
American citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info. All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights
also suspended; All public and private transport suspended
between states; 24-hour lockdown for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as
of 4/18)
Fill out interest survey form re: repatriation flights - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; 14-day quarantine for all
travelers in government quarantine facilities, at traveler's
expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and
reservation office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road
(Boulevard de la Republique or N2) two blocks east of the
French Embassy if you wish to return to the United States prior
to a possible suspension of commercial flights between Togo
and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest see Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown extended until
5/5; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe
airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowed to
enter with minimal crew; 14-day ban on public transportation,
including private vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is in place from
7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to
return to the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP see Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International
airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend
international flights until further notice; Kenneth Kaunda
International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain open
until further notice; Face masks mandatory in public (as of
4/24); All tourist visas suspended until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and
from Harare - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide
lockdown extended until 5/4; All commercial passenger
international and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).

April 27
Good afternoon ARC,
I hope everyone had safe and healthy weekends.
Last week, OSAC published a report about rising anti-foreigner sentiment around the globe. It
can be found here: https://www.osac.gov/Content/Report/94140aa0-fd1a-4384-a03e188433b75551
Please see below for our April 27 COVID-19 readout, as well as a couple of country-specific
updates.
A number of countries are relaxing lockdown, curfew, and other restrictions put in place since
the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, despite the seemingly continuing spread of positive
cases. Others have continued to maintain or tighten restrictions.
In Ghana, the President delayed a planned loosening of restrictions for an additional two weeks
as case numbers in-country continue to rise. According to an unverified open source account,
authorities in Niger have arrested over 200 individuals for violating COVID-19 related
government orders.
In Malawi last week, police clashed with prison guards who launched an indefinite strike to
demand COVID-19 personal protective equipment, hazard pay, and protective measures at
prisons across the country.
In Rwanda, concerns remain over alleged human rights abuses, according to Human Rights
Watch. There have been increasing reports of detainments/arrests, sexual assault, and looting
carried out by security personnel on patrol to enforce the country's lockdown.

As always, if you have any questions or concerns about security situations on the continent or if
you have suggestions on our readout, please do not hesitate to reach out to us at
OSACAF@state.gov.
Best,
Andrew and Kristen

Country
Angola

Cases Deaths
25

2

Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S. Embassy Alert page
for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended; State of emergency
declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
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Ethiopian Airlines is currently selling tickets for a flight from Cotonou to
Addis Ababa on May 1, pending sufficient demand, with onward
connections to the United States. Plans for future flights are unknown,
and travelers are reminded that flight schedules are subject to change
at any time.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29); Lockdown for 28 days
(eff. 4/2); 6-month State of Emergency declared (as of 4/9); The
Government of Botswana announced that those in need of movement
permits during the state of emergency may apply online at
https://www.gov.bw/. Those who wish to leave their homes for all
purposes must get a travel permit from the Government of Botswana.
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There are no
further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of
3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
Due to the new heightened restrictions on inter-island travel, planning
for a multi-island charter repatriation flight to Boston has been pushed
back to the week of May 2. Seats on the flight, which is envisioned as
the last repatriation operation to be undertaken by the U.S.
government in Cabo Verde
U.S. Embassy Yaounde is not currently planning another charter flight.
U.S. citizens remaining in Cameroon should be prepared to remain in
place for the time being.
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Future repatriation options are
unknown at this time.
No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Curfew from 20:00 to
05:00 (as of 4/25)
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders
closed until 4/6; Lockdown until end of April (updated 4/17)
The U.S. Embassy is currently working with neighboring posts and the
U.S. Department of State to explore commercial airline charter options
to assist American citizens who would like to leave Equatorial Guinea
and return to the United States during the first two weeks of May.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/26); Flights suspended for additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day
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quarantine for travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued;
Public transport suspended; Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day
stay-at-home order issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Lockdown for
Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state governments have
banned cross country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be
placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of emergency declared
4/8 to last 5 months
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in The Gambia are
arranging a special flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent
Residents departing from the Banjul International Airport in Yundum
on April 29
At this time, we do not anticipate that there will be additional charter
flights organized from Ghana to the United States.
The U.S. government does not anticipate arranging additional
repatriation flights from Guinea to the United States at this time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert
for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
All international flights will be suspended, extended an additional 30
days (as of 4/6); Kenya Airways has suspended all domestic flights (as
of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory
quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls on public to quarantine
and stay at home; The cessation of movement into and out of the
Nairobi Metropolitan Area as well as Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa
counties will be extended for an additional 21 days. Further, the
nationwide dusk-to-dawn curfew will also be extended for 21 days;
Face masks must be worn in public
Lockdown extended to 5/5 (as of 4/21); Borders with SA closed; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Nationwide lockdown
(as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
A charter flight left Monrovia on April 26. Additional repatriation
options are unknown at this time.
The U.S. Mission to Antananarivo has learned that Air France will
operate a flight from Antananarivo to Paris CDG on 4/23 - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for
30 days (as of 3/20); domestic flights suspended until further notice (as
of 3/26); Lockdown in three affected provinces until 4/19
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Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of 4/18)
The U.S. Embassy is exploring all options to address the current travel
disruptions and remains in close contact with the airlines regarding
commercial flight options. At this time, there are no flights scheduled,
and the U.S. Embassy is not currently organizing any repatriation
flights.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Air Mauritius flight (MK108) departing Mauritius 4/24 at 20:15 for Paris
- see Embassy Alerts page for more info; "Period of confinement"
extended until 5/4; Air Mauritius suspended its commercial flights as of
3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes
returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with passengers
for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
The next scheduled departure is on Ethiopian AIrlines on 4/29 - see
Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of visa processing and
cancelling of previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers; State of emergency declared 3/31
Re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on
all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled (as of
3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within the
Khomas and Erongo regions including Okahandja, Rehoboth, and
Windhoek areas until 5/4
The Department of State is organizing one additional repatriation flight
for U.S. citizens to the United States. The flight is currently scheduled
to depart Niamey, Niger to Washington, DC on Wednesday, April 29.
U.S. Mission Nigeria does not have any evacuation flights scheduled at
this time. We will continue to monitor the situation in Nigeria closely
and determine the need for additional evacuation flights.
A repatriation flight left on April 24. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown
extended until 4/30, incl. suspension of public transportation; Closure
of all borders, except to returning Rwandan citizens and legal residents;
Face masks must be worn in public (as of 4/19); Rwandan National
Police announced that you may now request permission for essential
movements online (as of 4/25)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized by the Department of State and

U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United States. Most commercial
options remain unavailable from Senegal.
The U.S. Embassy in Port Louis, Mauritius and the U.S. Consular Agency
in Victoria, Seychelles have become aware of a special Qatar Airways
flight (QR679) departing Seychelles tomorrow, 4/28 for Doha, Qatar see Embassy Health Alert for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of
3/25); 3-week nationwide lockdown (as of 4/9); Curfew from 7:00pm
until 6:00am (as of 4/17)
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still
available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier
flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Dusk to
dawn curfew in Mogadishu
The High Commission of Canada in South Africa has notified the
embassy of a planned repatriation flight that will depart Johannesburg
on 4/24 for London Heathrow Airport (via a stop in Cape Town to pick
up additional passengers), and will allow U.S. citizens to join the flight,
if space permits - see Embassy Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo
International Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed
until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown (as of
4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways canceling all regional
flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis restricted from operating
between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of
all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of
3/24); Ban on travelers from affected countries; Nationwide curfew
from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested American
citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page for more info. All
commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states; 24-hour
lockdown for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as of 4/18)
Fill out interest survey form re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info; 14-day quarantine for all travelers in government
quarantine facilities, at traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation office
inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la Republique
or N2) two blocks east of the French Embassy if you wish to return to
the United States prior to a possible suspension of commercial flights
between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest - see
Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown extended until 5/5; Ban on
all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and
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emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; 14-day
ban on public transportation, including private vehicles; From 3/31, a
curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka
Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola, Livingstone,
and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further notice;
Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain
open until further notice; Face masks mandatory in public (as of 4/24)
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from
Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide
lockdown extended until 5/4; All commercial passenger international
and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).
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April 24
Good afternoon ARC members,
Please find below several updates, as well as our April 24 COVID-19 readout.
Ramadan
•

In Kenya and Niger, the U.S. Embassies respectively issued Security Alerts calling for
heightened awareness as terrorist groups have a history of carrying out attacks in Kenya
during Ramadan.

•

In Somalia, reports via social media this morning indicated two al-Shabaab suicide
bombers attacked the perimeter of an AMISOM military base (hosting Ugandan forces)
located at the Baraawe city (Lower Shabelle region) airport using VBIEDs. Reports
indicate that al-Shabaab already claimed the attack and noted this attack opens the
month of Ramadan. Reports of casualties are unknown at this time.

Ghana Lockdown
On April 19, 2020, Ghanaian President Akufo-Addo announced the lifting of restrictions on
movement for the Accra and Kumasi metropolitan areas. However, the government’s
suspension on all public gatherings remains in effect, Ghana’s international borders are closed
until May 4, and international commercial flights remain suspended. The U.S. Embassy remains
in its maximum telework posture and is closed to the public.

However, over the past week, the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in Ghana rose from
approximately 600 to over 1,200. The U.S. Embassy is encouraging all Americans in Ghana to
follow the Government of Ghana’s directives in their effort to “flatten the curve.”
South Africa Lockdown
The government of South Africa will implement an easing of lockdown restrictions and a
gradual recovery of economic activity beginning May 1. The country is currently at level 5, but
will be lowered nation-wide to level 4 on May 1. As the full national lockdown ends, South
Africa will shift to a system of alert levels at the provincial and district levels. Level 4 guidelines
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Essential goods and services will continue to be available at all levels.
National borders will remain closed except for repatriation travel.
There will be no travel between provinces except for transport of essential goods and
exceptional circumstances.
Places of entertainment remain closed and sports events remain suspended.
Elderly and those with underlying conditions must remain at home.
All gatherings remain prohibited.
Residents can exercise under strict public health conditions.
Public transport will operate with limitations on numbers and subject to sanitation.

Please see additional information about the lockdown updates on the U.S. Embassy Alerts page,
as well as the full text of President Ramaphosa's address to the nation here.
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S.
Embassy Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all
flights suspended; State of emergency declared
(3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines is currently selling tickets for a flight
from Cotonou to Addis Ababa on May 1, pending
sufficient demand, with onward connections to the
United States. Plans for future flights are unknown,
and travelers are reminded that flight schedules are
subject to change at any time.
Fill out interest form re: repatriation flights - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all
travelers (as of 3/29); Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2);
6-month State of Emergency declared (as of 4/9); The
Government of Botswana announced that those in
need of movement permits during the state of
emergency may apply online at https://www.gov.bw/.
Those who wish to leave their homes for all purposes

must get a travel permit from the Government of
Botswana.
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All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights.
There are no further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or
arriving to Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are
suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21); No new visas
issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries
Due to the new heightened restrictions on inter-island
travel, planning for a multi-island charter repatriation
flight to Boston has been pushed back to the week of
May 2. Seats on the flight, which is envisioned as the
last repatriation operation to be undertaken by the
U.S. government in Cabo Verde
All available seats have been reserved on the charter
flight departing Yaounde NSI Airport on Friday, April
24, for Washington D.C. U.S. Embassy Yaounde is
not currently planning another charter flight. U.S.
citizens remaining in Cameroon should be prepared to
remain in place for the time being.
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Future repatriation
options are unknown at this time.
No future repatriation flights are expected at this time.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of
3/23); 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Additional
repatriation options are unknown.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; Suspension of all commercial flights until
4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders closed until 4/6; Lockdown
until end of April (updated 4/17)
The U.S. Embassy is currently working with
neighboring posts and the U.S. Department of State to
explore commercial airline charter options to assist
American citizens who would like to leave Equatorial
Guinea and return to the United States during the first
two weeks of May.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy,
see Alerts page for more info; Asmara International
Airport closed for 14 days (as of 3/26); Flights
suspended for additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; No

new visas issued; Public transport suspended; Private
vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order
issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
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Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20day nationwide lockdown (as of 3/27)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more
info; Lockdown for Tigray Regional State as of 3/28;
Regional state governments have banned cross
country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air
passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on
arrival; State of emergency declared 4/8 to last 5
months
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in
The Gambia are arranging a special flight for U.S.
citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents
departing from the Banjul International Airport in
Yundum on April 29
On April 15, the U.S. Embassy facilitated the
repatriation of 300 Americans to the United States. At
this time, we do not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized from Ghana to the
United States.
The U.S. government does not anticipate arranging
additional repatriation flights from Guinea to the United
States at this time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to
the United States may be able to be repatriated from
Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert for more
information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two
weeks.
Ethiopian Airlines will operate a commercial flight from
Nairobi (JKIA) to Dulles, Virginia (IAD) on 4/22; The
EU has organized a charter flight with Ethiopian
Airlines from Nairobi to Frankfurt on 4/23 - see
Embassy Nairobi Alerts page for more info; All
international flights will be suspended, extended an
additional 30 days (as of 4/6); Kenya Airways has
suspended all domestic flights (as of 4/1); Nonresident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory
quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls on public
to quarantine and stay at home; Movement is
restricted in and out of Nairobi Metropolitan Area
starting 7pm 4/6 for 21 days. Similar restrictions will
apply to Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties

beginning at 7pm on 4/8; Face masks must be worn in
public
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Lockdown extended to 5/5 (as of 4/21); Borders with
SA closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries; Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at
24:00 to April 21)
The Department of State and U.S. Embassy Monrovia
have limited availability on a charter flight for U.S.
citizens to travel to Dulles International Airport near
Washington D.C. on Sunday, April 26.
The U.S. Mission to Antananarivo has learned that Air
France will operate a flight from Antananarivo to Paris
CDG on 4/23 - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30
days (as of 3/20); domestic flights suspended until
further notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown in three affected
provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban
on travelers from affected countries; Mandatory
screening and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers;
3 week lockdown (as of 4/18)
The U.S. Embassy is exploring all options to address
the current travel disruptions and remains in close
contact with the airlines regarding commercial flight
options. At this time, there are no flights scheduled,
and the U.S. Embassy is not currently organizing any
repatriation flights.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this
time.
Air Mauritius flight (MK108) departing Mauritius 4/24 at
20:15 for Paris - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; "Period of confinement" extended until 5/4; Air
Mauritius suspended its commercial flights as of 3/28;
Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this
includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to
depart with passengers for the time being; Curfew
from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
The next scheduled departure is on Ethiopian AIrlines
on 4/29 - see Embassy Alert for more info;
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of
previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day selfquarantine for all travelers; State of emergency
declared 3/31
Re: repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25);
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Commercial flights cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day
lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within the
Khomas and Erongo regions including Okahandja,
Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas until 5/4
The Department of State is organizing one additional
repatriation flight for U.S. citizens to the United
States. The flight is currently scheduled to depart
Niamey, Niger to Washington, DC on Wednesday,
April 29.
U.S. Mission Nigeria does not have any evacuation
flights scheduled at this time. We will continue to
monitor the situation in Nigeria closely and determine
the need for additional evacuation flights.
We are working to arrange commercial seats on a
special flight from Brazzaville to Washington, D.C. on
April 24 in the morning. The price of the ticket will be
around $1,700.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; All flights suspended for 30 days (as of
3/20); Countrywide lockdown extended until 4/30, incl.
suspension of public transportation; Closure of all
borders, except to returning Rwandan citizens and
legal residents; Face masks must be worn in public
(as of 4/19)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Nonresident foreign nationals are prohibited from entering
the country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing
at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited
from docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that
there will be additional charter flights organized by the
Department of State and U.S. Embassy from Dakar to
the United States. Most commercial options remain
unavailable from Senegal.

Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week nationwide
lockdown (as of 4/9); Curfew from 7:00pm until
6:00am (as of 4/17)
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this
time.
Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian
Airlines - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban
on travelers from affected countries; Flights departing
from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still
available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is
the only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Dusk to dawn curfew in
Mogadishu
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The High Commission of Canada in South Africa has
notified the embassy of a planned repatriation flight
that will depart Johannesburg on 4/24 for London
Heathrow Airport (via a stop in Cape Town to pick up
additional passengers), and will allow U.S. citizens to
join the flight, if space permits - see Embassy Alert for
more info; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for
passenger travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26);
National state of disaster; National lockdown (as of
4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways
canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and
taxis restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00
(as of 3/27)
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alert for more
info; Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely
and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on
travelers from affected countries; Nationwide curfew
from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from
interested American citizens seeking to depart - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info. All commercial
flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between
states; 24-hour lockdown for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as
of 4/18)
Fill out interest survey form re: repatriation flights - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; 14-day quarantine
for all travelers in government quarantine facilities, at
traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and
reservation office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on
beach road (Boulevard de la Republique or N2) two
blocks east of the French Embassy if you wish to
return to the United States prior to a possible
suspension of commercial flights between Togo and
the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight
interest - see Embassy Alerts page more info;
Lockdown extended until 5/5; Ban on all travelers (as
of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo
and emergency planes will be allowed to enter with
minimal crew; 14-day ban on public transportation,
including private vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is in
place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier
flying international routes in and out of Zambia - those
seeking to return to the U.S. should work with
Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka Alerts
page for more info; International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international

flights until further notice; Kenneth Kaunda
International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain
open until further notice

Zimbabwe
TOTAL

29

4

16662

370

Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights
to and from Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for
more info; Nationwide lockdown extended until 5/4; All
commercial passenger international and domestic
flights are suspended (as of 3/30).

April 22
Good afternoon ARC,
I hope everyone is having a healthy and safe week so far. Please see below for our April 22
COVID-19 ARC update.
As mentioned previously, a number of African posts are offering additional repatriation options
or flights. Details of which are being posted through STEP and on each Embassy's website.
Additionally, we have highlighted new or changed flight options in yellow below.
We have completed and compiled data OSAC members submitted during our COVID-19 Africa
Benchmarking Survey. The survey, which closed April 9, had 66 participants who answered
questions regarding their organization's posture in Africa during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Please see the attached PowerPoint that details the survey results. Unsurprisingly, COVID-19
has affected almost everyone's operations in Africa in one way or another, and it will continue
to do so. As the situation continues to change, please feel free to share how your operations
have been impacted on the continent. The survey results will also be posted later this week on
our website, http://www.osac.gov.
If you have any questions or concerns, or want analysis on a topic not previously covered,
please reach out to OSACAF@state.gov.
Best,
Andrew and Kristen

Country
Angola
Benin

Cases Deaths
24

2

54

1

Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S. Embassy Alert page
for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended; State of emergency
declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
The sole upcoming commercial flight scheduled to depart Benin with
prompt onward options to the United States is Ethiopian Airlines flight
916 on May 2.
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Possible repatriation flights on 4/10 and 4/18 - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29); Lockdown for 28
days (eff. 4/2); 6-month State of Emergency declared (as of 4/9)
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There are no
further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of
3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
Due to the new heightened restrictions on inter-island travel, planning
for a multi-island charter repatriation flight to Boston has been pushed
back to the week of April 27. Seats on the flight, which is envisioned as
the last repatriation operation to be undertaken by the U.S.
government in Cabo Verde
U.S. Embassy Yaounde has potentially arranged a special government
charter flight for U.S. citizens and possibly Legal Permanent Residents.
The flight departs Yaounde NSI Airport this Friday, April 24 at 2 p.m.
This flight will be direct to Washington, D.C. (Dulles International
Airport) with an arrival time of approximately 9:45 p.m. the same day.
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Future repatriation options are
unknown at this time.
Additional repatriation options are unknown at this time.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
A repatriation flight left on April 21. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders
closed until 4/6; Lockdown until end of April (updated 4/17)
The U.S. Embassy repatriated Americans on an April 8 flight. It is
unlikely that there will be another repatriation flight organized by the
U.S. Embassy.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/26); Flights suspended for additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued;
Public transport suspended; Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day
stay-at-home order issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is severely reducing flights to the U.S.; Lockdown for
Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state governments have
banned cross country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be

placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of emergency declared
4/8 to last 5 months
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in The Gambia are
arranging a special flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent
Residents departing from the Banjul International Airport in Yundum
on April 29
On April 15, the U.S. Embassy facilitated the repatriation of 300
Americans to the United States. At this time, we do not anticipate that
there will be additional charter flights organized from Ghana to the
United States.
The U.S. government does not anticipate arranging additional
repatriation flights from Guinea to the United States at this time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert
for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Ethiopian Airlines will operate a commercial flight from Nairobi (JKIA)
to Dulles, Virginia (IAD) on 4/22; The EU has organized a charter flight
with Ethiopian Airlines from Nairobi to Frankfurt on 4/23 - see Embassy
Nairobi Alerts page for more info; All international flights will be
suspended, extended an additional 30 days (as of 4/6); Kenya Airways
has suspended all domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers
banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry
calls on public to quarantine and stay at home; Movement is restricted
in and out of Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting 7pm 4/6 for 21 days.
Similar restrictions will apply to Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties
beginning at 7pm on 4/8; Face masks must be worn in public
Lockdown extended to 5/5 (as of 4/21); Borders with SA closed; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Nationwide lockdown
(as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
The U.S. Embassy has received numerous requests for information
regarding repatriation; our team is working to identify transportation
options for U.S. citizens seeking to return to the United States. At this
time, there is no confirmed flight.
The U.S. Mission to Antananarivo has learned that Air France will
operate a flight from Antananarivo to Paris CDG on 4/23 - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for
30 days (as of 3/20); domestic flights suspended until further notice (as
of 3/26); Lockdown in three affected provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of 4/18)
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A repatriation flight left on April 21. Additional repatriation options are
unknown.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Air Mauritius flight (MK108) departing Mauritius 4/24 at 20:15 for Paris
- see Embassy Alerts page for more info; "Period of confinement"
extended until 5/4; Air Mauritius suspended its commercial flights as of
3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes
returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with passengers
for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flights from Mozambique to
the U.S. via Addis Ababa four times per week - see Embassy Maputo
website for more info; Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of
previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all
travelers; State of emergency declared 3/31
U.S. Embassy Windhoek is organizing a charter flight for 4/15 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as
of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown
(as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within the Khomas and Erongo regions
including Okahandja, Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas until 5/4
The Department of State is organizing one additional repatriation flight
for U.S. citizens to the United States. The flight is currently scheduled
to depart Niamey, Niger to Washington, DC on Wednesday, April 29.
U.S. Mission Nigeria does not have any evacuation flights scheduled at
this time. We will continue to monitor the situation in Nigeria closely
and determine the need for additional evacuation flights.
We are working to arrange commercial seats on a special flight from
Brazzaville to Washington, D.C. on April 24 in the morning. The price of
the ticket will be around $1,700.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown
extended until 4/30, incl. suspension of public transportation; Closure
of all borders, except to returning Rwandan citizens and legal
residents; Face masks must be worn in public (as of 4/19)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized by the Department of State and
U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United States. Most commercial
options remain unavailable from Senegal.
Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week nationwide lockdown (as of
4/9); Curfew from 7:00pm until 6:00am (as of 4/17)
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still
available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier
flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Dusk to
dawn curfew in Mogadishu
The High Commission of Canada in South Africa has notified the
embassy of a planned repatriation flight that will depart Johannesburg
on 4/24 for London Heathrow Airport (via a stop in Cape Town to pick
up additional passengers), and will allow U.S. citizens to join the flight,
if space permits - see Embassy Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo
International Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed
until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown (as of
4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways canceling all regional
flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis restricted from operating
between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
The U.S. Embassy in Juba has confirmed the possible availability of
seats on a commercial flight with Ethiopian Airlines from Juba to Addis
Ababa on 4/24 - see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of all
commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24);
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Nationwide curfew from
8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested American
citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page for more info. All
commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states; 24-hour
lockdown for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as of 4/18)
All passenger flights suspended (as of 4/12) - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; 14-day quarantine for all travelers in government
quarantine facilities, at traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation office
inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la Republique
or N2) two blocks east of the French Embassy if you wish to return to
the United States prior to a possible suspension of commercial flights
between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest - see
Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown extended until 5/5; Ban on
all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and
emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; 14-day
ban on public transportation, including private vehicles; From 3/31, a
curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka
Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola, Livingstone,

28

Zimbabwe
TOTAL

and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further notice;
Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain
open until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from
Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide
lockdown extended until 5/4; All commercial passenger international
and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).
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April 20
Good afternoon ARC,
Happy Monday! I hope everyone is safe, healthy, and had restful weekends. Please find below
our update for April 20.
A number of embassies have new repatriation options or flights. Details are posted on each
embassy's respective website and are also being distributed by STEP.
We're finishing up the COVID-19 Africa survey report and will disseminate the results this week.
Huge thank you again to everyone who took the time to participate in the survey.
As always, if you have any questions or concerns, please reach out to OSACAF@state.gov.
Best,
Kristen and Andrew

Country

Cases

Deaths

Angola

24

2

Benin

54

1

Botswana

20

1

Burkina Faso

581

38

Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
There are repatriation flights to Europe - see U.S. Embassy
Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended; State
of emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until
4/11.
The sole upcoming commercial flight scheduled to depart
Benin with prompt onward options to the United States is
Ethiopian Airlines flight 916 on May 2.
Possible repatriation flights on 4/10 and 4/18 - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29);
Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2); 6-month State of Emergency
declared (as of 4/9)
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There
are no further repatriation options at this time.
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All international commercial flights departing from or arriving
to Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7
days (as of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries
Due to the new heightened restrictions on inter-island travel,
planning for a multi-island charter repatriation flight to Boston
has been pushed back to the week of April 27. Seats on the
flight, which is envisioned as the last repatriation operation to
be undertaken by the U.S. government in Cabo Verde
At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there will be additional
special repatriation flight options.
The Department of State is preparing a potential evacuation
flight to Dulles Airport (IAD) in Washington, D.C. with capacity
for private U.S. citizens and Legal Permanent Residents on a
reimbursable basis, leaving Bangui M’Poko International
Airport on or about April 21, 2020.
Additional repatriation options are unknown at this time.
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Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23);
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy Abidjan have
arranged a repatriation flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. LPRs
departing Abidjan International Airport on the morning of
Tuesday, April 21, 2020.
Satguru Travel is organizing a flight from Kinshasa and
Lubumbashi to Addis Ababa on April 21. From Addis, travelers
can continue to Newark (EWR) via London or to Chicago (ORD)
via Frankfurt. Please call Satguru Travel immediately to
purchase your ticket. Satguru
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18);
Borders closed until 4/6; Lockdown until end of April (updated
4/17)
The U.S. Embassy repatriated Americans on an April 8 flight. It
is unlikely that there will be another repatriation flight
organized by the U.S. Embassy.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see
Alerts page for more info; Asmara International Airport closed
for 14 days (as of 3/26); Flights suspended for additional 14
days (as of 4/8); 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; No new visas issued; Public transport suspended;
Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order
issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day
nationwide lockdown (as of 3/27)

Ethiopia

111

3

Ethiopian Airlines is severely reducing flights to the U.S.;
Lockdown for Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state
governments have banned cross country public transportation
through their regions, check Embassy Alerts page for more
info; All air passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on
arrival; State of emergency declared 4/8 to last 5 months
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1

Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
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The special repatriation flight organized by the U.S.
Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in Banjul departed
The Gambia for the United States April 7. While we do not
anticipate additional chartered repatriation flights from The
Gambia to the United States, we continue to collect details of
U.S. citizens and LPRs who are interested in such flights
On April 15, the U.S. Embassy facilitated the repatriation of 300
Americans to the United States. At this time, we do not
anticipate that there will be additional charter flights organized
from Ghana to the United States.
Air France has a flight scheduled to depart Conakry for Paris on
April 20. We strongly suggest that you book your entire trip
back to the U.S. on Air France so the airline is assured of your
onward travel. Ethiopian Airlines and the Satguru Travel
Agency are working to facilitate a special commercial flight for
U.S. citizens and those eligible to travel to the U.S. on April 17.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United
States may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See
the travel alert for more information. Flights in and out of
Guinea-Bissau's international airport will halt starting March 18
for two weeks.
Ethiopian Airlines will operate a commercial flight from Nairobi
(JKIA) to Dulles, Virginia (IAD) on 4/22; The EU has organized a
charter flight with Ethiopian Airlines from Nairobi to Frankfurt
on 4/23 - see Embassy Nairobi Alerts page for more info; All
international flights will be suspended, extended an additional
30 days (as of 4/6); Kenya Airways has suspended all domestic
flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days;
Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls on
public to quarantine and stay at home; Movement is restricted
in and out of Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting 7pm 4/6 for 21
days. Similar restrictions will apply to Kilifi, Kwale, and
Mombasa counties beginning at 7pm on 4/8; Face masks must
be worn in public
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders
with SA closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April
21)
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The U.S. Embassy has received numerous requests for
information regarding repatriation; our team is working to
identify transportation options for U.S. citizens seeking to
return to the United States. At this time, there is no confirmed
flight.

The U.S. Mission to Antananarivo has learned that Air France
will operate a flight from Antananarivo to Paris CDG on 4/23 see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All incoming/outgoing
flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); domestic flights
suspended until further notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown in three
affected provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on
travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening and
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of
4/18)
The U.S. Embassy is organizing a repatriation flight for April 21
from Bamako’s Modibo Keita International Airport to
Washington Dulles International Airport in northern Virginia.
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Air France commercial flight to Paris available on 4/16 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; "Period of confinement"
extended until 5/4; Air Mauritius suspended its commercial
flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19);
this includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to
depart with passengers for the time being; Curfew from 20:00
to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flights from
Mozambique to the U.S. via Addis Ababa four times per week see Embassy Maputo website for more info; Suspension of visa
processing and cancelling of previously issued visas; Mandatory
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; State of emergency
declared 3/31
U.S. Embassy Windhoek is organizing a charter flight for 4/15 see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers for
30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled (as of 3/26);
21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within the
Khomas and Erongo regions including Okahandja, Rehoboth,
and Windhoek areas until 5/4
A U.S. Embassy-organized repatriation flight departed on April
10. Additional repatriation options are currently uncertain.
Multiple flights are planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja and
the U.S. Consulate in Lagos. Please visit the Mission Nigeria
website for more information and to sign up.

A flight left from Kinshasa, U.S. Embassy DRC on April 9. It is
unclear whether there will be any further repatriation options
for those in the Republic of Congo.
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide
lockdown extended until 4/30, incl. suspension of public
transportation; Closure of all borders, except to returning
Rwandan citizens and legal residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the
country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing at the
country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from docking at
the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there
will be additional charter flights organized by the Department
of State and U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United
States. Most commercial options remain unavailable from
Senegal.
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Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week nationwide lockdown
(as of 4/9); Curfew from 7:00pm until 6:00am (as of 4/17)
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Additional repatriation options are unavailable at this time.
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Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland
for Addis Ababa are still available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET).
Currently, ET is the only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Dusk to dawn curfew in
Mogadishu
The High Commission of Canada in South Africa has notified
the embassy of a planned repatriation flight that will depart
Johannesburg on 4/24 for London Heathrow Airport (via a stop
in Cape Town to pick up additional passengers), and will allow
U.S. citizens to join the flight, if space permits - see Embassy
Alert for more info; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for
passenger travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National
state of disaster; National lockdown (as of 4/9); Ban on all
travelers; South African Airways canceling all regional flights
through 5/31; Buses and taxis restricted from operating
between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
The U.S. Embassy in Juba has confirmed the possible
availability of seats on a commercial flight with Ethiopian
Airlines from Juba to Addis Ababa on 4/24 - see Embassy Alert
for more info; Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely
and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from

affected countries; Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM
(as of 3/25)
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April 17

Good afternoon ARC,

U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested
American citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info. All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights
also suspended; All public and private transport suspended
between states; 24-hour lockdown for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as
of 4/18)
All passenger flights suspended (as of 4/12) - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; 14-day quarantine for all travelers in
government quarantine facilities, at traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and
reservation office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road
(Boulevard de la Republique or N2) two blocks east of the
French Embassy if you wish to return to the United States prior
to a possible suspension of commercial flights between Togo
and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest see Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown extended until
5/5; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe
airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowed to
enter with minimal crew; 14-day ban on public transportation,
including private vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is in place from
7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to
return to the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP see Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International
airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend
international flights until further notice; Kenneth Kaunda
International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain open
until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and
from Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for more info;
Nationwide lockdown extended until 5/4; All commercial
passenger international and domestic flights are suspended (as
of 3/30).

Happy Friday. I hope everyone is safe and healthy. Please find below our update for April 17. As
of this update, Sub-Saharan Africa has had over 10,000 confirmed COVID-19 cases.
A number of embassies have new repatriation options or flights. Details are posted on each
Embassy's respective website and are also being distributed by STEP.
If you have any questions or concerns, please reach out to OSACAF@state.gov.
Best,
Andrew and Kristen
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Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso

Burundi

Cabo Verde
Cameroon

Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
Regarding repatriation flights to the U.S., - see U.S. Embassy Alert page
for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended; State of emergency
declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines is currently offering flights from Cotonou to the U.S.
via Lomé or Addis Ababa beginning May 2. There are no other
confirmed commercial flight options to depart Benin at this time.
Passengers whose flights were previously cancelled should contact
their airline directly for information about rebooking options. U.S.
citizens in Benin should prepare to shelter in place until flights resume.
Possible repatriation flights on 4/10 and 4/18 - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29); Lockdown for 28 days
(eff. 4/2); 6-month State of Emergency declared (as of 4/9)
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There are no
further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of
3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
The Embassy is now gathering data to determine if there is sufficient
demand to make one FINAL charter repatriation flight viable. The plan
we are considering is for the charter to originate in Sal, then fly to
Mindelo and then Praia to pick-up more passengers, before finally
departing Cabo Verde to Boston. Additionally, the Embassy is exploring
potential options for transporting passengers by boat from other
islands to Mindelo or Sal to board the flight at one of those two
locations. The potential timeframe for this operation would be the
week of April 20.
At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there will be additional special
repatriation flight options.
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The Department of State is preparing a potential evacuation flight to
Dulles Airport (IAD) in Washington, D.C. with capacity for private U.S.
citizens and Legal Permanent Residents on a reimbursable basis,
leaving Bangui M’Poko International Airport on or about April 21, 2020.
An Air France flight to Paris is departing from N’Djamena on Saturday
at 1430. The U.S. Embassy has no further information regarding this
flight.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy Abidjan have arranged a
repatriation flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. LPRs departing Abidjan
International Airport on the morning of Tuesday, April 21, 2020.
Satguru Travel is organizing a flight from Kinshasa and Lubumbashi to
Addis Ababa on April 21. From Addis, travelers can continue to Newark
(EWR) via London or to Chicago (ORD) via Frankfurt. Please call Satguru
Travel immediately to purchase your ticket. Satguru
Re: repatriation flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders
closed until 4/6; Lockdown until end of April (updated 4/17)
The U.S. Embassy repatriated Americans on an April 8 flight. It is
unlikely that there will be another repatriation flight organized by the
U.S. Embassy.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/26); Flights suspended for additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued;
Public transport suspended; Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day
stay-at-home order issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is severely reducing flights to the U.S.; Lockdown for
Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state governments have
banned cross country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be
placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of emergency declared
4/8 to last 5 months
On April 17, a charter flight departed from Libreville for Washington
D.C. with the permission of the Gabonese government. If there is
sufficient interest, the Embassy may organize a final departure flight
that would depart from Libreville to the United States in May or June.
That flight, if scheduled, will likely be the last departure flight the
Embassy will organize until commercial flights resume.
The special repatriation flight organized by the U.S. Department of
State and the U.S. Embassy in Banjul departed The Gambia for the
United States April 7. While we do not anticipate additional chartered
repatriation flights from The Gambia to the United States, we continue
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to collect details of U.S. citizens and LPRs who are interested in such
flights
On April 15, the U.S. Embassy facilitated the repatriation of 300
Americans to the United States. At this time, we do not anticipate that
there will be additional charter flights organized from Ghana to the
United States.
Air France has a flight scheduled to depart Conakry for Paris on April
20. We strongly suggest that you book your entire trip back to the U.S.
on Air France so the airline is assured of your onward travel. Ethiopian
Airlines and the Satguru Travel Agency are working to facilitate a
special commercial flight for U.S. citizens and those eligible to travel to
the U.S. on April 17.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
may be able to be repatriated from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert
for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Ethiopian Airlines will operate a commercial flight from Nairobi (JKIA)
to Dulles, Virginia (IAD) on 4/22; The Embassy of Japan has organized
an Ethiopian Airlines flight from Nairobi to Addis Ababa on 4/18 - see
Embassy Nairobi Alerts page for more info; All international flights will
be suspended, extended an additional 30 days (as of 4/6); Kenya
Airways has suspended all domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident
travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Health
Ministry calls on public to quarantine and stay at home; Movement is
restricted in and out of Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting 7pm 4/6 for
21 days. Similar restrictions will apply to Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa
counties beginning at 7pm on 4/8; Face masks must be worn in public
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders with SA
closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
The U.S. Embassy has received numerous requests for information
regarding repatriation; our team is working to identify transportation
options for U.S. citizens seeking to return to the United States. At this
time, there is no confirmed flight.
Regarding repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20);
domestic flights suspended until further notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown
in three affected provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as of 4/18)
The U.S. Embassy is organizing a repatriation flight for April 21 from
Bamako’s Modibo Keita International Airport to Washington Dulles
International Airport in northern Virginia.
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The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Air France commercial flight to Paris available on 4/16 - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; "Period of confinement" extended until 5/4;
Air Mauritius suspended its commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all
travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes returning residents;
planes will be allowed to depart with passengers for the time being;
Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flights from Mozambique to the
U.S. via Addis Ababa four times per week - see Embassy Maputo
website for more info; Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of
previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all
travelers; State of emergency declared 3/31
U.S. Embassy Windhoek is organizing a charter flight for 4/15 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as
of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown (as
of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within the Khomas and Erongo regions
including Okahandja, Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas until 5/4
A U.S. Embassy-organized repatriation flight departed on April 10.
Additional repatriation options are currently uncertain.
Multiple flights are planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja and the U.S.
Consulate in Lagos. Please visit the Mission Nigeria website for more
information and to sign up.
A flight left from Kinshasa, U.S. Embassy DRC on April 9. It is unclear
whether there will be any further repatriation options for those in the
Republic of Congo.
Repatriation flight on 4/18 - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown until
4/19, incl. suspension of public transportation; Closure of all borders,
except to returning Rwandan citizens and legal residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there will be
additional charter flights organized by the Department of State and
U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the United States. Most commercial
options remain unavailable from Senegal.
Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week nationwide lockdown (as of
4/9); Curfew from 7:00pm until 6:00am (as of 4/17)
The U.S Embassy in Freetown is working to facilitate a special flight
through Satguru Travel Agency for U.S. citizens and those eligible to
travel to or transit through the U.S. The potential flight—
ASKY/Ethiopian Airways—will transit through Lomé en route to
Newark, New Jersey. The flight will be tentatively scheduled to depart
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on Sunday, April 19th. This is subject to change. U.S visa holders are
eligible to purchase tickets on this flight, but priority will be given to
U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents.
Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still
available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier
flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Dusk to
dawn curfew in Mogadishu
See Embassy Alert - REQUEST for more info regarding repatriation for
U.S. citizens; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for passenger
travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster;
National lockdown (as of 4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African
Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis
restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
U.S. Embassy Juba has confirmed availability of seats on a commercial
flight with Ethiopian Airlines from Juba to Addis on 4/17- see Embassy
Alert for more info; Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely
and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested American
citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts page for more info. All
commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states; 24-hour
lockdown for 3 weeks in Khartoum (as of 4/18)
All passenger flights suspended (as of 4/12) - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; 14-day quarantine for all travelers in government
quarantine facilities, at traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation office
inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la Republique
or N2) two blocks east of the French Embassy if you wish to return to
the United States prior to a possible suspension of commercial flights
between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest - see
Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown extended until 5/5; Ban on
all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and
emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; 14-day
ban on public transportation, including private vehicles; From 3/31, a
curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka
Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola, Livingstone,
and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further notice;
Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain
open until further notice

Zimbabwe
TOTAL

24

3
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Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from
Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide
lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All commercial passenger
international and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).

April 15
Good afternoon ARC members,
Hope everyone is having a great week! Please find below our update for April 15.
As a reminder, a number of Embassies have carried out repatriation efforts over the past week.
Several are continuing those efforts, with details to be posted on each Embassy's respective
website.
If you have any questions or concerns, or are interested in any aspect of the spread of COVID19 in Africa (as well as with any security concern on the continent), please reach out to
OSACAF@state.gov
Country

Cases Deaths Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions

Angola

19

2

Benin

35

1

Botswana

13

1

Burkina Faso

528

30

Regarding repatriation flights to the U.S., - see U.S. Embassy
Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended;
State of emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown
until 4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines is currently offering flights from Cotonou
to the U.S. via Lomé or Addis Ababa beginning May 2. There
are no other confirmed commercial flight options to depart
Benin at this time. Passengers whose flights were previously
cancelled should contact their airline directly for
information about rebooking options. U.S. citizens in Benin
should prepare to shelter in place until flights resume.

Possible repatriation flights on 4/10 and 4/18 - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29);
Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2); 6-month State of
Emergency declared (as of 4/9)
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights.
There are no further repatriation options at this time.
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All international commercial flights departing from or
arriving to Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are
suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
The Embassy is now gathering data to determine if there is
sufficient demand to make one FINAL charter repatriation
flight viable. The plan we are considering is for the charter
to originate in Sal, then fly to Mindelo and then Praia to
pick-up more passengers, before finally departing Cabo
Verde to Boston. Additionally, the Embassy is exploring
potential options for transporting passengers by boat from
other islands to Mindelo or Sal to board the flight at one of
those two locations. The potential timeframe for this
operation would be the week of April 20.

At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there will be
additional special repatriation flight options.
This message has been updated to note the departure date
for the flight has been changed to on or about April 19,
2020, and is subject to change further in the future. Please
ensure you monitor your email for status notifications
regarding the flight.

An evacuation flight for U.S. citizens departed from
N’Djamena and arrived in Washington, DC on April 9. The
Embassy is not aware of any more planned evacuation
flights by the U.S. Government.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of
3/23); 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries
To date, the United States Embassy has no immediate plans
for an additional repatriation flight. If one becomes
available, it will be announced via a consular alert message.

Satguru Travel is organizing a flight from Kinshasa and
Lubumbashi to Addis Ababa on April 21. From Addis,
travelers can continue to Newark (EWR) via London or to
Chicago (ORD) via Frankfurt. Please call Satguru Travel
immediately to purchase your ticket. Satguru Travel can
assist with booking you onward travel from Addis to your

final destination. This flight is NOT organized by U.S.
Embassy Kinshasa. Details are being provided to assist U.S.
citizens who wish to depart DRC.
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The U.S. Embassy in Djibouti is assessing the possibility of
arranging additional flights for U.S. citizens who wish to
depart Djibouti - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18);
Borders closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown (as of 3/26)
The U.S. Embassy repatriated Americans on an April 8 flight.
It is unlikely that there will be another repatriation flight
organized by the U.S. Embassy.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see
Alerts page for more info; Asmara International Airport
closed for 14 days (as of 3/26); Flights suspended for
additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued;
Public transport suspended; Private vehicle use is
prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order issued for all but
necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day
nationwide lockdown (as of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is severely reducing flights to the U.S.;
Lockdown for Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional
state governments have banned cross country public
transportation through their regions, check Embassy Alerts
page for more info; All air passengers to be placed in 14-day
quarantine on arrival; State of emergency declared 4/8 to
last 5 months
The U.S. Embassy in Libreville is currently organizing a
charter flight that will depart from Libreville for Washington
D.C. on Friday, April 17 with stops in Cape Verde and
Bangor, Maine.
The special repatriation flight organized by the U.S.
Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in Banjul
departed The Gambia for the United States April 7. While
we do not anticipate additional chartered repatriation
flights from The Gambia to the United States, we continue
to collect details of U.S. citizens and LPRs who are interested
in such flights
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On April 15, the U.S. Embassy facilitated the repatriation of
300 Americans to the United States. At this time, we do not
anticipate that there will be additional charter flights
organized from Ghana to the United States.
Air France has a flight scheduled to depart Conakry for Paris
on April 20, and will begin accepting reservations at 9 a.m.
tomorrow, Thursday, April 16. We strongly suggest that you
book your entire trip back to the U.S. on Air France so the
airline is assured of your onward travel. Ethiopian Airlines
and the Satguru Travel Agency are working to facilitate a
special commercial flight for U.S. citizens and those eligible
to travel to the U.S. on April 17.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the
United States may be able to be repatriated from Dakar,
Senegal. See the travel alert for more information. Flights in
and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will halt
starting March 18 for two weeks.
The Embassy of Japan has organized an Ethiopian Airlines
flight from Nairobi to Addis Ababa on 4/18 - see Embassy
Nairobi Alerts page for more info; All international flights
will be suspended, extended an additional 30 days (as of
4/6); Kenya Airways has suspended all domestic flights (as
of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days;
Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls on
public to quarantine and stay at home; Movement is
restricted in and out of Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting
7pm 4/6 for 21 days. Similar restrictions will apply to Kilifi,
Kwale, and Mombasa counties beginning at 7pm on 4/8;
Face masks must be worn in public
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders
with SA closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries; Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at
24:00 to April 21)
The U.S. Embassy in Monrovia carried out planned
repatriation flights on April 8 and April 10. The Embassy is
uncertain if there will be additional repatriation flight
options.
Regarding repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30
days (as of 3/20); domestic flights suspended until further
notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown in three affected provinces
until 4/19
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Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on
travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening and
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; 3 week lockdown (as
of 4/18)
At this time, there are no flights scheduled, and the U.S.
Embassy is not currently organizing any repatriation
flights. All information about future flights to the United
States will be announced through the Smart Traveler
Enrollment Program (STEP).
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
Air France commercial flight to Paris available on 4/16 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; "Period of confinement"
extended until 5/4; Air Mauritius suspended its commercial
flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of
3/19); this includes returning residents; planes will be
allowed to depart with passengers for the time being;
Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flights from
Mozambique to the U.S. via Addis Ababa four times per
week - see Embassy Maputo website for more info;
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of previously
issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all
travelers; State of emergency declared 3/31
U.S. Embassy Windhoek is organizing a charter flight for
4/15 - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all
travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights
cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27);
Lockdown within the Khomas and Erongo regions including
Okahandja, Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas until 5/4
A U.S. Embassy-organized repatriation flight departed on
April 10. Additional repatriation options are currently
uncertain.
Multiple flights are planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja
and the U.S. Consulate in Lagos. Please visit the Mission
Nigeria website for more information and to sign up.
A flight left from Kinshasa, U.S. Embassy DRC on April 9. It is
unclear whether there will be any further repatriation
options for those in the Republic of Congo.
Repatriation flight on 4/18 - see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20);
Countrywide lockdown until 4/19, incl. suspension of public

Sao T. &
Principe

4

Senegal

314

1

Seychelles

11

Sierra Leone

13

Somalia

60

2

South Africa

2506

27

South Sudan

4

transportation; Closure of all borders, except to returning
Rwandan citizens and legal residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the
country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing at the
country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from docking
at the country’s ports.
At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there
will be additional charter flights organized by the
Department of State and U.S. Embassy from Dakar to the
United States. Most commercial options remain unavailable
from Senegal.

Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week nationwide
lockdown (as of 4/9); Curfew from 7:00pm until 6:00am (as
of 4/17)
The U.S Embassy in Freetown is working to facilitate a
special flight through Satguru Travel Agency for U.S. citizens
and those eligible to travel to or transit through the U.S. The
potential flight—ASKY/Ethiopian Airways—will transit
through Lomé en route to Newark, New Jersey. The flight
will be tentatively scheduled to depart on Sunday, April
19th. This is subject to change. U.S visa holders are eligible
to purchase tickets on this flight, but priority will be given to
U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents.
Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers
from affected countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa,
Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available on Ethiopian
Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier flying out of
Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Dusk to
dawn curfew in Mogadishu
See Embassy Alert - REQUEST for more info regarding
repatriation for U.S. citizens; O.R. Tambo International
Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed until
4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown
(as of 4/9); Ban on all travelers; South African Airways
canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis
restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
The U.S. Embassy continues to coordinate for another
commercial flight in the future, as the Ethiopian Airlines
flight from Juba to Addis Ababa on 4/22 was cancelled - see

Sudan

32

2

Tanzania

88

3

Togo

81

Uganda

55

Zambia

48

2

Zimbabwe

18

3

TOTAL

9478

170

Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of all commercial
flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24);
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Nationwide
curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested
American citizens seeking to depart - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info. All commercial flights cancelled;
Domestic flights also suspended; All public and private
transport suspended between states; 24-hour lockdown for
3 weeks in Khartoum (as of 4/18)
All passenger flights suspended (as of 4/12) - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; 14-day quarantine for all travelers
in government quarantine facilities, at traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and
reservation office inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road
(Boulevard de la Republique or N2) two blocks east of the
French Embassy if you wish to return to the United States
prior to a possible suspension of commercial flights
between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest
- see Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown extended
until 5/5; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am);
Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be
allowed to enter with minimal crew; 14-day ban on public
transportation, including private vehicles; From 3/31, a
curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to
return to the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP see Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International
airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend
international flights until further notice; Kenneth Kaunda
International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain open
until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and
from Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for more info;
Nationwide lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All
commercial passenger international and domestic flights are
suspended (as of 3/30).

April 13
Good afternoon ARC,
I hope everyone had a safe and healthy weekend.
Thank you all for your responses to our most recent COVID-19-related survey. We will be
working this week to take a look at the results and distribute your insights!
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for April 13.
There have been a number of good resources authored by our DoD colleagues at the Africa
Center for Strategic Studies (ACSS). On April 3, ACSS published a report mapping risk factors
countries might have in relation to their vulnerability to COVID-19. The report's analysis details
a ranking of countries most at risk to least at risk for the spread of the virus. It can be
found here.
We continue to see indications that there is likely a higher risk of verbal or physical altercations
between local communities and foreigners, as well as the representation of COVID-19 as a
disease brought by foreigners.
Additionally, a number of Embassies have carried out repatriation efforts over the past week.
Several are continuing those efforts, with details to be posted on each Embassy's respective
website.
If you have any questions or concerns, or are interested in any aspect of the spread of COVID19 in Africa (as well as with any security concern on the continent), please reach out
to OSACAF@state.gov
Best,
Andrew and Kristen
Country
Angola

Benin

Botswana

Cases Deaths
Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
19
2
Regarding repatriation flights to the U.S., - see U.S. Embassy Alert page for more
info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended; State of emergency declared (3/25);
Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
35
1
The Embassy has arranged a special commercial flight from Cotonou to Lomé,
Togo, on Tuesday, April 14, for onward travel to Newark, New Jersey. A limited
number of seats are available on a first come, first served basis. Tickets must be
purchased before 17:00 on Monday, April 13.
13
1
Regarding repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all
travelers (as of 3/29); Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2); 6-month State of Emergency
declared (as of 4/9)

Burkina Faso

515

28

Burundi

5

Cabo Verde

10

0

Cameroon

820

8

CAR

11

Chad

23

Comoros

0

Cote d'Ivoire

574

1

DRC

235

20

Djibouti

298

2

Eq. Guinea

21

All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There are no further
repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21); No
new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
The Embassy is now gathering data to determine if there is sufficient demand to
make one FINAL charter repatriation flight viable. The plan we are considering is
for the charter to originate in Sal, then fly to Mindelo and then Praia to pick-up
more passengers, before finally departing Cabo Verde to Boston. Additionally, the
Embassy is exploring potential options for transporting passengers by boat from
other islands to Mindelo or Sal to board the flight at one of those two
locations. The potential timeframe for this operation would be the week of April
20.

At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there will be additional special repatriation
flight options.
This message has been updated to note the departure date for the flight has been
changed to on or about April 19, 2020, and is subject to change further in the
future. Please ensure you monitor your email for status notifications regarding the
flight.

Regarding repatriation flights to the U.S., - see U.S. Embassy Alert page for more
info; A flight to the U.S. left April 9.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day quarantine
for travelers from affected countries
To date, the United States Embassy has no immediate plans for an additional
repatriation flight. If one becomes available, it will be announced via a consular
alert message.

At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there will be additional special repatriation
flight options.
The U.S. Embassy in Djibouti is assessing the possibility of arranging additional
flights for U.S. citizens who wish to depart Djibouti - see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders
closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown (as of 3/26)
The U.S. Embassy repatriated Americans on an April 8. It is unlikely that there will
be another repatriation flight organized by the U.S. Embassy.

Eritrea

29

Eswatini

12

Ethiopia

74

3

Gabon

57

1

The Gambia

9

1

Ghana

566

6

Guinea

319

GuineaBissau

38

Kenya

197

Lesotho

0

2

Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page for more
info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of 3/26); Flights
suspended for additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries; No new visas issued; Public transport suspended; Private
vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order issued for all but necessary
movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide lockdown (as
of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is the only airline currently flying to the U.S. from Addis Ababa,
with still-daily flights to Washington. D.C.; Lockdown for Tigray Regional State as of
3/28; Regional state governments have banned cross country public transportation
through their regions, check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers
to be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of emergency declared 4/8 to
last 5 months
The Embassy repatriated Americans on an April 7 flight. Additional repatriation
options may not be available.
The special repatriation flight organized by the U.S. Department of State and the
U.S. Embassy in Banjul departed The Gambia for the United States April 7. While
we do not anticipate additional chartered repatriation flights from The Gambia to
the United States, we continue to collect details of U.S. citizens and LPRs who are
interested in such flights
Flights on all commercial airlines in and out of Ghana have been cancelled. Each
U.S. citizen or LPR traveler interested in any future repatriation flights must
complete the online request form found on the Embassy's website.
Ethiopian Airlines and the Satguru Travel Agency are working to facilitate a special
commercial flight for U.S. citizens and those eligible to travel to the U.S. on April
17. This flight had originally been scheduled for April 10 but was cancelled because
not enough bookings were completed. The U.S. government does not anticipate
arranging additional repatriation flights from Guinea to the United States at this
time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States are able to
board a flight leaving from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert for more
information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will halt
starting March 18 for two weeks.
Suspension of flights extended an additional 30 days (as of 4/6) - see Embassy
Nairobi Alerts page for more info; All international flights will be suspended
(effective 23:59 3/25); Kenya Airways has suspended all domestic flights (as of 4/1);
Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for arrivals;
Health Ministry calls on public to quarantine and stay at home; All public transport
users in Kenya ordered to wear face masks; Movement is restricted in and out of
Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting 7pm 4/6 for 21 days. Similar restrictions will
apply to Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties beginning at 7pm on 4/8
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders with SA closed; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29
at 24:00 to April 21)

Liberia

59

5

Madagascar

88

Malawi

13

2

Mali

123

10

Mauritania
Mauritius

7
324

1
3

Mozambique

20

Namibia

16

Niger

529

11

Nigeria

323

6

ROC

60

5

Rwanda

126

Sao T. &
Principe

4

Senegal

291

1

The U.S. Embassy in Monrovia carried out planned repatriation flights on April 8
and April 10. The Embassy is uncertain if there will be additional repatriation flight
options.
Regarding repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); domestic flights
suspended until further notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown in three affected provinces
until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
At this time, there are no flights scheduled, and the U.S. Embassy is not currently
organizing any repatriation flights. All information about future flights to the
United States will be announced through the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program
(STEP).
The are no more evacuation flights scheduled at this time.
"Period of confinement" extended until 4/15; Air Mauritius suspended its
commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this
includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with passengers for
the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flights from Mozambique to the U.S. via
Addis Ababa four times per week - see Embassy Maputo website for more info;
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of previously issued visas; Mandatory
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers; State of emergency declared 3/31
U.S. Embassy Windhoek is organizing a charter flight for 4/15 - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info; Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights
cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within
the Khomas and Erongo regions including Okahandja, Rehoboth, and Windhoek
areas
A U.S. Embassy-organized repatriation flight departed on April 10. Additional
repatriation options are currently uncertain.
Multiple flights are planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja and the U.S. Consulate in
Lagos. Please visit the Mission Nigeria website for more information and to sign
up.
A flight left from Kinshasa, U.S. Embassy DRC on April 9. It is unclear whether there
will be any further repatriation options for those in the Republic of Congo.
Two repatriation flights on 4/15 and 4/18 - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown until 4/19,
incl. suspension of public transportation; Closure of all borders, except to returning
Rwandan citizens and legal residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign nationals are
prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing
at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from docking at the country’s
ports.

At this time, the U.S. Embassy does not anticipate that there will be additional
charter flights organized by the Department of State and U.S. Embassy from Dakar
to the United States. Most commercial options remain unavailable from Senegal.
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Togo
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2
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Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week nationwide lockdown (as of 4/9)
A repatriation flight departed from Sierra Leone on April 10. Additional repatriation
options are unknown at this time.
Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Ban on travelers from affected countries; Flights departing from
Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET).
Currently, ET is the only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; Dusk to dawn curfew in Mogadishu
See Embassy Alert - REQUEST for more info regarding repatriation for U.S. citizens;
O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed
until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown (as of 4/9); Ban on
all travelers; South African Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31;
Buses and taxis restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
The U.S. Embassy continues to coordinate for another commercial flight in the
future, as the Ethiopian Airlines flight from Juba to Addis Ababa on 4/22 was
cancelled - see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of all commercial flights
indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from interested American citizens seeking
to depart - see Embassy Alerts page for more info. All commercial flights cancelled;
Domestic flights also suspended; All public and private transport suspended
between states; Curfew from 6pm to 6am
All passenger flights suspended (as of 4/12) - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; 14-day quarantine for all travelers in government quarantine facilities, at
traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation office inside of
Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la Republique or N2) two blocks
east of the French Embassy if you wish to return to the United States prior to a
possible suspension of commercial flights between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest - see Embassy Alerts
page more info; Lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/31); Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23
at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowed
to enter with minimal crew; 14-day ban on public transportation, including private
vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying international routes in
and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to the U.S. should work with Ethiopian
Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International airports
in Ndola, Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain open
until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from Harare on 4/4 see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All

commercial passenger international and domestic flights are suspended (as of
3/30).
TOTAL

8434

157

April 10
Good afternoon ARC members,
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for April 10. As noted previously, these
updates will now be published on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
U.S. Embassy Nairobi issued an announcement on 4/9/20 regarding an online portal for
extending Kenyan Visitor and Resident Visas. Effective April 13, 2020, the Government of Kenya
will establish an online portal to extend visitor’s visas: https://fns.immigration.go.ke/
Some embassies are issuing reminder messages reminding folks to stay vigilant when it comes
to COVID-19 related scams. Cyber actors may send emails with malicious attachments or links
to fraudulent websites to trick victims into revealing sensitive information or donating to
fraudulent charities or causes. Exercise caution in handling any email with a COVID-19 related
subject line, attachment, or hyperlink, and be wary of social media pleas, texts, or calls related
to COVID-19.
As a reminder, there continue to be a number of repatriation flights from the continent back to
the United States. Please ensure you and your staff in-country wishing to return to the U.S. are
registered on STEP. The most up-to-date information can be found on each respective
embassy's website.

Country

Cases Deaths

19

2

35

1

13

1

Angola

Benin
Botswana

Repatriation Flight Status and Travel
Restrictions
Regarding repatriation flights to the U.S., - see
U.S. Embassy Alert page for more info; As of
3/20, all flights suspended; State of
emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide
lockdown until 4/11.
The Embassy has arranged a special
commercial flight from Cotonou to Lomé,
Togo, on Tuesday, April 14, for onward travel
to Newark, New Jersey. A limited number of
seats are available on a first come, first served
basis. Tickets must be purchased before 17:00
on Monday, April 13.
U.S. Embassy Gaborone has arranged a flight
from Gaborone (Sir Seretse Khama Airport) to

Burkina Faso

443

21

3
Burundi

Cabo Verde

7

0

803

8

Cameroon

8
CAR
11
Chad

Comoros

0

444

1

215

20

Cote d'Ivoire

DRC

Washington, DC (IAD) on Friday, 4/10 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all
travelers (as of 3/29); Lockdown for 28 days
(eff. 4/2); 6-month State of Emergency
declared (as of 4/9)
All airports are closed to inbound and
outbound flights. There are no further
repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing
from or arriving to Melchior Ndadaye
International Airport are suspended for 7
days (as of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected
countries
At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there
will be additional special repatriation flight
options.
At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there
will be additional special repatriation flight
options.
The Department of State is preparing a
potential evacuation flight to Dulles Aiport
(IAD) in Washington, D.C. with capacity for
private U.S. citizens and Legal Permanent
Residents on a reimbursable basis, leaving
Bangui M’Poko International Airport on or
about April 15, 2020.
Regarding repatriation flights to the U.S., see
U.S. Embassy Alert page for more info; A flight to
the U.S. left April 9.
Ban on all international flights until further
notice (as of 3/23); 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries
At this time, there are no additional flights
scheduled for repatriations to the U.S. The
Department of State and the U.S. Embassy
Abidjan have arranged a repatriation flight for
U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent
Residents departing Abidjan International
Airport on Tuesday, March 31 at 09:00.
At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there
will be additional special repatriation flight
options.

150

1

Djibouti
18
Eq. Guinea

29

Eritrea

Eswatini

12

65

1

44

1

4

1

Ethiopia

Gabon

The Gambia

The U.S. Embassy in Djibouti is assessing the
possibility of arranging additional flights for
U.S. citizens who wish to depart Djibouti - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7
(as of 3/18); Borders closed until 4/6; 3-week
lockdown (as of 3/26)
The U.S. Embassy repatriated Americans on an
April 8. It is unlikely that there will be another
repatriation flight organized by the U.S.
Embassy.
Register interest in potential future flight via
Embassy, see Alerts page for more info;
Asmara International Airport closed for 14
days (as of 3/26); Flights suspended for
additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; No new visas issued; Public
transport suspended; Private vehicle use is
prohibited, 21-day stay-at-home order issued
for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Partial 20-day nationwide lockdown (as of
3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is the only airline currently
flying to the U.S. from Addis Ababa, with stilldaily flights to Washington. D.C.; Lockdown
for Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional
state governments have banned cross country
public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
air passengers to be placed in 14-day
quarantine on arrival; State of emergency
declared 4/8 to last 5 months
The Embassy repatriated Americans on an
April 7 flight. Additional repatriation options
may not be available.
The special repatriation flight organized by
the U.S. Department of State and the U.S.
Embassy in Banjul departed The Gambia for
the United States yesterday, April 7. While we
do not anticipate additional chartered
repatriation flights from The Gambia to the
United States, we continue to collect details of

U.S. citizens and LPRs who are interested in
such flights

378

6

Ghana

194
Guinea

36
GuineaBissau

189

2

Kenya

0
Lesotho
37
Liberia

1

The U.S. Embassy is planning a final
repatriation flight from Ghana to the United
States for the week of April 13.
The U.S. government does not anticipate
arranging additional repatriation flights from
Guinea to the United States at this time. U.S.
citizens who wish to depart Guinea should do
so as soon as a commercial option is available
or be prepared to remain abroad for an
indefinite period.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to
return to the United States are able to board a
flight leaving from Dakar, Senegal. See the
travel alert for more information. Flights in
and out of Guinea-Bissau's international
airport will halt starting March 18 for two
weeks.
Suspension of flights extended an additional
30 days (as of 4/6) - see Embassy Nairobi
Alerts page for more info; All international
flights will be suspended (effective 23:59
3/25); Kenya Airways has suspended all
domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident
travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory
quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls
on public to quarantine and stay at home; All
public transport users in Kenya ordered to
wear face masks; Movement is restricted in
and out of Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting
7pm 4/6 for 21 days. Similar restrictions will
apply to Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties
beginning at 7pm on 4/8
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of
3/26); Borders with SA closed; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29
at 24:00 to April 21)
The Department of State and U.S. Embassy
Monrovia have limited availability on a
charter flight for U.S. citizens to travel to

Dulles International Airport near Washington
D.C. on Friday, April 10.

88
Madagascar
9

1

87

7

7

1

314

3

Malawi

Mali
Mauritania

Mauritius

17

Mozambique

16
Namibia

Regarding repatriation flights - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; All
incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30
days (as of 3/20); domestic flights suspended
until further notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown in
three affected provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of
4/1); Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day
self-quarantine for all travelers
At this time, there are no flights scheduled,
and the U.S. Embassy is not currently
organizing any repatriation flights. All
information about future flights to the United
States will be announced through the Smart
Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP).
The U.S. has arranged a flight to the United
States. It will depart on Friday, April 10.
"Period of confinement" extended until 4/15;
Air Mauritius suspended its commercial
flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2
weeks (as of 3/19); this includes returning
residents; planes will be allowed to depart
with passengers for the time being; Curfew
from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flights
from Mozambique to the U.S. via Addis Ababa
four times per week - see Embassy Maputo
website for more info; Suspension of visa
processing and cancelling of previously issued
visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for
all travelers; State of emergency declared
3/31
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25);
Commercial flights cancelled (as of 3/26); 21day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown
within the Khomas and Erongo regions
including Okahandja, Rehoboth, and
Windhoek areas
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With the suspension of commercial air service in
Niger, U.S. Embassy Niamey has worked with
the Government of Niger to allow a second
repatriation flight to the United States,
departing Friday, April 10 to Washington,
D.C. Seating is currently fully
booked. Confirmation e-mails to those granted
access to the flight have already been sent from
the Embassy.
Multiple flights are planned by the U.S.
Embassy in Abuja and the U.S. Consulate in
Lagos. Please visit the Mission Nigeria website
for more information and to sign up before
April 8.
A flight left from Kinshasa, U.S. Embassy DRC
on April 9. It is unclear whether there will be
any furhter repatriation options for those in
the Republic of Congo.
Ethiopian Airlines has announced a flight
departing on 4/10 from Kigali to Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia with a connection to Washington,
D.C. (Dulles) - see Embassy Alerts page for
more info; All flights suspended for 30 days
(as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown until
4/19, incl. suspension of public
transportation; Closure of all borders, except
to returning Rwandan citizens and legal
residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted.
Non-resident foreign nationals are prohibited
from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s
airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from
docking at the country’s ports.
A flight left from Dakar on April 9. Further
repatriation options are unknown at this time.
Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25); 3-week
nationwide lockdown (as of 4/9)
The U.S. Embassy is organizing a special
repatriation flight to the U.S. on April 10,
expected to depart in the early
afternoon. Specific details on the flight will be
sent to confirmed passengers. The Embassy

cannot guarantee that future flights will be
available.
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Sudan
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Flights from Hargeisa still available via
Ethiopian Airlines - see Embassy Alerts page
for more info; Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa,
Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available
on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the
only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info.
See Embassy Alert - REQUEST for more info
regarding repatriation for U.S. citizens; O.R.
Tambo International Airport closed for
passenger travel; SA airspace closed until
4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster;
National lockdown (as of 4/9); Ban on all
travelers; South African Airways canceling all
regional flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis
restricted from operating between 05:00 20:00 (as of 3/27)
The U.S. Embassy continues to coordinate for
another commercial flight in the future, as the
Ethiopian Airlines flight from Juba to Addis
Ababa on 4/22 was cancelled - see Embassy
Alert for more info; Suspension of all
commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl
Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers
from affected countries; Nationwide curfew
from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is collecting info from
interested American citizens seeking to depart
- see Embassy Alerts page for more info. All
commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights
also suspended; All public and private
transport suspended between states; Curfew
from 6pm to 6am
Ethiopian Airlines is the only international
commercial airline still servicing Tanzania,
with a reduction to three flights per week; 14day quarantine for all travelers in government
quarantine facilities, at traveler's expense
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Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome
ticketing and reservation office inside of Hotel
Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la
Republique or N2) two blocks east of the
French Embassy if you wish to return to the
United States prior to a possible suspension of
commercial flights between Togo and the
United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future
flight interest - see Embassy Alerts page more
info; Lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/31); Ban
on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am);
Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency
planes will be allowed to enter with minimal
crew; 14-day ban on public transportation,
including private vehicles; From 3/31, a
curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial
carrier flying international routes in and out of
Zambia - those seeking to return to the U.S.
should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see
Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for more info;
International airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and
Mfuwe will suspend international flights until
further notice; Kenneth Kaunda International
Airport in the capital Lusaka will remain open
until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly
scheduled flights to and from Harare on 4/4 see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide
lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All
commercial passenger international and
domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).

April 8

Good afternoon,
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for April 8. As noted previously, these
updates will now be published on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

We have extended the deadline of our COVID-19 Africa survey until tomorrow, COB Thursday,
April 9 (EDT).
Please take the survey here: https://www.research.net/r/ARCMarch26
There continue to be a number of repatriation flights from the continent back to the United
States. Please ensure you and your staff in-country wishing to return to the U.S. are registered
on STEP. The most up-to-date information can be found on each respective embassy's website.
Best,
Andrew and Kristen
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
U.S. Embassy Luanda is able to offer interested parties seats on an
Ethiopian Airlines flight leaving Luanda for the U.S. on 4/9 - see U.S.
Embassy Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended;
State of emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines cancelled its April 11 flight due to lack of demand;
plans for future flights are not known. There are no other commercial
air options at this time to depart Benin. U.S. citizens in Benin should
prepare to remain for an indefinite period.
U.S. Embassy Gaborone has arranged a flight from Gaborone (Sir
Seretse Khama Airport) to Washington, DC (IAD) on Friday, 4/10 - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers (as of 3/29);
Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2); State of Emergency declared
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There are no
further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of
3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there will be additional special
repatriation flight options.
At this time, the Embassy is uncertain if there will be additional special
repatriation flight options.
The government of CAR closed the Bangui airport, with exceptions for
humanitarian, medevac, and technical stops. The U.S. Embassy
continues to work on options for U.S. citizens who wish to depart the
country. There are no flights scheduled at this time.
The flight to Dulles International Airport, Washington, DC received
flight clearance from the Chad government. The flight is departing on
Thursday, April 9. The time is still being confirmed, but will most likely
depart around 13:45 and expected to arrive at Dulles International
Airport around 01:15 on April 10.
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Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
At this time, there are no additional flights scheduled for repatriations
to the U.S. The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy Abidjan
have arranged a repatriation flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful
Permanent Residents departing Abidjan International Airport on
Tuesday, March 31 at 09:00.
The U.S. Embassy in Kinshasa is assisting U.S. citizens in DRC with all
options to return home to the United States. We advise all U.S.
citizens in Kinshasa to depart on the U.S. Embassy organized flight to
Washington, D.C. on April 9. Visit our COVID-19 website and call the
travel agency immediately to purchase a ticket.
The U.S. Embassy in Djibouti is assessing the possibility of arranging
additional flights for U.S. citizens who wish to depart Djibouti - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Suspension of all commercial flights
until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown (as of
3/26)
The U.S. Embassy repatriated Americans on an April 8. It is unlikely
that there will be another repatriation flight organized by the U.S.
Embassy.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/26); Flights suspended for additional 14 days (as of 4/8); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued;
Public transport suspended; Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day
stay-at-home order issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is the only airline currently flying to the U.S. from
Addis Ababa, with still-daily flights to Washington. D.C.; Lockdown for
Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state governments have
banned cross country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be
placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival; State of emergency declared
4/8 to last 5 months
The Embassy reptriated Americans on an April 7 flight. Additional
repatriation options may not be available.
The special repatriation flight organized by the U.S. Department of
State and the U.S. Embassy in Banjul departed The Gambia for the
United States yesterday, April 7. While we do not anticipate additional
chartered repatriation flights from The Gambia to the United States,
we continue to collect details of U.S. citizens and LPRs who are
interested in such flights
Flights on all commercial airlines in and out of Ghana have been
cancelled. U.S. citizens and LPRs still seeking emergency repatriation

should NOT go to the airport or the U.S. Embassy.
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A special chartered flight for U.S. citizens departed Conakry on Tuesday
April 7, 2020 for Dulles Airport in the Washington DC area and arrived
in the early morning hours of April 8. We have no plans for additional
chartered evacuation flights from Guinea to the United States at this
time.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
are able to board a flight leaving from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel
alert for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Suspension of flights extended an additional 30 days (as of 4/6) - see
Embassy Nairobi Alerts page for more info; All international flights will
be suspended (effective 23:59 3/25); Kenya Airways has suspended all
domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days;
Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls on public to
quarantine and stay at home; All public transport users in Kenya
ordered to wear face masks; Movement is restricted in and out of
Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting 7pm 4/6 for 21 days. Similar
restrictions will apply to Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties beginning
at 7pm on 4/8
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders with SA
closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
The Department of State and U.S. Embassy Monrovia have limited
availability on a charter flight for U.S. citizens to travel to Dulles
International Airport near Washington D.C. on Wednesday, April 8.
Additional repatriation options may not be available.
Regarding repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20);
domestic flights suspended until further notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown
in three affected provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers
At this time, there are no flights scheduled, and the U.S. Embassy is not
currently organizing any repatriation flights. All information about
future flights to the United States will be announced through the
Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP).
The U.S. embassy is working tirelessly to schedule a new flight to the
United States. We are hoping to schedule it for April 9-12.
"Period of confinement" extended until 4/15; Air Mauritius suspended
its commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of
3/19); this includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to
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The Department of State and the U.S. Mission to Senegal and GuineaBissau have arranged a special chartered flight for U.S. citizens and U.S.
Lawful Permanent Residents departing Dakar Blaise Diagne
International Airport on the morning of April 9, 2020.
Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25)
The U.S. Embassy is organizing a special repatriation flight to the U.S.
on April 10, expected to depart in the early afternoon. Specific details
on the flight will be sent to confirmed passengers. The Embassy cannot
guarantee that future flights will be available.

7

Somalia

depart with passengers for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00
(as of 3/23)
Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flights from Mozambique to
the U.S. via Addis Ababa four times per week - see Embassy Maputo
website for more info; Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of
previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all
travelers; State of emergency declared 3/31
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights
cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown
within the Khomas and Erongo regions including Okahandja, Rehoboth,
and Windhoek areas
With the suspension of commercial air service in Niger, U.S. Embassy
Niamey has worked with the Government of Niger to allow a second
repatriation flight to the United States, departing Friday, April 10 to
Washington, D.C. Seating is currently fully booked. Confirmation emails to those granted access to the flight have already been sent from
the Embassy.
Multiple flights are planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja and the U.S.
Consulate in Lagos. Please visit the Mission Nigeria website for more
information and to sign up before April 8.
The U.S. Embassy is working to make seats available for U.S. citizens
and U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents on a special commercial flight
from Kinshasa N’Djili airport to Washington Dulles Airport on April 9.
Ethiopian Airlines has announced a flight departing on 4/10 from Kigali
to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia with a connection to Washington, D.C.
(Dulles) - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All flights suspended
for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown until 4/19, incl.
suspension of public transportation; Closure of all borders, except to
returning Rwandan citizens and legal residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.

1

Flights from Hargeisa still available via Ethiopian Airlines - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
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Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still
available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier
flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more info.
See Embassy Alert - REQUEST for more info regarding repatriation for
U.S. citizens; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for passenger
travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster;
National lockdown 3/26; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
travelers wishing to transit South African international airports may do
so without a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China, Germany,
Iran, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South
African Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and
taxis restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
The U.S. Embassy continues to coordinate for another commercial
flight in the future, as the Ethiopian Airlines flight from Juba to Addis
Ababa on 4/22 was cancelled - see Embassy Alert for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport
closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is preparing a potential evacuation flight with
limited capacity for private U.S. citizens on a reimbursable basis,
leaving Khartoum International Airport on or about 4/8 - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info. All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic
flights also suspended; All public and private transport suspended
between states; Curfew from 6pm to 6am
Ethiopian Airlines is the only international commercial airline still
servicing Tanzania, with a reduction to three flights per week; 14-day
quarantine for all travelers in government quarantine facilities, at
traveler's expense
Please contact Ethiopian Airlines' Lome ticketing and reservation office
inside of Hotel Palm Beach on beach road (Boulevard de la Republique
or N2) two blocks east of the French Embassy if you wish to return to
the United States prior to a possible suspension of commercial flights
between Togo and the United States.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest - see
Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/31); Ban
on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo
and emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; 14day ban on public transportation, including private vehicles; From
3/31, a curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy
Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will
remain open until further notice

Zimbabwe
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10

2
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121

Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from
Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide
lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All commercial passenger
international and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).

April 6
Good afternoon ARC,
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for April 6. As noted previously, these
updates will now be published on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
We have extended the deadline of our COVID-19 Africa survey until COB Thursday, April 9
(EDT).
Please take the survey here: https://www.research.net/r/ARCMarch26
Cote d'Ivoire: On April 5, residents in the Yopoungon district of Abidjan destroyed a COVID-19
testing center after protests over its proximity to the neighborhood. On April 6, numerous
protests were reported related to the location of COVID-19 testing centers. Future protests may
occur and additional security will likely be present at testing centers.
Ghana: On April 5, a protest occurred in Tema, Ghana following the death of a civilian by
security forces during a fight between the civilian and a solider as a part of Operation COVID
SAFETY. The solider's weapon allegedly discharged during the scuffle.
Kenya: On April 6, travel in and out of Nairobi has been banned; movement is restricted in and
out of Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting tonight, for 21 days. Similar restrictions will apply to
Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties beginning at 7pm on Wednesday, April 8.
There continue to be a number of repatriation flights from the continent back to the United
States. Please ensure you and your staff in-country wishing to return to the U.S. are registered
on STEP. The most up-to-date information can be found on each respective embassy's website.
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
U.S. Embassy Luanda is able to offer interested parties seats on an
Ethiopian Airlines flight leaving Luanda for the U.S. on 4/9 - see U.S.
Embassy Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended;
State of emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
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On April 6, Ethiopian Airlines informed Embassy Cotonou its April 11
flight is likely to be cancelled due to lack of demand; plans for future
flights are not known. The U.S. government does not anticipate
arranging repatriation flights from Benin.
Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2); State of Emergency declared; Because
there are currently no commercial flights entering or departing
Botswana or many of its neighbors, the U.S. Department of State is
strongly considering sending a charter plane that will stop in several
locations across Southern Africa, including Botswana, in the very near
future - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers; As
of 3/29, there will be no flights out of Botswana on any commercial
airline until further notice.
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. There are no
further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as
of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
The U.S. government is working to organize repatriation flights for U.S.
citizens in certain West African countries which would include limited
space-available seating for passengers in Praia, Cabo Verde. These
flights are projected to take place the week of April 6.
U.S. Embassy Yaounde has arranged a special charter flight for U.S.
citizens departing Yaounde NSI Airport on Tuesday, April 7 at 4 p.m.
This flight will be direct to Washington, D.C. (Dulles International
Airport) with an arrival time of 11 p.m.
The government of CAR closed the Bangui airport, with exceptions for
humanitarian, medevac, and technical stops. The U.S. Embassy
continues to work on options for U.S. citizens who wish to depart the
country. There are no flights scheduled at this time.
The U.S. Embassy is tracking a possible charter flight that would depart
around April 8, 2020. The flight would make stops in other neighboring
countries before traveling to Washington, DC.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
At this time, there are no additional flights scheduled for repatriations
to the U.S. The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy Abidjan
have arranged a repatriation flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful
Permanent Residents departing Abidjan International Airport on
Tuesday, March 31 at 09:00.
The U.S. Embassy in Kinshasa arranged a special commercial flight
from Kinshasa to Washington, D.C. on April 9 for U.S. citizens and U.S.
Lawful Permanent Residents.
The U.S. Embassy in Djibouti is assessing the possibility of arranging
additional flights for U.S. citizens who wish to depart Djibouti - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Suspension of all commercial
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flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown
(as of 3/26)
The U.S. Embassy is exploring all repatration options. We believe we
have a solution for a domestic flight to transport U.S. citizens from
Bata to Malabo to catch the repatriation flight on the same day it will
be scheduled.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/26); Flights suspended for 14 days (as of 3/25); 14-day quarantine
for travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued; Public
transport suspended; Private vehicle use is prohibited, 21-day stay-athome order issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is the only airline currently flying to the U.S. from
Addis Ababa, with still-daily flights to Washington. D.C.; Lockdown for
Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state governments have
banned cross country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be
placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival
The Embassy has arranged for a departure flight on Tuesday, April
7. The flight information is below: Asky flight KP 63 will depart from
Libreville for Lomé at 9:00 am. In Lomé, passengers will board
Ethiopian Air flight ET 508 for Newark. The flight will arrive in Newark
at 19:15 on the same day.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in The Gambia have
arranged a special flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent
Residents. This flight was previously schedule for Monday April 6, but
that time has changed. The flight is now scheduled for Tuesday, April
7.
Flights on all commercial airlines in and out of Ghana have been
cancelled. U.S. citizens and LPRs still seeking emergency repatriation
should NOT go to the airport or the U.S. Embassy.
A special chartered flight for U.S. citizens is scheduled to depart
Conakry on Tuesday April 7 2020 for Dulles Airport in the Washington
DC area. See the Embassy website for more details.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
are able to board a flight leaving from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel
alert for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
Suspension of flights extended an additional 30 days (as of 4/6) - see
Embassy Nairobi Alerts page for more info; All international flights will
be suspended (effective 23:59 3/25); Kenya Airways has suspended all
domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days;
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Mandatory quarantine for arrivals; Health Ministry calls on public to
quarantine and stay at home; All public transport users in Kenya
ordered to wear face masks; Movement is restricted in and out of
Nairobi Metropolitan Area starting 7pm 4/6 for 21 days. Similar
restrictions will apply to Kilifi, Kwale, and Mombasa counties beginning
at 7pm on 4/8
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders with SA
closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
We have received numerous requests for repatriation flights to the
United States, and our team is working tirelessly to identify
transportation options for U.S. citizens seeking to return to the United
States. At this time, there is no confirmed flight, but availability may
be announced on short notice.
Regarding repatriation flights - see Embassy Alerts page for more info;
All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20);
domestic flights suspended until further notice (as of 3/26); Lockdown
in three affected provinces until 4/19
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers
A repatriation flight successfully departed from Bamako on April 2 and
landed at Dulles International Airport in Virginia. For additional
repatriation information, please visit the U.S. Embassy's website.
The U.S. embassy is working tirelessly to schedule a new flight to the
United States. We are hoping to schedule it for April 9-12.
"Period of confinement" extended until 4/15; Air Mauritius suspended
its commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of
3/19); this includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to
depart with passengers for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00
(as of 3/23)
Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flights from Mozambique to
the U.S. via Addis Ababa four times per week - see Embassy Maputo
website for more info; Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of
previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all
travelers; State of emergency declared 3/31
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights
cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown
within the Khomas and Erongo regions including Okahandja,
Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas
We are organizing a second repatriation flight for US citizens. The flight
could possibly depart Niger April 8. Last minute changes may occur,
please monitor emails.
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Multiple flights are planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja and the U.S.
Consulate in Lagos. Please visit the Mission Nigeria website for more
information and to sign up before April 8.
All air and land borders closed on 3/21.
Ethiopian Airlines has announced a flight departing on 4/10 from Kigali
to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia with a connection to Washington, D.C.
(Dulles) - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All flights suspended
for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown until 4/19, incl.
suspension of public transportation; Closure of all borders, except to
returning Rwandan citizens and legal residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
The Department of State and the U.S. Mission to Senegal and GuineaBissau have arranged a special chartered flight for U.S. citizens and
U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents departing Dakar Blaise Diagne
International Airport on the morning of April 9, 2020.
Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25)
The U.S Embassy in Freetown is working to facilitate a special flight
through Satguru Travel Agency for U.S. citizens and those eligible to
travel to or transit through the United States. The potential flight—
ASKY/Ethiopian Airways—will transit through Lomé en route to
Newark, New Jersey. The flight will be tentatively scheduled to depart
on Friday, April 10. This is subject to change. All commercial flights
to/from Freetown International Airport are suspended from 21 March
until further notice.
There are no commercial flights departing Mogadishu - let the U.S.
Embassy know if you're interested - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Ban on travelers from affected countries; Flights departing from
Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available on Ethiopian
Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info.
See Embassy Alert - REQUEST for more info regarding repatriation for
U.S. citizens; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for passenger
travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster;
National lockdown 3/26; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
travelers wishing to transit South African international airports may do
so without a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China, Germany,
Iran, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South
African Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and
taxis restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
The U.S. Embassy continues to coordinate for another commercial
flight in the future, as the Ethiopian Airlines flight from Juba to Addis
Ababa on 4/22 was cancelled - see Embassy Alert for more info;
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Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport
closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
U.S. Embassy Khartoum is preparing a potential evacuation flight with
limited capacity for private U.S. citizens on a reimbursable basis,
leaving Khartoum International Airport on or about 4/8 - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info. All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic
flights also suspended; All public and private transport suspended
between states; Curfew from 6pm to 6am
Ethiopian Airlines is the only international commercial airline still
servicing Tanzania, with a reduction to three flights per week; 14-day
quarantine for all travelers in government quarantine facilities, at
traveler's expense
Commercial flights remain available. Ban on travelers coming from
France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, effective 3/20. Brussels Airlines and
Air France will suspend flights into and out of Togo effective 3/18 and
3/19, respectively.
Be sure to notify Embassy Kampala for future flight interest - see
Embassy Alerts page more info; Lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/31); Ban
on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo
and emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; 14day ban on public transportation, including private vehicles; From
3/31, a curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy
Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will
remain open until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from
Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide
lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All commercial passenger
international and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).

April 3
Good afternoon ARC,
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for April 3. As note previously, these
updates will now be published on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

We have extended the deadline of our COVID-19 Africa survey until COB (Eastern time)
Thursday, April 9.
Please take the survey here: https://www.research.net/r/ARCMarch26
For country-specific information regarding impacts due to COVID-19, see a list of embassy
websites for country-specific COVID-19 information, and for updated information regarding
possible commercial air options and/or charter flights.
If you have U.S. nationals seeking to leave to come back to the United States, please have them
to enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (https://step.state.gov/step/) so the
Embassies/Consulates can inform them of any available flights and/or ensure they are getting
any daily updates.
Please note: if you registered previously and put a trip’s “end date” that has now passed or
soon will, then you will stop receiving important safety and security messages. If this is the case,
you must adjust your trip end date or enter a new trip in the system.
The OSAC Africa team can be reached at osacAF@state.gov.
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
U.S. Embassy Luanda is able to offer interested parties seats on an
Ethiopian Airlines flight leaving Luanda for the U.S. on 4/9 - see U.S.
Embassy Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended;
State of emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines is offering seats on flights to Addis Ababa on April 4
and April 11, with onward connections to the United States. Air France
has organized weekly specially scheduled flights, including on April 2,
with priority given to French and EU citizens.
Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2); State of Emergency declared; Because
there are currently no commercial flights entering or departing
Botswana or many of its neighbors, the U.S. Department of State is
strongly considering sending a charter plane that will stop in several
locations across Southern Africa, including Botswana, in the very near
future - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all travelers; As
of 3/29, there will be no flights out of Botswana on any commercial
airline until further notice.
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. Registration
for the Canadian repatriation flight en route to Washington, DC on
Friday, April 3 is now closed. There are no further repatriation options
at this time.
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All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as
of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
The U.S. government is working to organize repatriation flights for U.S.
citizens in certain West African countries which would include limited
space-available seating for passengers in Praia, Cabo Verde. These
flights are projected to take place the week of April 5.
The Embassy understands that there continues to be many U.S.
citizens and legal permanent residents who wish to return to the
United States after the departure of a charter flight on March
31. Embassy Yaounde will continue to make every effort to assist U.S.
citizens and legal permanent residents who were not on this flight who
would like to go home.
No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to impose a
14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers. The U.S. Embassy is
working to find all repatriation options available.
The U.S. Embassy is tracking a possible charter flight that would depart
around April 8, 2020. The flight would make stops in other neighboring
countries before traveling to Washington, DC.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
At this time, there are no additional flights scheduled for repatriations
to the U.S. The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy Abidjan
have arranged a repatriation flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful
Permanent Residents departing Abidjan International Airport on
Tuesday, March 31 at 09:00.
The U.S. Embassy in Kinshasa arranged a special commercial flight
from Kinshasa to Washington, D.C. on April 9 for U.S. citizens and U.S.
Lawful Permanent Residents.
The U.S. Embassy in Djibouti is assessing the possibility of arranging
additional flights for U.S. citizens who wish to depart Djibouti - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; Suspension of all commercial
flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown
(as of 3/26)
The U.S. Embassy is exploring all repatration options. We believe we
have a solution for a domestic flight to transport U.S. citizens from
Bata to Malabo to catch the repatriation flight on the same day it will
be scheduled.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/26); Flights suspended for 14 days (as of 3/25); 14-day quarantine
for travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued; Public
transport suspended; Private vehicle use is prohibited, stay-at-home
order issued for all but necessary movements (as of 4/1).
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Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is the only airline currently flying to the U.S. from
Addis Ababa, with still-daily flights to Washington. D.C.; Lockdown for
Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state governments have
banned cross country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be
placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival
The Embassy has arranged for a departure flight on Tuesday, April
7. The flight information is below: Asky flight KP 63 will depart from
Libreville for Lomé at 9:00 am. In Lomé, passengers will board
Ethiopian Air flight ET 508 for Newark. The flight will arrive in Newark
at 19:15 on the same day.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in The Gambia have
arranged a special flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent
Residents. This flight was previously schedule for Friday, April 3rd, but
that time has changed. The flight is still scheduled, but will depart in
the coming days, sometime after Friday, April 3.
Flights on all commercial airlines in and out of Ghana have been
cancelled. U.S. citizens and LPRs still seeking emergency repatriation
should NOT go to the airport or the U.S. Embassy.
The U.S Embassy in Conakry is working to facilitate a special
commercial charter flight through Satguru Travel Agency for U.S.
citizens and those eligible to travel to the U.S. This potential
ASKY/Ethiopian Airways flight will transit through Freetown and Lomé
en route to Newark, New Jersey. The flight is tentatively scheduled to
depart on Friday, April 10.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
are able to board a flight leaving from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel
alert for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
The German Mission to Kenya has informed U.S. Embassy Nairobi that
it has organized a Lufthansa flight from Mombasa to Frankfurt on
Friday, April 3, exact time TBD to evacuate German tourists from the
coast, and that the German Mission has limited seating available to
U.S. citizens and Legal Permanent Residents (LPRs) interested in
leaving on that flight - see Embassy Nairobi Alerts page for more info;
All international flights will be suspended (effective 23:59 3/25); Kenya
Airways has suspended all domestic flights (as of 4/1); Non-resident
travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for arrivals;
Health Ministry calls on public to quarantine and stay at home; All
public transport users in Kenya ordered to wear face masks
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Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders with SA
closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
The Department of State and U.S. Embassy Monrovia are looking into
additional repatriation options. Please view the Embassy's website for
more information.
The U.S. Mission to Madagascar has confirmed potential availability of
seats on an Air France flight 4/4 leaving Antananarivo - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for
30 days (as of 3/20); domestic flights suspended until further notice (as
of 3/26)
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers
A repatriation flight successfully departed from Bamako on April 2 and
landed at Dulles International Airport in Virginia. For additional
repatriation information, please visit the U.S. Embassy's website.
The flight that was scheduled to leave on Thursday has been moved to
Friday, April 3, with a tentative 12:15 PM departure time.
"Period of confinement" extended until 4/15; Air Mauritius suspended
its commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of
3/19); this includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to
depart with passengers for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00
(as of 3/23)
State of emergency declared 3/31; Ethiopian Airlines continues to
operate flights from Mozambique to the U.S. via Addis Ababa four
times per week. - see Emb. website for more info; Suspension of visa
processing and cancelling of previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day
self-quarantine for all travelers
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights
cancelled (as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown
within the Khomas and Erongo regions including Okahandja,
Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas
Staff members at U.S. Embassy Niamey are currently exploring
additional future flight options. The Embassy will keep you informed if
anything becomes available. Starting 3/20, all international flights to
and from Niger will be suspended for 14 days.
An April 3 repatriation flight was cancelled. Multiple flights may be
planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja and the U.S. Consulate in Lagos.
The Embassy in Abuja does not have specific flight dates at this time.
All air and land borders closed on 3/21.
The Embassy expects to announce an additional flight departing from
Rwanda soon. If you wish to return to the United States or think you
may want to return to the U.S. in the near future, the Embassy strongly
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urges you to book tickets on the next available commercial flight - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; All flights suspended for 30 days
(as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown until 4/19, incl. suspension of
public transportation; Closure of all borders, except to returning
Rwandan citizens and legal residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
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The Department of State and the U.S. Mission to Senegal and GuineaBissau have arranged a special chartered flight for U.S. citizens and
U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents departing Dakar Blaise Diagne
International Airport on the morning of April 9, 2020.
Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25)
The U.S Embassy in Freetown is working to facilitate a special flight
through Satguru Travel Agency for U.S. citizens and those eligible to
travel to or transit through the United States. The potential flight—
ASKY/Ethiopian Airways—will transit through Lomé en route to
Newark, New Jersey. The flight will be tentatively scheduled to depart
on Friday, April 10. This is subject to change. All commercial flights
to/from Freetown International Airport are suspended from 21 March
until further notice.
There are no commercial flights departing Mogadishu - let the U.S.
Embassy know if you're interested - see Embassy Alerts page for more
info; Ban on travelers from affected countries; Flights departing from
Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available on Ethiopian
Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info.
See Embassy Alert - REQUEST for more info regarding repatriation for
U.S. citizens; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for passenger
travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster;
National lockdown 3/26; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
travelers wishing to transit South African international airports may do
so without a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China, Germany,
Iran, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South
African Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and
taxis restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
The U.S. Embassy continues to coordinate for another commercial
flight in the future, as the Ethiopian Airlines flight from Juba to Addis
Ababa on 4/22 was cancelled - see Embassy Alert for more info;
Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport
closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
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All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states; Curfew from
6pm to 6am
Ethiopian Airlines is the only international commercial airline still
servicing Tanzania, with a reduction to three flights per week; 14-day
quarantine for affected countries
Commercial flights remain available. Ban on travelers coming from
France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, effective 3/20. Brussels Airlines and
Air France will suspend flights into and out of Togo effective 3/18 and
3/19, respectively.
The Qatar Airways flight for 4/3 is now available online for booking by
U.S. citizens with a final destination of Washington DC - see Embassy
Kampala Alert for more info; Lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/31); Ban on
all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and
emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; 14-day
ban on public transportation, including private vehicles; From 3/31, a
curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy
Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will
remain open until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from
Harare on 4/4 - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide
lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All commercial passenger
international and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).

Best,
Andrew and Kristen
From: Adams, Kristen L <AdamsKL@state.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 3:59 PM
To: OSAC Africa Regional Council <OSAC-Africa@googlegroups.com>
Cc: OSAC AF <OSACAF@state.gov>
Subject: COVID-19 Africa Readout - April 1
Good afternoon,
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for April 1. Please note as of tomorrow, our
readouts will be sent out every other day.
As a reminder, please fill out the COVID-19 Africa survey focusing on the private sector's security
posture within Africa. This survey will close at 5:00 PM (Eastern time) Thursday, April 2. Please take the
survey here: https://www.research.net/r/ARCMarch26

For country-specific information regarding impacts due to COVID-19, see a list of embassy websites for
country-specific COVID-19 information, and for updated information regarding possible commercial air
options and/or charter flights.
If you have U.S. nationals seeking to leave to come back to the United States, please have them to enroll
in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (https://step.state.gov/step/) so the Embassies/Consulates
can inform them of any available flights and/or ensure they are getting any daily updates.
Please note: if you registered previously and put a trip’s “end date” that has now passed or soon will,
then you will stop receiving important safety and security messages. If this is the case, you must adjust
your trip end date or enter a new trip in the system.
The OSAC Africa team can be reached at osacAF@state.gov.
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions

U.S. Embassy Luanda is able to offer interested parties seats on an Ethiopian
Airlines flight leaving Luanda for Addis Ababa and continuing on to Washingto
D.C. The flight is expected to leave on Sunday, April 5 at 1:30p.m. - check U.S.
Embassy Alert page for more info; As of 3/20, all flights suspended; State of
emergency declared (3/25); Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines is offering seats on flights to Addis Ababa on April 4 and Apr
11, with onward connections to the United States. Air France has organized
weekly specially scheduled flights, including on April 2, with priority given to
French and EU citizens.
Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2); State of Emergency declared; Because there a
currently no commercial flights entering or departing Botswana or many of its
neighbors, the U.S. Department of State is strongly considering sending a char
plane that will stop in several locations across Southern Africa, including
Botswana, in the very near future - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ba
all travelers; As of 3/29, there will be no flights out of Botswana on any
commercial airline until further notice.
All airports are closed to inbound and outbound flights. Registration for the
Canadian repatriation flight en route to Washington, DC on Friday, April 3 is n
closed. There are no further repatriation options at this time.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to Melchior
Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21); No new v
issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
The U.S. government is working to organize repatriation flights for U.S. citizen
certain West African countries on Tuesday, March 31 and Wednesday, April 1
which would include limited space-available seating for passengers in Praia, C
Verde.
All available seats have been reserved on the charter flight departing Yaounde
Airport on Tuesday, March 31, for Washington D.C. Embassy Yaounde is curre
compiling a standby list and will contact those on the list soon.
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No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to impose a 14-day
self-quarantine for arriving travelers. The U.S. Embassy is working to find all
repatriation options available.
A previously scheduled U.S repatriation flight from Chad was canceled due to
government denying landing clearances. There are no updates to report on fli
to depart Chad, although efforts continue.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day quaran
for travelers from affected countries
At this time, there are no additional flights scheduled for repatriations to the U
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy Abidjan have arranged a
repatriation flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents depar
Abidjan International Airport on Tuesday, March 31 at 09:00.

The U.S. Embassy in Kinshasa is exploring all options to assist U.S. citizens in th
DRC. We are working to arrange a special commercial flight to Washington, D
within the next two weeks.
The U.S. Embassy in Djibouti is assessing the possibility of arranging additiona
flights for U.S. citizens who wish to depart Djibouti - see Embassy Alerts page
more info; Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders
closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown (as of 3/26)
The U.S. Embassy is exploring all repatration options. A repatriation flight leg
scheduled to land in Malabo on March 31 was cancelled due to overbooking a
spacing issues.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page for mo
info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of 3/26); Flights
suspended for 14 days (as of 3/25); 14-day quarantine for travelers from affec
countries; No new visas issued; Public transport suspended
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide lockdown
of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is the only airline currently flying to the U.S. from Addis Aba
with still-daily flights to Washington. D.C.; Lockdown for Tigray Regional State
of 3/28; Regional state governments have banned cross country public
transportation through their regions, check Embassy Alerts page for more info
air passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival
On March 20, the Gabonese government suspended all international passeng
flights to and from Gabon. The Embassy successfully organized a repatriation
flight that departed from Libreville on March 27. Although no additional fligh
have yet been scheduled, the Embassy is continuing to explore options for U.S
citizens who wish to depart from Gabon for the United States.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in The Gambia have arranged a
special flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents departing f
the Banjul International Airport in Yundum on the early morning of Friday, Ap
2020.
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Flights on all commercial airlines in and out of Ghana have been cancelled. U.S
citizens and LPRs still seeking emergency repatriation should NOT go to the
airport or the U.S. Embassy.
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The U.S Embassy in Conakry is working to facilitate a special commercial chart
flight through Satguru Travel Agency for U.S. citizens and those eligible to trav
to the U.S. This potential ASKY/Ethiopian Airways flight will transit through
Freetown and Lomé en route to Newark, New Jersey. The flight is tentatively
scheduled to depart on Friday, April 10.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States are able
board a flight leaving from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert for more
information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will hal
starting March 18 for two weeks.
The German Mission to Kenya has informed U.S. Embassy Nairobi that it has
organized a Lufthansa flight from Mombasa to Frankfurt on Friday, April 3, exa
time TBD to evacuate German tourists from the coast, and that the German
Mission has limited seating available to U.S. citizens and Legal Permanent
Residents (LPRs) interested in leaving on that flight - see Embassy Nairobi Aler
page for more info; All international flights will be suspended (effective 23:59
3/25); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for
arrivals; Health Ministry calls on public to quarantine and stay at home
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders with SA closed; 14
day quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Nationwide lockdown (a
3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
The Department of State and U.S. Embassy Monrovia have limited availability
charter flight for U.S. citizens to travel to Dulles International Airport near
Washington D.C. on Wednesday, April 1.

Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi

The U.S. Embassy continues to explore options for evacuation - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days
of 3/20); domestic flights suspended until further notice (as of 3/26)
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from affecte
countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
The U.S. Embassy in Bamako has organized a repatriation flight for U.S. citizen
from Bamako’s Modibo Keita International Airport to Washington Dulles
International Airport in northern Virginia. The flight will take place on Wednes
April 1.
The flight that was scheduled to leave on Thursday has been moved to Friday,
April 3, with a tentative 12:15 PM departure time.
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"Period of confinement" extended until 4/15; Air Mauritius suspended its
commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); thi
includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with passengers
the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
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All air and land borders closed on 3/21.
The U.S. Embassy has no knowledge about upcoming flights back to the U.S.,
however, the Embassy continues to be in contact with commercial airlines - se
Embassy Alerts page for more info; All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/2
Countrywide lockdown for 14 days, incl. suspension of public transportation (a
3/22); Closure of all borders, except to returning Rwandan citizens and legal
residents.
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign nationals ar
prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are prohibited from land
at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from docking at the coun
ports.
The special chartered flight for U.S. citizens arranged by the Department of St
and the U.S. Mission to Senegal and Guinea-Bissau for April 2, 2020 to Dulles
International Airport in Washington, D.C. is currently oversubscribed.
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Somalia
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State of emergency declared 3/31; Ethiopian Airlines continues to operate flig
from Mozambique to the U.S. via Addis Ababa four times per week. - see Emb
website for more info; Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of previou
issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled (as o
3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within the Khomas and
Erongo regions including Okahandja, Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas
Additional information on possible repatriation flights from Niamey to the U.S
can be found on the Embassy's website. Starting 3/20, all international flights
and from Niger will be suspended for 14 days.
Multiple flights may be planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja and the U.S.
Consulate in Lagos. The U.S. Consulate in Lagos has confirmed evacuation fligh
for this week. Flights will depart from Murtala Muhammed International Airpo
in Lagos and fly directly to Washington-Dulles International Airport in Virginia
(Washington, D.C.).

5

Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25)
Information on repatriation flights can be found on the Embassy's website. All
commercial flights to/from Freetown International Airport are suspended from
March until further notice.
There are no commercial flights departing Mogadishu - let the U.S. Embassy k
if you're interested - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on travelers
affected countries; Flights departing from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Abab
are still available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently, ET is the only carrier fly
out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts page for more info.
See Embassy Alert for more info regarding repatriation for U.S. citizens; O.R.
Tambo International Airport closed for passenger travel; SA airspace closed un
4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National lockdown 3/26; Ban on travel
from affected countries; travelers wishing to transit South African internation
airports may do so without a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China,
Germany, Iran, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South

African Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis
restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
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U.S. Embassy Juba has confirmed availability of seats on a commercial flight w
Ethiopian Airlines from Juba to Addis Ababa on 4/2, currently, this is the only
to depart South Sudan. If you need to leave South Sudan, consider booking th
flight now- see Embassy Alert for more info; Suspension of all commercial fligh
indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All public an
private transport suspended between states; Curfew from 6pm to 6am
The only available commercial flights out of Tanzania are on Ethiopian Airlines
14-day quarantine for affected countries
Commercial flights remain available. Ban on travelers coming from France,
Germany, Italy, and Spain, effective 3/20. Brussels Airlines and Air France will
suspend flights into and out of Togo effective 3/18 and 3/19, respectively.
The Qatar Airways flight for 4/3 is now available online for booking by U.S.
citizens with a final destination of Washington DC - see Embassy Kampala Aler
more info; Lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/31); Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 a
12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowe
enter with minimal crew; 14-day ban on public transportation, including priva
vehicles; From 3/31, a curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying international rou
in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to the U.S. should work with
Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy Lusaka Alerts page for more info;
International airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend internati
flights until further notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capita
Lusaka will remain open until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from Harare on 4
see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/3
All commercial passenger international and domestic flights are suspended (a
3/30).

March 31
Good afternoon,
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for March 31.
As a reminder, please fill out the COVID-19 Africa survey focusing on the private sector's security
posture within Africa. This survey will close at 5:00 PM (Eastern time) Thursday, April 2. Please take the
survey here: https://www.research.net/r/ARCMarch26

If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in our updates, please also let us know and we’ll
try to incorporate it.
Flight Updates:
Ethiopia - A Security Alert was issued today outlining strict and specific language regarding regional
state governments and specific guidance and restrictions on transportation and/or gatherings. For
example, the Afar, Amhara, Benishangul-Gumuz, Harari, Oromia, Somali, and the Southern Nations,
Nationalities, and People’s Region state governments have banned cross country public transportation
through their regions and personally-owned vehicles are restricted to as few as three passengers.
Travelers should expect checkpoints during travel for COVID-19 related screenings. See the Embassy
Addis Alerts page for more info.
Republic of the Congo - On March 29, the government of the Republic of Congo (GROC) announced a
general lockdown to begin at 8 pm local time on March 31. Open sources report that people have been
seen leaving Brazzaville for rural areas in advance of the lockdown.
South Sudan - U.S. Embassy Juba has confirmed availability of seats on a commercial flight with
Ethiopian Airlines from Juba to Addis Ababa on 4/2, currently, this is the only way to depart South
Sudan. If you need to leave South Sudan, consider booking this flight now- see the Embassy Juba
Alerts page for more info.
Uganda - The Qatar Airways flight for 4/3 is now available online for booking by U.S. citizens with a final
destination of Washington, DC. Continue to check the Embassy Kampala Alerts page for updates.
Also, President Museveni announced a ban on the use of all private vehicles, which reportedly went into
effect on 3/30.
Zambia - Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying international routes in and out of
Zambia, but due to decreased demand, flights are becoming more limited from Addis Ababa to the
U.S. U.S. citizens who are considering returning to the U.S. are urged to work with Ethiopian Airlines
immediately to make travel arrangements while flights are still available.
Zimbabwe - Ethiopian Airlines resumed regularly scheduled flights to and from Harare on 4/1 and a
second will depart on 4/2. See the Embassy Harare Alerts page for more info.
Security Updates:
Democratic Republic of the Congo - On Friday, March 27, authorities announced that Kinshasa's threeweek lockdown will be postponed sine die amid fear of price speculation on basic goods and increased
insecurity in the city. This comes a day after Kinshasa's Governor Gentiny Ngobila announced that the
capital would be placed in "total containment" for three weeks as of Saturday, March 28, due to the
ongoing coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak. Spontaneous small protests have been reported in Kinshasa
in response to the potential lockdown. According to one unverified account, staff at a hospital in
Kinshasa threatened to leave due to a lack of equipment.

Kenya - There have been reports against the Kenyan police for the "unnecessary and excessive use of
force" - a 13 year old, reportedly on his balcony in Nairobi, was fatally shot by police enforcing the
nighttime curfew.
Uganda - President Museveni reportedly stated that those caught violating the lockdown could be
charged with attempted murder.

Reminders:
· For country-specific information regarding impacts due to COVID-19, please see a list of embassy
websites for country-specific COVID-19 information, and for updated information regarding
possible commercial air options and/or charter flights.
· If you have U.S. nationals seeking to leave to come back to the United States, please have them
to enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (https://step.state.gov/step/) so the
Embassies/Consulates on the ground know they are in the country, and can inform them of any
available flights and/or ensure they are getting any daily updates. Please note that if you
registered before and put a trip end date that has now passed or soon will, then you will stop
receiving important safety and security messages. If this is the case, you must adjust your trip
end date or enter a new trip in the STEP system at https://step.state.gov/step/.
The OSAC Africa team can be reached at osacAF@state.gov.
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel Restrictions
U.S. Embassy Luanda is able to offer interested parties seats on an
Ethiopian Airlines flight leaving Luanda for Addis Ababa and continuing
on to Washington, D.C. The flight is expected to leave on Sunday, April
5 at 1:30p.m. - check U.S. Embassy Alert page for more info; As of
3/20, all flights suspended; State of emergency declared (3/25);
Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines is offering seats on flights to Addis Ababa on April 4
and April 11, with onward connections to the United States. Air France
has organized weekly specially scheduled flights, including on April 2,
with priority given to French and EU citizens.
Lockdown for 28 days (eff. 4/2); State of Emergency declared; No
commercial flights, see Embassy Alerts page for more info; Ban on all
travelers; As of 3/29, there will be no flights out of Botswana on any
commercial airline until further notice.
The Emabssy is working to organize a repatriation flight to the United
States on Friday, April 3. In order for us to secure passengers space on
the onward flight to the United States, we need to hear from all
interested persons immediately.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to
Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as
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of 3/21); No new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
The U.S. government is working to organize repatriation flights for U.S.
citizens in certain West African countries on Tuesday, March 31 and
Wednesday, April 1, which would include limited space-available
seating for passengers in Praia, Cabo Verde.
All available seats have been reserved on the charter flight departing
Yaounde NSI Airport on Tuesday, March 31, for Washington D.C.
Embassy Yaounde is currently compiling a standby list and will contact
those on the list soon.
No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to impose a
14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.
A previously scheduled U.S repatriation flight from Chad was canceled
due to the government denying landing clearances. There are no
updates to report on flights to depart Chad, although efforts continue.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
There are seats still available on the repatriation flight scheduled for
Tuesday, March 31. At this time, there are no additional flights
scheduled for repatriations to the U.S. The Department of State and
the U.S. Embassy Abidjan have arranged a repatriation flight for U.S.
citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents departing Abidjan
International Airport on Tuesday, March 31 at 09:00.

The U.S. Embassy in Kinshasa is exploring all options to assist U.S.
citizens in the DRC. We are working to arrange a special commercial
flight to Washington, D.C. within the next two weeks.
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders
closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown (as of 3/26)
A repatriation flight leg scheduled to land in Malabo on March 31 was
cancelled due to overbooking and spacing issues.
Register interest in potential future flight via Embassy, see Alerts page
for more info; Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/26); Flights suspended for 14 days (as of 3/25); 14-day quarantine
for travelers from affected countries; No new visas issued; Public
transport suspended
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is the only airline currently flying to the U.S. from
Addis Ababa, with still-daily flights to Washington. D.C.; Lockdown for
Tigray Regional State as of 3/28; Regional state governments have
banned cross country public transportation through their regions,
check Embassy Alerts page for more info; All air passengers to be
placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival
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With the permission of the Gabonese government, a special
commercial flight carrying American citizens wishing to return to the
United States departed from Libreville for Washington D.C. on March
27. Although there are no additional flights planned at this time, the
U.S. Embassy in Libreville will continue to explore all options for U.S.
citizens who wish to return to the United States.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in The Gambia have
arranged a special flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent
Residents departing from the Banjul International Airport in Yundum
on the early morning of Friday, April 3, 2020.
Flights on all commercial airlines in and out of Ghana have been
cancelled. U.S. citizens and LPRs still seeking emergency repatriation
should NOT go to the airport or the U.S. Embassy.
The special chartered flight for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent
Residents initially scheduled to depart Conakry on Wednesay, April 1,
2020 at 1415 for Dulles Airport, is now scheduled to depart Conakry on
Thursday, April 2, 2020 at 1415 for Dulles Airport.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the United States
are able to board a flight leaving from Dakar, Senegal. See the travel
alert for more information. Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
All international flights will be suspended (effective 23:59 3/25); Nonresident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for
arrivals
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Borders with SA
closed; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)
The Department of State and U.S. Embassy Monrovia have limited
availability on a charter flight for U.S. citizens to travel to Dulles
International Airport near Washington D.C. on Wednesday, April 1.
The U.S. Embassy continues to explore options for evacuation - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info; All incoming/outgoing flights
suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); domestic flights suspended until
further notice (as of 3/26)
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on travelers from
affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers
The U.S. Embassy in Bamako has organized a repatriation flight for U.S.
citizens from Bamako’s Modibo Keita International Airport to
Washington Dulles International Airport in northern Virginia. The flight
will take place on Wednesday, April 1.
The flight that was scheduled to leave on Thursday has been moved to
Friday, April 3, with a tentative 12:15 PM departure time.
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"Period of confinement" extended until 4/15; Air Mauritius suspended
its commercial flights as of 3/28; Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of
3/19); this includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to
depart with passengers for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00
(as of 3/23)
State of emergency declared 3/31; The Embassy arranged for a special
commercial fight from Maputo to DC, departing Maputo on 3/31 - see
Emb. website for more info; Suspension of visa processing and
cancelling of previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine
for all travelers
The Embassy is coordinating an April 1 repatriation commercial flight
to Lusaka, with seats reserved for passengers to continue onward to
the U.S. on commercial Ethiopian Airlines flights; Ban on all travelers
for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled (as of 3/26); 21day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within the Khomas and
Erongo regions including Okahandja, Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas
Additional information on possible repatriation flights from Niamey to
the U.S. can be found on the Embassy's website. Starting 3/20, all
international flights to and from Niger will be suspended for 14 days.
Multiple flights may be planned by the U.S. Embassy in Abuja and the
U.S. Consulate in Lagos. The U.S. Consulate in Lagos has confirmed
evacuation flights for this week. Flights will depart from Murtala
Muhammed International Airport in Lagos and fly directly to
Washington-Dulles International Airport in Virginia (Washington, D.C.).
All air and land borders closed on 3/21.
The U.S. Embassy has no knowledge about upcoming flights back to
the U.S., however, the Embassy continues to be in contact with
commercial airlines - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All flights
suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown for 14 days,
incl. suspension of public transportation (as of 3/22)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
The special chartered flight for U.S. citizens arranged by the
Department of State and the U.S. Mission to Senegal and GuineaBissau for April 2, 2020 to Dulles International Airport in Washington,
D.C. is currently oversubscribed.
Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25)
Information on repatriation flights can be found on the Embassy's
website. All commercial flights to/from Freetown International Airport
are suspended from 21 March until further notice.
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Ban on travelers from affected countries; There are no commercial
flights departing Mogadishu. Flights departing from Hargeisa,
Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still available on Ethiopian Airlines
(ET). Currently ET is the only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see
Embassy Alerts page for more info.
See Embassy Alert for more info regarding repatriation for U.S.
citizens; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for passenger travel;
SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster;
National lockdown 3/26; Ban on travelers from affected countries;
travelers wishing to transit South African international airports may do
so without a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China, Germany,
Iran, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South
African Airways canceling all regional flights through 5/31; Buses and
taxis restricted from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)
U.S. Embassy Juba has confirmed availability of seats on a commercial
flight with Ethiopian Airlines from Juba to Addis Ababa on 4/2,
currently, this is the only way to depart South Sudan. If you need to
leave South Sudan, consider booking this flight now- see Embassy Alert
for more info; Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely and
Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states
As of Sunday, 3/29, the only available commercial flights out of
Tanzania will be on Ethiopian Airlines; 14-day quarantine for affected
countries
Commercial flights remain available. Ban on travelers coming from
France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, effective 3/20. Brussels Airlines and
Air France will suspend flights into and out of Togo effective 3/18 and
3/19, respectively.
The Qatar Airways flight for 4/3 is now available online for booking by
U.S. citizens with a final destination of Washington DC - see Embassy
Kampala Alert for more info; Lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/31); Ban on
all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed; cargo and
emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew; 14-day
ban on public transportation, including private vehicles; From 3/31, a
curfew is in place from 7pm to 5am
Ethiopian Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia - those seeking to return to
the U.S. should work with Ethiopian Airlines ASAP - see Embassy
Lusaka Alerts page for more info; International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital Lusaka will
remain open until further notice
Ethiopian Airlines resumes regularly scheduled flights to and from
Harare on 4/1 - see Embassy Alerts for more info; Nationwide

lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All commercial passenger
international and domestic flights are suspended (as of 3/30).
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March 30
Good afternoon ARC,
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for March 30.
As a reminder, please fill out the COVID-19 Africa survey focusing on the private sector's security
posture within Africa. This survey will close at 5:00 PM (Eastern time) Thursday, April 2. Please take the
survey here: https://www.research.net/r/ARCMarch26
If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in our updates, please also let us know and we’ll
try to incorporate it.
Reminders:
•
For country-specific information regarding impacts due to COVID-19, please see a list of
embassy websites for country-specific COVID-19 information, and for updated information
regarding possible commercial air options and/or charter flights.
•
If you have U.S. nationals seeking to leave to come back to the United States, please have them
to enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (https://step.state.gov/step/) so the
Embassies/Consulates on the ground know they are in the country, and can inform them of any
available flights and/or ensure they are getting any daily updates. Please note that if you
registered before and put a trip end date that has now passed or soon will, then you will stop
receiving important safety and security messages. If this is the case, you must adjust your trip
end date or enter a new trip in the STEP system at https://step.state.gov/step/.
The OSAC Africa team can be reached at osacAF@state.gov.
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Repatriation Flight Status and Travel
Restrictions
U.S. Embassy Luanda is able to offer interested parties
seats on an Ethiopian Airlines flight leaving Luanda for
Addis Ababa and continuing on to Washington, D.C. The
flight is expected to leave on Sunday, April 5 at 1:30p.m. check U.S. Embassy Alert page for more info; As of 3/20,
all flights suspended; State of emergency declared (3/25);
Nationwide lockdown until 4/11.
Ethiopian Airlines is offering seats on flights to Addis
Ababa on April 4 and April 11, with onward connections to
the United States. Air France has organized weekly
specially scheduled flights, including on April 2, with
priority given to French and EU citizens.
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Currently no commercial flights, see Emb. page for more
info; Ban on all travelers; As of 3/29, there will be no
flights out of Botswana on any commercial airline until
further notice.
The airports in Ouagadougou and Bobo will suspend all
operations starting 3/21 at midnight for two weeks except
for military and internal flights and air freight.
All international commercial flights departing from or
arriving to Melchior Ndadaye International Airport are
suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21); No new visas issued;
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
The U.S. government is working to organize repatriation
flights for U.S. citizens in certain West African countries on
Tuesday, March 31 and Wednesday, April 1, which would
include limited space-available seating for passengers in
Praia, Cabo Verde.
All available seats have been reserved on the charter flight
departing Yaounde NSI Airport on Tuesday, March 31, for
Washington D.C. Embassy Yaounde is currently compiling
a standby list and will contact those on the list soon.
No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right
to impose a 14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.
A previously scheduled U.S repatriation flight from Chad
was canceled due to the government denying landing
clearances. There are no updates to report on flights to
depart Chad, although efforts continue.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of
3/23); 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries
There are seats still available on the repatriation flight
scheduled for Tuesday, March 31. At this time, there are
no additional flights scheduled for repatriations to the U.S.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy Abidjan
have arranged a repatriation flight for U.S. citizens and
U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents departing Abidjan
International Airport on Tuesday, March 31 at 09:00.
Suspension of flights from high-risk countries starting on
3/20; 14-day quarantine for travelers coming from
affected countries
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18);
Borders closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown (as of 3/26)
A repatriation flight leg scheduled to land in Malabo on
March 31 was cancelled due to overbooking and spacing
issues.
Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of
3/25); Flights suspended for 14 days (as of 3/25); 14-day

quarantine for travelers from affected countries; No new
visas issued; Public transport suspended

Eswatini

9

23

Ethiopia

7

1

4

1

152

6

Gabon

The Gambia

Ghana
22

Guinea
8

Guinea-Bissau
Kenya

50

0

Lesotho

1

Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day
nationwide lockdown (as of 3/27)
Ethiopian Airlines is the only airline currently flying to the
U.S. from Addis Ababa, with still-daily flights to
Washington. D.C.; Lockdown for Tigray Regional State as
of 3/28; All air passengers to be placed in 14-day
quarantine on arrival
With the permission of the Gabonese government, a
special commercial flight carrying American citizens
wishing to return to the United States departed from
Libreville for Washington D.C. on March 27. Although
there are no additional flights planned at this time, the
U.S. Embassy in Libreville will continue to explore all
options for U.S. citizens who wish to return to the United
States.
The Department of State and the U.S. Embassy in The
Gambia have arranged a special flight for U.S. citizens and
U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents departing from the
Banjul International Airport in Yundum on the early
morning of Friday, April 3, 2020.
Flights on all commercial airlines in and out of Ghana have
been cancelled. U.S. citizens and LPRs still seeking
emergency repatriation should NOT go to the airport or
the U.S. Embassy.
The special chartered flight for U.S. citizens and U.S.
Lawful Permanent Residents initially scheduled to depart
Conakry on Wednesay, April 1, 2020 at 1415 for Dulles
Airport, is now scheduled to depart Conakry on Thursday,
April 2, 2020 at 1415 for Dulles Airport.
U.S. citizens in Guinea-Bissau who wish to return to the
United States are able to board a flight leaving from
Dakar, Senegal. See the travel alert for more information.
Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport
will halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
All international flights will be suspended (effective 23:59
3/25); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days;
Mandatory quarantine for arrivals
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26);
Visitors must travel or transit via South Africa; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries;
Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)

The Department of State and U.S. Embassy Monrovia have
limited availability on a charter flight for U.S. citizens to
travel to Dulles International Airport near Washington D.C.
on Wednesday, April 1.

3

Liberia

The U.S. Embassy is still working on the two flight options
discussed in previous emails. As of now, there are no new
updates - see Embassy Alerts page for more info; All
incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of
3/20); domestic flights suspended until further notice (as
of 3/26)
Suspension of all international flights (as of 4/1); Ban on
travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening
and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
The U.S. Embassy in Bamako has organized a repatriation
flight for U.S. citizens from Bamako’s Modibo Keita
International Airport to Washington Dulles International
Airport in northern Virginia. The flight will take place on
Tuesday, March 31.
The flight that was scheduled to leave on Thursday has
been moved to Friday, April 3, with a tentative 12:15 PM
departure time.

26

Madagascar
Malawi

0

25

Mali
5

Mauritania
110

3

Mauritius
8

Mozambique

11

Namibia
22

Niger

1

Air Mauritius suspended its commercial flights as of 3/28;
Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes
returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with
passengers for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00
(as of 3/23)
The Embassy arranged for a special commercial fight from
Maputo to DC, departing Maputo on 3/31 - see Emb.
website for more info; Suspension of visa processing and
cancelling of previously issued visas; Mandatory 14-day
self-quarantine for all travelers
The Embassy is coordinating an April 1 repatriation
commercial flight to Lusaka, with seats reserved for
passengers to continue onward to the U.S. on commercial
Ethiopian Airlines flights; Ban on all travelers for 30 days
(as of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled (as of 3/26); 21day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27); Lockdown within the
Khomas and Erongo regions including Okahandja,
Rehoboth, and Windhoek areas
Additional information on possible repatriation flights
from Niamey to the U.S. can be found on the Embassy's
website. Starting 3/20, all international flights to and from
Niger will be suspended for 14 days.

111

Nigeria
ROC

3

19

All air and land borders closed on 3/21.
The U.S. Embassy has no knowledge about upcoming
flights back to the U.S., however, the Embassy continues
to be in contact with commercial airlines - see Embassy
Alerts page for more info; All flights suspended for 30 days
(as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown for 14 days, incl.
suspension of public transportation (as of 3/22)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the
country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing at the
country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from
docking at the country’s ports.

70

Rwanda

0

Sao T. &
Principe

The Department of State and the U.S. Mission to Senegal
and Guinea-Bissau have arranged a special chartered flight
for U.S. citizens and U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents
departing Dakar Blaise Diagne International Airport on the
afternoon of April 2, 2020. The flight will land at the Dulles
International Airport in Washington, D.C.

162

Senegal
Seychelles

8

0

Sierra Leone

3

Somalia

1280

South Africa

The U.S. Consulate in Lagos has confirmed evacuation
flights for this week. Flights will depart from Murtala
Muhammed International Airport in Lagos and fly directly
to Washington-Dulles International Airport in Virginia
(Washington, D.C.).

3

Ban on all travelers (as of 3/25)
A faith based organization has arranged a special
chartered flight for its missionaries based in Sierra Leone
departing Freetown on Monday evening, March 30. If
space permits, some seats on the flight may be available
to U.S. citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents.
Ban on travelers from affected countries; There are no
commercial flights departing Mogadishu. Flights departing
from Hargeisa, Somaliland for Addis Ababa are still
available on Ethiopian Airlines (ET). Currently ET is the
only carrier flying out of Hargeisa - see Embassy Alerts
page for more info.
See Embassy Alert for more info regarding repatriation for
U.S. citizens; O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for
passenger travel; SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26);
National state of disaster; National lockdown 3/26; Ban on
travelers from affected countries; travelers wishing to
transit South African international airports may do so
without a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China,
Germany, Iran, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Spain or the
U.S. since 3/15; South African Airways canceling all

regional flights through 5/31; Buses and taxis restricted
from operating between 05:00 - 20:00 (as of 3/27)

0

South Sudan
Sudan
Tanzania

3

19

30

Togo
33

Uganda

35

Zambia
Zimbabwe
TOTAL

8

2

2966

44

See Embassy Alert for more info regarding repatriation for
U.S. citizens; Suspension of all commercial flights
indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban
on travelers from affected countries; Nationwide curfew
from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also
suspended; All public and private transport suspended
between states
As of Sunday, 3/29, the only available commercial flights
out of Tanzania will be on Ethiopian Airlines; 14-day
quarantine for affected countries
Commercial flights remain available. Ban on travelers
coming from France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, effective
3/20. Brussels Airlines and Air France will suspend flights
into and out of Togo effective 3/18 and 3/19, respectively.
See Embassy Alert for more info regarding repatriation for
U.S. citizens; Lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/31); Ban on all
travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed;
cargo and emergency planes will be allowed to enter with
minimal crew; 14-day ban on public transport
As of 3/30, there are currently no domestic flight
commercial carriers operating in Zambia. Ethiopian
Airlines remains the only commercial carrier flying
international routes in and out of Zambia, but due to
decreased demand the Embassy has heard that flights are
becoming more limited from Addis Ababa to the United
StatesInternational airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and
Mfuwe will suspend international flights until further
notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the capital
Lusaka will remain open until further notice
Nationwide lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); All
commercial passenger international and domestic flights
are suspended (as of 3/30).

March 27
Good afternoon ARC,
Please see below for our daily COVID-19 Africa Readout for March 27.

Additionally, please fill out the COVID-19 Africa survey focusing on the private sector's security posture
within Africa. The objective of the survey is continue to provide an on-the-ground, anonymized, and
aggregated snapshot of the impact of the COVID-19 virus outbreak on OSAC members, and to then
share those results with the community for the benefit of all. Your input will be held with confidence
and will not be attributed to you or your organization. This survey will close at 5:00 PM (Eastern time)
Thursday, April 2 and the report summarizing the results will be forthcoming on OSAC.gov.
Please take the survey here: https://www.research.net/r/ARCMarch26
If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in our updates, please also let us know and we’ll
try to incorporate it in our updates. As a reminder, please continue to refer to individual Embassy
webpages for updated information regarding possible commercial air options and/or charter flights.
Information will be posted through STEP and on each Embassy's alerts web page regarding repatriation
options. If you have any questions or concerns regarding repatriation, please contact the Embassy's
American Citizen Services section for more information.
OSAC AF can be reached at OSACAF@state.gov
Best,
Andrew Ziegler and Kristen Adams
March 27
•

In Botswana, commercial flights are ending on 3/28. Ethiopian Airlines is continuing flights
through Saturday, 3/28. As a result, Bole International Airport in Addis Ababa is the de facto
repatriation hub for U.S. travelers. Please note that the situation in Ethiopia is fluid and subject
to change without notice. See the Embassy Alerts page for more info.

•

In Cote d'Ivoire, the government has instituted a "lockdown" for the districts of Azaguié,
Bonoua, Dabou, Grand Bassam, and Assinie within Abidjan. The government will allegedly
enforce entry and exit requirements and seek to restrict access to these districts to those who
have official permissions.

•

In Djibouti, Air Djibouti will be offering a special commercial flight to Addis Ababa at 1:00pm on
Monday, March 30 for U.S. citizens who wish to depart Djibouti. See the Embassy Alerts page for
more info.

•

In Guinea, President Alpha Conde declared a State of Emergency country-wide due to COVID-19
that could see the use of security forces to ensure movement restrictions are being adhered to.
This may also be used to crack down on opposition protests or other demonstrations related to
the recent elections.

•

In Niger, the government announced a two-week curfew between the hours of 7:00 PM and
6:00 AM, beginning March 29.

•

In South Africa, authorities launched a WhatsApp portal with info on COVID-19. Additionally,
the U.S. Embassy issued a Health Alert on its website that includes a Q&A regarding the 21-day
lockdown.

•

In Uganda, UPDF soldiers have been deployed along the porous border with Rwanda as
preventive measure against the wild spread of the coronavirus pandemic. Yesterday, Ugandan
authorities reportedly used gunfire to enforce the closures of shops selling non-food goods to
comply with President Museveni’s prohibition on such sales in attempts to enforce social
distancing in light of COVID-19. Looting of pickup trucks transporting goods has also been
reported.

Reminders:
•

For country-specific information regarding impacts due to COVID-19, please see a list of
embassy websites for country-specific COVID-19 information

•

If you have U.S. nationals seeking to leave to come back to the United States, please have them
to enroll in the Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (https://step.state.gov/step/) so the
Embassies/Consulates on the ground know they are in the country, and can inform them of any
available flights and/or ensure they are getting any daily updates. Please note that if you
registered before and put a trip end date that has now passed or soon will, then you will stop
receiving important safety and security messages. If this is the case, you must adjust your trip
end date or enter a new trip in the STEP system at https://step.state.gov/step/

Country
Angola
Benin

Cases Deaths
4
6

0

0
Botswana
180

9

Burkina Faso
0
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cameroon
CAR

5

0

91

2

3

Travel Restrictions
As of 3/20, all flights will be suspended; state of emergency declared
(3/25); Lockdown until 4/11
All commercial flights have been canceled except for one Ethiopian Air
flight per week to Addis Ababa.
Commercial flights ending on 3/28, see Emb. page for more info;
Lockdown forthcoming; Ban on all travelers; As of 3/29, there will be no
flights out of Botswana on any commercial airline until further notice.
The airports in Ouagadougou and Bobo will suspend all operations
starting 3/21 at midnight for two weeks except for military and internal
flights and air freight.
All international commercial flights departing from or arriving to Melchior
Ndadaye International Airport are suspended for 7 days (as of 3/21); No
new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
All international flights have been suspended (as of 3/19).
Starting March 18, all international flights are suspended and all land and
maritime borders will be closed.
No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to impose a 14day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.

Starting 3 18 at 11:59 PM, airports will be closed to all airlines for 2
weeks. Land border remains open apart from Sudan and the Central
African Republic.
Ban on all international flights until further notice (as of 3/23); 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries

3
Chad
Comoros
Cote d'Ivoire
DRC

0
101
54

4

12
Djibouti
Eq. Guinea

13
6

Eritrea
Eswatini

8

Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily starting 3/20
Suspension of flights from high-risk countries starting on 3/20; 14-day
quarantine for travelers coming from affected countries
Air Djibouti will be offering a special commercial flight to Addis Ababa at
1:00pm on Monday, March 30 for U.S. citizens who wish to depart
Djibouti - see Embassy page for more information; Suspension of all
commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18); Borders closed until 4/6; 3-week
lockdown (as of 3/26)
Starting March 15, all in-bound and out-bound international commercial
flights are suspended.
Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of 3/25); Flights
suspended for 14 days (as of 3/25); 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries; No new visas issued; Public transport suspended
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)

Ethiopia

16

Gabon

7

1

All flights are now suspended into and out of Gabon.

The Gambia

3

1

The airport and all land borders will close on March 23

136

6

Starting 3/23, international travel via land, air and sea will be suspended.
The authorities on 3/22 announced that the capital Conakry’s Gbessia
International Airport will be closed to commercial air traffic for the next
45 days, with immediate effect.
Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will halt starting
March 18 for two weeks.
All international flights will be suspended (effective 23:59 March 25);
Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory quarantine for
arrivals
Lockdown from midnight 3/29 to 4/21 (as of 3/26); Visitors must travel or
transit via South Africa; 14-day quarantine for travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)

Ghana

All air passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival

8
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau

2
31

Kenya
0
Lesotho
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali

3
17
0
11

1

Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily.
All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20);
domestic flights suspended until further notice (as of 3/26)
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening and 14day self-quarantine for all travelers
The government has suspended all commercial international flight from
countries impacted COVID-19.

Mauritania

3
94

1

Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia

3
8
10

1

Nigeria

65

1

ROC

4

Niger

Rwanda

All international flights will be suspended until 4/23
All air and land borders closed on 3/21.
All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide lockdown for
14 days (as of 3/22)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.

50

0
Sao T. &
Principe
Senegal

Starting 3/17, all commercial flights are suspended.
Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes returning
residents; planes will be allowed to depart with passengers for the time
being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00 (as of 3/23)
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of previously issued visas;
Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial flights cancelled
(as of 3/26); 21-day lockdown (as of 12am 3/27)
Starting 3/20, all international flights to and from Niger will be suspended
for 14 days.

119

Starting 3/20, all international flights will be stopped until 4/17.

Seychelles

7

Ban on travelers from affected countries

Sierra Leone

0

International flights to be suspended starting 3/22 indefinitely.
Ban on travelers from affected countries; All commercial flights
suspended for 15 days (ban temporarily lifted on all intl flights as of 3/21)
As of 3/27, O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for passenger travel;
SA airspace closed until 4/16 (3/26); National state of disaster; National
lockdown 3/26; Ban on travelers from affected countries; travelers
wishing to transit South African international airports may do so without
a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China,Germany, Iran, Italy, the
Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South African Airways
canceling all regional flights through May 31
Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport
closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected countries; Nationwide
curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of 3/25)
All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also suspended; All
public and private transport suspended between states
As of Sunday, 3/29, the only available commercial flights out of Tanzania
will be on Ethiopian Airlines; 14-day quarantine for affected countries
Ban on travelers coming from France, Germany, Italy, and Spain, effective
3/20. Brussels Airlines and Air France will suspend flights into and out of
Togo effective 3/18 and 3/19, respectively.

Somalia

2

1170

South Africa
0
South Sudan
Sudan
Tanzania

3
13
25

Togo

2

18
Uganda

16
Zambia
8

2

2330

31

Zimbabwe
TOTAL

Ban on all travelers (as of 3/23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed;
cargo and emergency planes will be allowed to enter with minimal crew;
14-day ban on public transport
Only one remaining commercial option to depart Lusaka and return to
the U.S., on Ethiopian Airlines; (As of 12:00am 3/26) International
airports in Ndola, Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international
flights until further notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the
capital Lusaka will remain open until further notice
Nationwide lockdown for 21 days (as of 3/30); Border closed to nonresidents; airports continue to function for the few flights that are still
operating

March 26
Earlier this week, Chad experienced its most deadly terrorist attack ever in an incident that
killed at least 92 Chadian soldiers. Initial reports indicate that Boko Haram carried out the
attack, although it is important to note that many rural Chadians do not distinguish between
ISIS-West Africa, Boko Haram, and the various Boko Haram factions (e.g. Bakura), labeling them
all "Boko Haram." The attack overwhelmed hospitals in N'Djamena and has allegedly hampered
the country's ability to respond to the COVID-19 crisis.
In Rwanda yesterday, police shot and killed two civilians for allegedly defying the country’s
ongoing lockdown, indicating the extent to which the lockdown is being enforced.
Lastly, OSAC has put together a COVID-19 Africa survey, focusing on private sector posture
after the State Department's Global Level 4 Health Advisory. This is a continuation of our efforts
to provide you with the most updated peer response to the evolving situation related to COVID19 in Africa. The objective of the survey is continue to provide an on-the-ground, anonymized,
and aggregated snapshot of the impact of the COVID-19 virus outbreak on OSAC members, and
to then share those results with the community for the benefit of all. Your input will be held
with confidence and will not be attributed to you or your organization. This survey will close at
COB (Eastern time) Thursday, April 2 and the report summarizing the results will
be forthcoming on OSAC.gov.
Please take the survey here: https://www.research.net/r/ARCMarch26
Please see below for today’s updates. If there is any specific information that you’d like to see in our
updates, please also let us know and we’ll try to incorporate it in our updates. As a reminder, please
continue to refer to individual Embassy webpages for updated information regarding possible
commercial air options and/or charter flights.

Country

Charter
Cases Deaths Message Travel Restrictions

Angola

3

6

0

Yes

4

Yes

4

0

Yes

75

2

Yes

Benin
Botswana

0
152

Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cameroon
CAR

0

3
3

Yes

Chad
Comoros
Cote d'Ivoire

0
80
51

Yes
4

Yes

DRC
Djibouti
Eq. Guinea

12

Yes

9
4

Eritrea
Eswatini
Ethiopia

5
12

Gabon

7

1

The Gambia

3

1

Yes

As of 3/20, all flights will be suspended; state of emergency
declared (3/25)
Almost all commercial flights out of Benin have been
discontinued. Air Cote d’Ivoire, ASKY Airlines, Brussels
Airlines, Royal Air Maroc, and Turkish Airlines have ceased
service to Benin. Air France and Ethiopian Airlines have
reduced service to one flight per week. There are no direct
flights between the United States and Benin.
Ban on all travelers; As of 3/29, there will be no flights out of
Botswana on any commercial airline until further notice.
The airports in Ouagadougou and Bobo will suspend all
operations starting March 21 at midnight for two weeks
except for military and internal flights and air freight.
Suspension of all flights for 7 days; No new visas issued; 14day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
All international flights have been suspended starting March
19.
Starting March 18, all international flights are suspended and
all land and maritime borders will be closed.
No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to
impose a 14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.
Starting March 18 at 11:59 PM, airports will be closed to all
airlines for 2 weeks. Land border remains open apart from
Sudan and the Central African Republic.
Ban on flights coming from affected countries; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily starting
11:59 PM March 20
Suspension of flights from high-risk countries starting on
March 20; 14-day quarantine for travelers coming from
affected countries
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18);
Borders closed until 4/6; 3-week lockdown (as of 3/26)
Starting March 15, all in-bound and out-bound international
commercial flights are suspended.
Asmara International Airport closed for 14 days (as of 3/25);
Flights suspended for 14 days (as of 3/25); 14-day quarantine
for travelers from affected countries
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day
nationwide lockdown (as of 3/27)
All air passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on
arrival
All flights are now suspended into and out of Gabon.
The airport and all land borders will close on March 23

Ghana

132

Starting March 23, international travel via land, air and sea
will be suspended.
The authorities on 22 March announced that the capital
Conakry’s Gbessia International Airport will be closed to
commercial air traffic for the next 45 days, with immediate
effect.
Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will
halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
All international flights will be suspended (effective 23:59
March 25); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days;
Mandatory quarantine for arrivals
Visitors must travel or transit via South Africa; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)

3

4
Guinea
GuineaBissau

2
31

1

Kenya
0
Lesotho
Liberia

3

Yes

17

No

Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania

0
4
3
81

1

Mauritius
3

Yes

Mozambique
7
Namibia

Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily.
All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of
3/20); domestic flights suspended until further notice (as of
3/26)
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Mandatory
screening and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
The government has suspended all commercial international
flight from countries impacted COVID-19.
Starting March 17, all commercial flights are suspended.
Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes
returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with
passengers for the time being; Curfew from 20:00 to 08:00
(as of 3/23)
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of previously
issued visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all
travelers
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Commercial
flights cancelled (as of 3/26); Partial lockdown (as of 12am
3/27)
Starting March 20, all international flights to and from Niger
will be suspended for 14 days.

7

1

Yes

Nigeria

51

1

Yes

All international flights will be suspended until April 23

ROC

4

Yes

41

Yes

All air and land borders closed on March 21.
All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide
lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/22)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the country.
Charter flights are prohibited from landing at the country’s
airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from docking at the
country’s ports.

Niger

Rwanda

0
Sao Tome &
Principe

Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone

105

Yes

7
0
2

No

Somalia

927

South Africa
0
South Sudan
2

Yes

13

No

23

Yes

14

Yes

Sudan
Tanzania

Togo

Uganda
12
Zambia
Zimbabwe
TOTAL

March 25

3

2

1927

21

Starting March 20, all international flights will be stopped
until April 17.
Ban on travelers from affected countries
International flights to be suspended starting March 22
indefinitely.
Ban on travelers from affected countries; All commercial
flights suspended for 15 days (ban temporarily lifted on all
intl flights as of 3/21)
As of 3/27, O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for
passenger travel; SA airspace closed (3/26); National state of
disaster; National shutdown 3/26; Ban on travelers from
affected countries; travelers wishing to transit South African
international airports may do so without a visa, unless they
have been in the UK, China,Germany, Iran, Italy, the Republic
of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South African Airways
canceling all regional flights through May 31
Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl
Airport closed (as of 3/24); Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Nationwide curfew from 8:00PM to 6:00AM (as of
3/25)
All commercial flights cancelled; Domestic flights also
suspended; All public and private transport suspended
between states
14-day quarantine for affected countries
The Government of Togo has banned entry into Togo for
individuals coming from France, Germany, Italy and Spain,
effective March 20. Brussels Airlines and Air France will
suspend flights into and out of Togo effective March 18 and
March 19, respectively.
Ban on all travelers (as of March 23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe
airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowed
to enter with minimal crew; 14-day ban on public transport
(As of 12:00am 3/26) International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights
until further notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in
the capital Lusaka will remain open until further notice
Border closed to non-residents; airports continue to function
for the few flights that are still operating

Country
Angola

Cases Deaths

Charter
Message

3

6

0

Benin
Botswana

0
146

4

Yes

4

0

Yes

75

2

Yes

Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cameroon
CAR

0

3
3

Yes

Chad
Comoros
Cote d'Ivoire

0
73
48

Yes
4

Yes

DRC
Djibouti
Eq. Guinea
Eritrea
Eswatini

3

Yes

9
1

As of 3/20, all flights will be suspended
Almost all commercial flights out of Benin have been
discontinued. Air Cote d’Ivoire, ASKY Airlines, Brussels Airlines,
Royal Air Maroc, and Turkish Airlines have ceased service to
Benin. Air France and Ethiopian Airlines have reduced service to
one flight per week. There are no direct flights between the
United States and Benin.
Ban on all travelers; Citizens will be allowed to return home, but
must submit to a 14-day quarantine.
The airports in Ouagadougou and Bobo will suspend all
operations starting March 21 at midnight for two weeks except
for military and internal flights and air freight.
Suspension of all flights for 7 days; No new visas issued; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
All international flights have been suspended starting March 19.
Starting March 18, all international flights are suspended and all
land and maritime borders will be closed.
No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to
impose a 14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.
Starting March 18 at 11:59 PM, airports will be closed to all
airlines for 2 weeks. Land border remains open apart from
Sudan and the Central African Republic.
Ban on flights coming from affected countries; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries
Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily starting 11:59
PM March 20
Suspension of flights from high-risk countries starting on March
20; 14-day quarantine for travelers coming from affected
countries
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18);
borders closed until 4/6
Starting March 15, all in-bound and out-bound international
commercial flights are suspended.
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Partial 20-day
nationwide lockdown (as of 3/27)

5

Ethiopia

12

Gabon

6

1

The Gambia

3

1

68

3

Ghana

Travel Restrictions

All air passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival
Yes

All flights are now suspended into and out of Gabon.
The airport and all land borders will close on March 23
Starting March 23, international travel via land, air and sea will
be suspended.

The authorities on 22 March announced that the capital
Conakry’s Gbessia International Airport will be closed to
commercial air traffic for the next 45 days, with immediate
effect.
Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will
halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
All international flights will be suspended (effective 23:59 March
25); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory
quarantine for arrivals
Visitors must travel or transit via South Africa; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries; Nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/29 at 24:00 to April 21)

4
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau

2
25

Kenya
0
Lesotho
Liberia

3

Madagascar

17

Malawi
Mali
Mauritania

Yes

All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20)
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening
and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
The government has suspended all commercial international
flight from countries impacted COVID-19.

0
2
2
28

1

Mauritius
Mozambique

Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily.

3

Yes

7
Namibia

Starting March 17, all commercial flights are suspended.
Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes
returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with
passengers for the time being
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of previously issued
visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
Ban on all travelers for 30 days (as of 3/25); Most international
flights suspended (except daily routes to SA); Partial lockdown
(as of 12am 3/27)
Starting March 20, all international flights to and from Niger will
be suspended for 14 days.

7

1

Yes

Nigeria

46

1

Yes

All international flights will be suspended until April 23

ROC

4

Yes

41

Yes

All air and land borders closed on March 21.
All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide
lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/22)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the
country. Charter flights are prohibited from landing at the
country’s airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from docking at
the country’s ports.

Niger

Rwanda

0
Sao Tome &
Principe
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone

99
7
0

Starting March 20, all international flights will be stopped until
April 17.
Ban on travelers from affected countries
International flights to be suspended starting March 22
indefinitely.

1
Somalia

709

South Africa
0
South Sudan
2
Sudan
12
Tanzania

23

Yes

14

Yes

Togo

Uganda
12
Zambia
Zimbabwe
TOTAL

3

2

1541

20

Ban on travelers from affected countries; All commercial flights
suspended for 15 days (ban temporarily lifted on all intl flights
as of 3/21)
As of 3/27, O.R. Tambo International Airport closed for
passenger travel; National state of disaster; National shutdown
3/26; Ban on travelers from affected countries; travelers wishing
to transit South African international airports may do so without
a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China,Germany, Iran,
Italy, the Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South
African Airways canceling all regional flights through May 31
Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely and Juba Intl
Airport closed (as of 3/24); ban on travelers from affected
countries; no new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for travelers
coming from affected countries
All commercial flights cancelled; repatriation flights (for inbound
repatriation of Sudanese and outbound repatriation of foreign
nationals) will now be allowed for 48 hours (as of on March 19)
14-day quarantine for affected countries; flight cancellations
(NFI); primary/sec. schools closed 30 days; public gatherings
banned
The Government of Togo has banned entry into Togo for
individuals coming from France, Germany, Italy and Spain,
effective March 20. Brussels Airlines and Air France will suspend
flights into and out of Togo effective March 18 and March 19,
respectively.
Ban on all travelers (as of March 23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe
airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowed to
enter with minimal crew.
(As of 12:00am 3/26) International airports in Ndola,
Livingstone, and Mfuwe will suspend international flights until
further notice; Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in the
capital Lusaka will remain open until further notice
Border closed to non-residents; airports continue to function for
the few flights that are still operating

March 24
Good afternoon ARC,
We wanted to remind everyone of information posted by U.S. embassies in regards to charter flights for
repatriations. These messages can be found on respective embassy websites under the tabs, "U.S.
Citizen Services" -> "Messages and Alerts." The American Citizen Services (ACS) section also lists its
contact information on respective Embassy websites as
well. https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/COVID-19-Country-SpecificInformation.html.

Regarding medical resources by country, each Embassy has a list of medical facilities located in country
on their website, located via the tabs, "U.S. Citizen Services" -> "Medical Information/Assistance."
Generally, it has doctors broken down by specialties as well as urgent care facilities and hospitals.
For U.S. citizens registered in the U.S. State Department’s Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP),
your registration expires automatically based on the dates entered and you will not receive updates
after that date.
If you have any questions, concerns, or suggestions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us at
osacAF@state.gov.
Country
Angola

Cases Deaths

Charter
Message

3

Benin

6

Botswana

0

Burkina Faso 114

0

Border Closure

Travel Restrictions

Closed

As of 3/20, all flights will be suspended

Closed - land only

Almost all commercial flights out of
Benin have been discontinued. Air Cote
d’Ivoire, ASKY Airlines, Brussels Airlines,
Royal Air Maroc, and Turkish Airlines
have ceased service to Benin. Air France
and Ethiopian Airlines have reduced
service to one flight per week. There
are no direct flights between the United
States and Benin.

Ban on travelers from affected
Closed - some land
countries; 14-day quarantine for
borders
residents from affected countries
The airports in Ouagadougou and Bobo
will suspend all operations starting
March 21 at midnight for two weeks
except for military and internal flights
and air freight.

4

Suspension of all flights for 7 days; No
new visas issued; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries

Burundi

0

Cabo Verde

3

0

Yes

All international flights have been
suspended starting March 19.

Cameroon

66

2

Yes

Starting March 18, all international
flights are suspended and all land and
maritime borders will be closed.

CAR

3

No current flight restrictions.
Authorities reserve the right to impose
a 14-day self-quarantine for arriving
travelers.

Chad

Comoros

3

Starting March 18 at 11:59 PM, airports
will be closed to all airlines for 2 weeks.
Land border remains open apart from
Sudan and the Central African Republic.

0

Ban on flights coming from affected
countries; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries

Cote d'Ivoire 25

DRC

Djibouti

45

2

Yes

Commercial flights will be suspended
temporarily starting 11:59 PM March 20

Yes

Suspension of flights from high-risk
countries starting on March 20; 14-day
quarantine for travelers coming from
affected countries
Suspension of all commercial flights
until 4/7 (as of 3/18); borders closed
until 4/6

3

Closed

Eq. Guinea

9

Starting March 15, all in-bound and outClosed to foreigners bound international commercial flights
are suspended.

Eritrea

1

Closed

14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Partial 20-day nationwide
lockdown (as of 3/27)

Eswatini

4

Ethiopia

12

Gabon

6

1

The Gambia

3

1

The airport and all land borders will
close on March 23

Ghana

52

2

Starting March 23, international travel
via land, air and sea will be suspended.

Closed - land & air
borders
Yes

All air passengers to be placed in 14-day
quarantine on arrival
All flights are now suspended into and
out of Gabon.

Guinea

4

The authorities on 22 March announced
that the capital Conakry’s Gbessia
International Airport will be closed to
commercial air traffic for the next 45
days, with immediate effect.

GuineaBissau

0

Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's
international airport will halt starting
March 18 for two weeks.

Kenya

25

All international flights will be
suspended (effective 23:59 March 25);

Non-resident travelers banned for 30
days; Mandatory quarantine for arrivals

Lesotho

0

Liberia

3

Open - A number of
the border crossing
points between
South Africa and
Visitors must travel or transit via South
Lesotho have been
Africa; 14-day quarantine for travelers
closed including the
from affected countries
crossing points at
Tele Bridge, Peka
Bridge and Sani
Pass.
Commercial flights will be suspended
temporarily.

Madagascar 17

Closed

All incoming/outgoing flights suspended
for 30 days (as of 3/20)

Malawi

0

Ban on travelers from affected
countries; Mandatory screening and 14day self-quarantine for all travelers

Mali

0

The government has suspended all
commercial international flight from
countries impacted COVID-19.

Mauritania

2

Starting March 17, all commercial
flights are suspended.

28

Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of
3/19); this includes returning residents;
planes will be allowed to depart with
passengers for the time being

Mauritius

1

Mozambique 1

Namibia

Yes

7

Niger

2

Nigeria

44

ROC

4

Suspension of visa processing and
cancelling of previously issued visas;
Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for
all travelers
Open

1

Most international flights suspended
(except daily routes to SA); Ban on
travelers from affected countries

Yes

Starting March 20, all international
flights to and from Niger will be
suspended for 14 days.

Yes

All international flights will be
suspended until April 23

Yes

All air and land borders closed on
March 21.

Rwanda

36

Yes

Closed

All flights suspended for 30 days (as of
3/20); Countrywide lockdown for 14
days (as of 3/22)

0

"Flights in and out of STP are now
restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering
the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s
airports. Cruise ships are prohibited
from docking at the country’s ports.

Senegal

86

Starting March 20, all international
flights will be stopped until April 17.

Seychelles

7

Ban on travelers from affected
countries

Sao Tome &
Principe

"

Sierra Leone 0

International flights to be suspended
starting March 22 indefinitely.

Somalia

Ban on travelers from affected
countries; All commercial flights
suspended for 15 days (ban temporarily
lifted on all intl flights as of 3/21)

1

South Africa 554

National state of disaster; National
shutdown 3/26; Ban on travelers from
affected countries; travelers wishing to
transit South African international
airports may do so without a visa,
unless they have been in the UK,
China,Germany, Iran, Italy, the Republic
of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15;
South African Airways canceling all
regional flights through May 31

South Sudan 0

Border w/ Uganda
closed

Suspension of all commercial flights
indefinitely and Juba Intl Airport closed
(as of 3/24); ban on travelers from
affected countries; no new visas issued;
14-day quarantine for travelers coming
from affected countries

Closed

All commercial flights cancelled;
repatriation flights (for inbound
repatriation of Sudanese and outbound
repatriation of foreign nationals) will
now be allowed for 48 hours (as of on
March 19)

Sudan

2

Tanzania

Togo

Uganda

12

Open

20

The Government of Togo has banned
entry into Togo for individuals coming
from France, Germany, Italy and Spain,
effective March 20. Brussels Airlines
and Air France will suspend flights into
and out of Togo effective March 18 and
March 19, respectively.

Yes

9

Yes

Zambia

3

Zimbabwe

2

TOTAL

1227 15

1

14-day quarantine for affected
countries; flight cancellations (NFI);
primary/sec. schools closed 30 days;
public gatherings banned

Closed - land
borders

Ban on all travelers (as of March 23 at
12:00 am); Entebbe airport closed;
cargo and emergency planes will be
allowed to enter with minimal crew.

Open - The
Kazungula ferry
border crossing
between Zambia
and Botswana has
been closed

14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
coming from affected countries

Closed

Border closed to non-residents

3/23/20
Good afternoon ARC,
I hope everyone had a pleasant, safe, and healthy weekend.
A couple of points before we shoot out our numbers update. Beginning today, we will be listing
whether or not there has been an alert posted by the Embassy in each respective country in
regards to charter flights. These messages can be found on the Embassy's website. If you are
interested in this information, please continue to check the relevant country's Embassy website
or reach out to their American Citizen Services section (their contact information can be found
on the Embassy website). We have also started to include the number of deaths attributed to
confirmed COVID-19 cases - these numbers may not be representative of the number of deaths
related to COVID-19 in each country due to limited testing capabilities, etc.

Country
Angola

Cases Deaths
2

Charter
Message

Travel Restriction
As of 3/20, all flights will be suspended

2

Almost all commercial flights out of Benin have been
discontinued. Air Cote d’Ivoire, ASKY Airlines, Brussels Airlines,
Royal Air Maroc, and Turkish Airlines have ceased service to
Benin. Air France and Ethiopian Airlines have reduced service to
one flight per week. There are no direct flights between the
United States and Benin.
Ban on travelers from affected countries; 14-day quarantine for
residents from affected countries
The airports in Ouagadougou and Bobo will suspend all
operations starting March 21 at midnight for two weeks except
for military and internal flights and air freight.
Suspension of all flights for 7 days; No new visas issued; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries

0

Benin
Botswana

0
100

4

Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cameroon
CAR

0
3

0

56

1

Yes

3
1

Chad
Comoros
Cote d'Ivoire

0
25
36

2

Yes

DRC
Djibouti
Eq. Guinea

2
9

All international flights have been suspended starting March 19.
Starting March 18, all international flights are suspended and all
land and maritime borders will be closed.
No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to
impose a 14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.
Starting March 18 at 11:59 PM, airports will be closed to all
airlines for 2 weeks. Land border remains open apart from
Sudan and the Central African Republic.
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries; ban on
travelers coming from China & Japan
Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily starting 11:59
PM March 20
Suspension of flights from high-risk countries starting on March
20; 14-day quarantine for travelers coming from affected
countries
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18);
borders closed until 4/6
Starting March 15, all in-bound and out-bound international
commercial flights are suspended.

Eritrea

1

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

Eswatini

4

Ban on travelers from affected countries

Ethiopia

11

All air passengers to be placed in 14-day quarantine on arrival

Gabon

5

1

The Gambia

2

1

24
Ghana
Guinea

4

Yes

All flights are now suspended into and out of Gabon.
The airport and all land borders will close on March 23
As of March 17, any traveler (except Ghana citizens or resident
permit holders) who has traveled to any country that has more
than 200 COVID-19 cases in the past 14 days will be refused
entry into Ghana. Airlines are instructed to not allow people
onto the plane into Ghana.
The authorities on 22 March announced that the capital
Conakry’s Gbessia International Airport will be closed to

Guinea-Bissau

commercial air traffic for the next 45 days, with immediate
effect.
Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will
halt starting March 18 for two weeks.
All international flights will be suspended (effective 23:59 March
25); Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; Mandatory
quarantine for arrivals
Visitors must travel or transit via South Africa; 14-day
quarantine for travelers from affected countries

0
15

Kenya
Lesotho

0

Liberia

3

Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily.

Madagascar

12

All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20)
Ban on travelers from affected countries; Mandatory screening
and 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
The government has suspended all commercial international
flight from countries impacted COVID-19.

Malawi
Mali
Mauritania

0
0
2
28

Yes

Starting March 17, all commercial flights are suspended.
Ban on all travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes
returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with
passengers for the time being
Suspension of visa processing and cancelling of previously issued
visas; Mandatory 14-day self-quarantine for all travelers
Most international flights suspended (except daily routes to SA);
travelers banned from affected countries
Starting March 20, all international flights to and from Niger will
be suspended for 14 days.

Yes

All international flights will be suspended until April 23

Yes

All air and land borders closed on March 21.
All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20); Countrywide
lockdown for 14 days (as of 3/22)
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident
foreign nationals are prohibited from entering the country.
Charter flights are prohibited from landing at the country’s
airports. Cruise ships are prohibited from docking at the
country’s ports.

1

Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger

1
3
2

Nigeria

36

ROC

4

Rwanda

19

0
Sao Tome &
Principe
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone

67
7
0
1

Somalia

1

Starting March 20, all international flights will be stopped until
April 17.
Ban on travelers from affected countries
International flights to be suspended starting March 22
indefinitely.
Ban on travelers from affected countries; All commercial flights
suspended for 15 days (ban temporarily lifted on all intl flights
as of 3/21)

402
South Africa
0
South Sudan
2
Sudan
12
Tanzania

16

Yes

Togo
1
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe
TOTAL

3
2

1

928

12

3/20/20

Good afternoon ARC members,

National state of disaster; National shutdown 3/26; Ban on
travelers from affected countries; travelers wishing to transit
South African international airports may do so without a visa,
unless they have been in the UK, China,Germany, Iran, Italy, the
Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South African
Airways canceling all regional flights through May 31
Suspension of all commercial flights indefinitely (as of 3/24); ban
on travelers from affected countries; no new visas issued; 14day quarantine for travelers coming from affected countries
All commercial flights cancelled; repatriation flights (for inbound
repatriation of Sudanese and outbound repatriation of foreign
nationals) will now be allowed for 48 hours (as of on March 19)
14-day quarantine for affected countries; flight cancellations
(NFI); primary/sec. schools closed 30 days; public gatherings
banned
The Government of Togo has banned entry into Togo for
individuals coming from France, Germany, Italy and Spain,
effective March 20. Brussels Airlines and Air France will suspend
flights into and out of Togo effective March 18 and March 19,
respectively.
Ban on all travelers (as of March 23 at 12:00 am); Entebbe
airport closed; cargo and emergency planes will be allowed to
enter with minimal crew.
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers coming from affected
countries
Travelers coming from affected countries subject to screening

This map, created by the Africa Center for Strategic Studies, illustrates the growing number of
cases of COVID-19 on the continent. The number of confirmed cases in Africa is reportedly
rising at a rate of approximately 26% per day.
Please see the below chart for an update on the number of confirmed cases and travel
restrictions that we’re tracking in sub-Saharan Africa. For questions about international travel
restrictions, the New York Times keeps a pretty detailed and updated list on travel restrictions
globally:
https://www.nytimes.com/article/coronavirus-travel-restrictions.html
Department of State Issues “Level 4: Do Not Travel” Global Health Advisory
On March 19, the Department of State increased its global travel advisory level to Level 4,
advising U.S. citizens not to travel internationally due to COVID-19-related health concerns. It
reiterates, “Where commercial departure option remain available, U.S. citizens who live in the
United States should arrange for immediate return to the United States, unless they are
prepared to remain abroad for an indefinite period.” Many countries have closed their national
borders, which in most cases also applies to airline passengers in transit to the United States.
Commercial air traffic has declined sharply as countries continue to close borders around the
world. The drop in global aviation demand and the expected rise in COVID-19 cases in Africa

could prompt further cancellations and restrictions in the region. More information can be
found on the travel.state.gov website here.
Cyber Threat Circulating
A malicious website pretending to be the live map for Coronavirus COVID-19 Global Cases by
Johns Hopkins University is circulating on the internet waiting for unwitting internet users to
visit the website. Visiting the website infects the user with the AZORult trojan, an information
stealing program which can exfiltrate a variety of sensitive data. It is likely being spread via
infected email attachments, malicious online advertisements, and social engineering.
Furthermore, anyone searching the internet for a Coronavirus map could unwittingly navigate
to this malicious website: “corona-virus-map[dot]com”.
Here is the link to the real Johns Hopkins COVID-19 Tracker:
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423
467b48e9ecf6
Resources:
OSAC's COVID-19 resources page - OSAC has compiled a list of international maps, trackers, and
guidance that can be used in your daily operations.
U.S. embassies’ COVID-19 information websites - International country-specific information
Contact Us: OSACAF@state.gov

*Several countries have reported zero confirmed cases so far, which could potentially be a
result of existing healthcare infrastructure, specifically in a country's ability to conduct
testing.
*changes from yesterday are highlighted
Country
Angola

Cases

Travel Restrictions

0

As of 3/20, all flights will be suspended

Benin

2

Starting 11:59 March 19, Benin will close land borders to all but
emergency movements except those deemed “indispensable” by the
government; restrict the issuance of visas; and place in governmentdesignated quarantine facilities all travelers entering Benin by air.

Botswana

0

Ban on travelers from affected countries; 14-day quarantine for
residents from affected countries

Burkina Faso

40

The government has announced a gradual/partial shutdown of airports
and screenings at land borders. Air Burkina has suspended flights to
Benin, Mali and Niger.

Burundi

0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

Cabo Verde

1

Starting March 18, all air travel with Brazil, EU countries, Nigeria,
Senegal and the US has been suspended for three weeks.

Cameroon

27

Starting March 18, all international flights are suspended and all land
and maritime borders will be closed.

CAR

3

No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to impose a
14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.

Chad

1

Starting March 18 at 11:59 PM, airports will be closed to all airlines for
2 weeks. Land border remains open apart from Sudan and the Central
African Republic.

Comoros

0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries; ban on
travelers coming from China & Japan

Cote d'Ivoire

9

Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily starting 11:59 PM
March 20

DRC

18

Suspension of flights from high-risk countries starting on March 20; 14day quarantine for travelers coming from affected countries

Djibouti

1

Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18)

Eq. Guinea

6

Starting March 15, all in-bound and out-bound international
commercial flights are suspended.

Eritrea

0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

Eswatini

1

Ban on travelers from affected countries

Ethiopia

9

All travelers subject to screening; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries

Gabon

3

International flights to and from Gabon are limited to one per week.
The government suspended of tourist visas from the most infected
areas, namely the European Union, China, South Korea and the United
States. It also announced it was restricting travel to countries not yet
announced. Non-Gabonese travelers who have visited China within 14
days of arrival will not be permitted to enter the country until further
notice. Gabonese nationals may enter the country but will be subject to
immediate quarantine.

The Gambia

1

No current restrictions. Airport screening is ongoing.

Ghana

16

As of March 17, any traveler (except Ghana citizens or resident permit
holders) who has traveled to any country that has more than 200
COVID-19 cases in the past 14 days will be refused entry into Ghana.
Airlines are instructed to not allow people onto the plane into Ghana.

Guinea

2

The government stated that for yet undefined high-risk countries,
travelers’ passports will be withheld until a certificate is provided by

the MoH at the end of the 14 days of monitoring. All travelers arriving
from Italy may be quarantined for 14 days.
Guinea-Bissau 0

Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will halt
starting March 18 for two weeks.

Kenya

7

Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; suspension of flights from
China

Lesotho

0

Visitors must travel or transit via South Africa; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries

Liberia

2

All travelers entering Liberia from countries with over 200 confirmed
COVID-19 cases will be denied entry.The government has suspended
issuance of ‘laissez-passer’ to prevent people leaving China to use
intermediary countries as a means to avoid the travel advisory.

Madagascar

1

All incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20)

Malawi

0

All travelers subject to screening on arrival; 14-day self-quarantine for
travelers coming from affected countries

Mali

0

The government has suspended all commercial international flight from
countries impacted COVID-19.

Mauritania

2

Starting March 17, all commercial flights are suspended.

12

Ban on entry by any travelers for 2 weeks (as of 3/19); this includes
returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with passengers
for the time being

Mauritius

Mozambique 0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

Namibia

3

Most international flights suspended (except daily routes to SA);
travelers banned from affected countries

Niger

1

Starting March 20, all international flights to and from Niger will be
suspended for 14 days.

Nigeria

12

From 20 March until 20 April, travelers from China, Italy, Iran, South
Korea, Spain, Japan, France, Germany, Norway, the United States of
America, the United Kingdom, Netherlands and Switzerland will face
restriction of entry.

ROC

3

On 16 March it was announced that all flights to affected countries will
be suspended from 19 March.

Rwanda

11

All flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20)

0

Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.

Sao Tome &
Principe

Senegal

47

Starting March 20, all international flights will be stopped until April 17.

Seychelles

6

Travelers banned from EU, UK, Switzerland; ban on travelers who were
China the past 14 days

Sierra Leone

0

International flights to be suspended starting March 21 indefinitely.

Somalia

1

All commercial flights suspended for 15 days

South Africa

202

National state of disaster; travelers banned from affected countries;
travelers wishing to transit South African international airports may do
so without a visa, unless they have been in the UK, China, Germany,
Iran, Italy, the Republic of Korea, Spain or the U.S. since 3/15; South
African Airways canceling all regional flights through May 31

South Sudan

0

Suspension of flights from affected countries; 14-day quarantine for
travelers coming from affected countries

Sudan

2

All commercial flights cancelled; repatriation flights (for inbound
repatriation of Sudanese and outbound repatriation of foreign
nationals) will now be allowed for 48 hours (as of on March 19)

Tanzania

6

14-day quarantine for affected countries; flight cancellations (NFI);
primary/sec. schools closed 30 days; public gatherings banned

9

The Government of Togo has banned entry into Togo for individuals
coming from France, Germany, Italy and Spain, effective March 20.
Brussels Airlines and Air France will suspend flights into and out of Togo
effective March 18 and March 19, respectively.

Uganda

0

foreigners are free to travel out of the country as they wish but may
not return to Uganda from affected countries for the same 32-day
period

Zambia

2

14-day self-quarantine for all travelers coming from affected countries

Zimbabwe

1

Travelers coming from affected countries subject to screening

Togo

3/19/20
Good afternoon ARC,
Please see below an update on the number of cases and travel restrictions in sub-Saharan
Africa. OSAC has also seen additional, more frequent reports of anti-foreigner security incidents
and altercations revolving around COVID-19. These have included reports of verbal and online
harassment, stone throwing, and banging on vehicles occupied by expatriates. Based on
Embassy guidance, if you find yourself in a confrontational situation, do not engage or
otherwise escalate any encounter and do your best to leave the situation/area

immediately. We are working on a global report that details this more completely that should
be published next week.
A pressing issue is the diminishing number of flights to and from the continent. Many Embassy
alerts have included the language, U.S. citizens who are considering returning to the United
States are urged to work with the airlines to make travel arrangements while flights are still
available. Especially now that the State Department has raised its global Travel Advisory to
Level 4, there may be additional people attempting to come back to the U.S. especially in those
13 funnel airports. The American Citizen Services (ACS) section at each respective Embassy
continues to be the point of contact for all U.S. citizens with concerns or issues regarding travel
back to the U.S., to include questions about alternate means of exit / re-entry to the U.S.
Finally, I am sure you all heard, but today (March 19), the Department of State increased its
global travel advisory level to Level 4 advising U.S. citizens not to travel internationally due to
COVID-19-related health concerns. It also notes: "U.S. citizens who live in the United States
should arrange for immediate return to the United States, unless they are prepared to remain
abroad for an indefinite period." More information can be found on the travel.state.gov
website here.
Please also visit OSAC's COVID-19 resources page. We have compiled a list of maps, trackers,
and guidance that can be used in your daily operations. If you have any additional questions or
concerns, please reach out to Kristen (East and Southern Africa) or I (West and Central Africa) at
OSACAF@state.gov.
Country
Angola

Cases
0

2
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cameroon

0
33
0
1
13

Travel Restriction
As of 3/20, all flights will be suspended; ban on travelers from Algeria,
China, Egypt, Iran, Italy, Nigeria and South Korea
Starting 11:59 March 19, Benin will close land borders to all but
emergency movements except those deemed “indispensable” by the
government; restrict the issuance of visas; and place in governmentdesignated quarantine facilities all travelers entering Benin by air.
ban on travelers from affected countries; 14-day quarantine for
residents from affected countries
The government has announced a gradual/partial shutdown of airports
and screenings at land borders
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries; border with
Rwanda closed as of 3/15
Starting March 18, all air travel with Brazil, EU countries, Nigeria,
Senegal and the US has been suspended for three weeks.
Starting March 18, all international flights are suspended and all land
and maritime borders will be closed.

CAR

1
1

Chad
Comoros
Cote d'Ivoire
DRC
Djibouti
Eq. Guinea
Eritrea
Eswatini
Ethiopia

9
14
1
4
0
1
6

3

Gabon
The Gambia

1
11

Ghana
2
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Kenya
Lesotho

0
7
0

No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to impose a
14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.
Starting March 18 at 11:59 PM, airports will be closed to all airlines for
2 weeks. Land border remains open apart from Sudan and the Central
African Republic.
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries; potential ban
for travelers from China & Japan
Commercial flights will be suspended temporarily starting 11:59 PM
March 20
Suspension of flights from high-risk countries starting on March 20; 14day quarantine for travelers coming from affected countries
Suspension of all commercial flights until 4/7 (as of 3/18)
Starting March 15, all in-bound and out-bound international
commercial flights are suspended.
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
ban on travelers from affected countries
all travelers subject to screening; 14-day quarantine for travelers from
affected countries
International flights to and from Gabon are limited to one per week.
The government suspended of tourist visas from the most infected
areas, namely the European Union, China, South Korea and the United
States. It also announced it was restricting travel to countries not yet
announced. Non-Gabonese travelers who have visited China within 14
days of arrival will not be permitted to enter the country until further
notice. Gabonese nationals may enter the country but will be subject
to immediate quarantine.
No current restrictions. Airport screening is ongoing.
As of March 17, any traveler (except Ghana citizens or resident permit
holders) who has traveled to any country that has more than 200
COVID-19 cases in the past 14 days will be refused entry into Ghana.
Airlines are instructed to not allow people onto the plane into Ghana.
The government stated that for yet undefined high-risk countries,
travelers’ passports will be withheld until a certificate is provided by
the MoH at the end of the 14 days of monitoring. All travelers arriving
from Italy may be quarantined for 14 days.
Flights in and out of Guinea-Bissau's international airport will halt
starting March 18 for two weeks.
Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; suspension of flights from
China
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

2
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania

0
0
0
2
3

Mauritius
Mozambique 0
Namibia
Niger

3
1

8
Nigeria
ROC
Rwanda

Sao Tome &
Principe
Senegal

3
11
0

31

6
Seychelles
Sierra Leone 0
1
Somalia
South Africa 150
South Sudan

0

All travelers entering Liberia from countries with over 200 confirmed
COVID-19 cases will be denied entry.
The government has suspended issuance of ‘laissez-passer’ to prevent
people leaving China to use intermediary countries as a means to avoid
the travel advisory.
all incoming/outgoing flights suspended for 30 days (as of 3/20)
screening all travelers on arrival, 14-day self-quarantine for travelers
coming from affected countries
The government has suspended all commercial international flight
from countries impacted COVID-19.
Starting March 17, all commercial flights are suspended.
Ban on entry by any travellers after 1000 local time on March. 19; this
includes returning residents; planes will be allowed to depart with
passengers for the time being
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries
Most intl flights suspended (except daily routes to SA); travelers
banned from affected countries
Starting March 20, all international flights to and from Niger will be
suspended for 14 days.
From 20 March until 20 April, travelers from China, Italy, Iran, South
Korea, Spain, Japan, France, Germany, Norway, the United States of
America, the United Kingdom, Netherlands and Switzerland will face
restriction of entry.
On 16 March it was announced that all flights to affected countries will
be suspended from 19 March.
As of March 20, suspension of all flights for 30 days
Flights in and out of STP are now restricted. Non-resident foreign
nationals are prohibited from entering the country. Charter flights are
prohibited from landing at the country’s airports. Cruise ships are
prohibited from docking at the country’s ports.
Starting March 18, all international flights will be stopped until April
17.
Travelers banned from EU, UK, Switzerland; ban on travelers who were
China the past 14 days
International flights to be suspended starting March 21 indefinitely.
All commercial flights suspended for 15 days
National state of disaster; travelers banned from affected countries
Suspension of flights from affected countries; 14-day quarantine for
travelers coming from affected countries

2
Sudan
Tanzania

6

1
Togo
0
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

2
1

All commercial flights cancelled; repatriation flights (for inbound
repatriation of Sudanese and outbound repatriation of foreign
nationals) will now be allowed for 48 hours (as of on March 19)
14-day quarantine for affected countries; flight cancellations (NFI);
primary/sec. schools closed 30 days; public gatherings banned
The Government of Togo has banned entry into Togo for individuals
coming from France, Germany, Italy and Spain, effective March 20.
Brussels Airlines and Air France will suspend flights into and out of
Togo effective March 18 and March 19, respectively.
foreigners are free to travel out of the country as they wish but may
not return to Uganda from affected countries for the same 32-day
period
14-day self-quarantine for all travelers coming from affected countries
Travelers coming from affected countries subject to screening

3/18/20
Good afternoon ARC Members,
As you’re all aware, the impact of COVID-19 and the response of governments in Sub-Saharan
Africa has been incredibly varied and fluid. We are seeing both the number of cases and the
types of policies being put in the place change daily (sometimes hourly). Please find in the chart
below the updates that we are tracking as of today; please excuse any inadvertent admissions.
Data regarding the outbreak in the region is included in the chart below, current as of 03/18/20
4:30PM EST.
Although some countries have not yet put in place official restrictions impacting the departure
or arrival of international flights, the availability of flights may be severely impacted due to 3rd
country flight restrictions or for business reasons. OSAC is aware of a number of international
carriers that have halted or severely diminished the number of flights to and from Sub-Saharan
Africa due to demand, internal, or external restrictions. As a reminder, if you have travelers
stuck in a given country, your POC will be American Citizen Services (ACS). ACS is presently
inundated with a high volume of inquiries from travelers currently impacted by the widespread
flight cancelations, so please excuse any delay in response. Rest assured that ACS (globally) is
monitoring the situation closely and working on solutions for U.S. citizens abroad. Ensure all
travelers make contact with the local ACS at the Embassy or Consulate nearest to them. If you
need help finding that contact information, we would be happy to point you in the right
direction.

Also, please note that on March 14, the Department of State authorized the departure from
any diplomatic or consular post in the world of U.S. personnel and family members who have
been medically determined to be at higher risk of a poor outcome if exposed to COVID-19.
The State Department released a FAQ webpage, which can be found here. OSAC also has
a dedicated COVID-19 webpage, which includes global daily readouts, along with other OSAC
and external resources. As you know, information is constantly changing and our goal is to
provide you with as much information as possible. If you have any questions about the updates
or regarding any other locations in Africa, please let us know. As a reminder, we can be reached
at osacAF@state.gov.
Country

Cases Travel Restrictions

Angola

0

As of 3/20, all flights will be suspended; ban on travelers from Algeria,
China, Egypt, Iran, Italy, Nigeria and South Korea; 14-day quarantine for
travelers from affected countries

Benin

1

Starting 11:59 March 19, Benin will close land borders to all movements
except those deemed “indispensable” by the government; restrict the
issuance of visas; and place in government-designated quarantine
facilities all travelers entering Benin by air.

Botswana

0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

Burkina Faso

27

The government has announced a gradual/partial shutdown of airports
and screenings at land borders

Burundi

0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries; border with
Rwanda closed as of 3/15

Cabo Verde

0

Starting March 18, all air travel with Brazil, EU countries, Nigeria,
Senegal and the US has been suspended.

Cameroon

10

Starting March 18, all international flights are suspended and all land
and maritime borders will be closed.

CAR

1

No current flight restrictions. Authorities reserve the right to impose a
14-day self-quarantine for arriving travelers.

Chad

0

Starting March 18 at 11:59 PM, airports will be closed to all airlines for
2 weeks. Land border remains open apart from Sudan and the Central
African Republic.
14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries; potential ban
for travelers from China & Japan

Comoros
Cote d'Ivoire

6

Travelers who have been to a country with over 100 cases over the past
14 days will be denied entry.

DRC

14

Travelers from China, France, Germany, Iran, Italy and South Korea
arriving in DRC are requested to self-quarantine for 14 days while those

who present the symptoms will be quarantined at the health center of
the local Ministry of Health.
Djibouti

1

Suspension of international commercial flights (3/18); closure of
borders to all foreigners

Eq. Guinea

4

Starting March 15, all in-bound and out-bound international
commercial flights are suspended.

Eritrea

0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

Eswatini

1

N/A

Ethiopia

6

14-day quarantine for travelers from Wuhan

Gabon

3

International flights to and from Gabon are limited to one per week.
The government suspended of tourist visas from the most infected
areas, namely the European Union, China, South Korea and the United
States. It also announced it was restricting travel to countries not yet
announced. Non-Gabonese travelers who have visited China within 14
days of arrival will not be permitted to enter the country until further
notice. Gabonese nationals may enter the country but will be subject to
immediate quarantine.

The Gambia

1

No current restrictions. Airport screening is ongoing.

7

As of March 17, any traveler (except Ghana citizens or resident permit
holders) who has traveled to any country that has more than 200
COVID-19 cases in the past 14 days will be refused entry into Ghana.
Airlines are instructed to not allow people onto the plane into Ghana.

2

The government stated that for yet undefined high-risk countries,
travelers’ passports will be withheld until a certificate is provided by the
MoH at the end of the 14 days of monitoring. All travelers arriving from
Italy may be quarantined for 14 days.

Ghana

Guinea

Guinea-Bissau 0

N/A

Kenya

7

Non-resident travelers banned for 30 days; suspension of flights from
China

Lesotho

0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

2

All travelers entering Liberia from countries with over 200 confirmed
COVID-19 cases will be denied entry. The government has suspended
issuance of ‘laissez-passer’ to prevent people leaving China to use
intermediary countries as a means to avoid the travel advisory.

Madagascar

0

14-day self-quarantine returning affected countries; all intl. flights
suspended for 30 days (eff. 3/20); ban on all travelers who were in
China the past 14 days; ban on travelers from Italy, Iran, SK

Malawi

0

14-day self-quarantine for travelers coming from affected countries

Liberia

Mali

0

The government has suspended all commercial international flight from
countries impacted COVID-19.

Mauritania

2

Starting March 17, all commercial flights are suspended.

Mauritius

0

Travelers banned from EU, UK, Switzerland; ban on travelers who were
China the past 14 days

Mozambique 0

14-day quarantine for travelers from affected countries

Namibia

2

Most international flights suspended (except daily routes to SA);
travelers banned from affected countries

Niger

0

Starting March 20, all international flights to and from Niger will be
suspended for 14 days.

Nigeria

8

From 20 March until 20 April, travelers from China, Italy, Iran, South
Korea, Spain, Japan, France, Germany, Norway, the United States of
America, the United Kingdom, Netherlands and Switzerland will face
restriction of entry.

ROC

1

On 16 March it was announced that all flights to affected countries will
be suspended from 19 March.

Rwanda

8

As of March 20, suspension of all flights for 30 days

Sao Tome &
Principe

0

No current restrictions. Airport screening is ongoing.

Senegal

30

Starting March 18, all flights to and from Algeria, Belgium, France, Italy,
Portugal, Spain and Tunisia will be stopped for 30 days.

Seychelles

4

Travelers banned from EU, UK, Switzerland; ban on travelers who were
China the past 14 days

Sierra Leone

0

All travelers arriving from a country with more than 50 cases will be
quarantined in a government facility for 14 days. Those arriving from a
country with less than 50 cases will be asked to self-quarantine.

Somalia

1

Travel from affected countries banned; all commercial flights
suspended for 15 days

South Africa

116

National state of disaster; travelers banned from affected countries

South Sudan

0

Suspension of flights from affected countries; 14-day quarantine for
travelers coming from affected countries

Sudan

1

Suspension of all visas and flights from affected countries; commercial
flights cancelled; borders closed (land, sea, and air)

Tanzania

3

14-day quarantine for affected countries; flight cancellations (NFI);
primary/sec. schools closed 30 days; public gatherings banned

Togo

1

The Government of Togo has banned entry into Togo for individuals
coming from France, Germany, Italy and Spain, effective March 20.

Brussels Airlines and Air France will suspend flights into and out of Togo
effective March 18 and March 19, respectively.
Uganda

0

14-day quarantine for affected countries

Zambia

2

14-day self-quarantine for all travelers coming from affected countries

Zimbabwe

1

Travelers coming from affected countries subject to screening

